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Abstract 
 

Recently, wind power has become a reliable and cost-effective renewable energy source of 

electricity due to the foreseeable exhaustion of fossil fuel-based power generations and its growing 

adverse effects on the environment as it is the main source of greenhouse gases. Doubly fed 

induction generator (DFIG) based wind farm gets the popularity due to its ability for variable speed 

operation, reactive power control, and reduced converter ratings. Traditional protection schemes 

result in huge protection failure during fault and abnormality incidents for wind farms since wind 

turbine fault analysis behavior is different from conventional synchronous generators. Thus, the 

simple conventional settings for relays would result in maloperation and miscoordination between 

relays for wind farms and hence, the existing wind farms protection schemes need to be 

significantly improved. The specific problems with wind farm protection relaying that this thesis 

aims to solve are presented below: 

1. Overcurrent protection relays: Non-optimal settings, resulting in delayed operation of relays 

or false tripping resulting in stress in power quality, unnecessary disconnection of healthy feeders, 

severe damage to power apparatus, and endanger personnel safety. 

2. Coordination of protective relays: Miscoordination and maloperation of protection relays as 

a result of dynamic behavior of wind farms. 

3. Distance protection relays: Inaccurate impedance measurement, causing: maloperation, false 

tripping, over-reaching and under-reaching, delayed operation and miscoordination between 

different zones of protection. 

4. Differential protection relays: Implementation of this technique could be extremely costly, 

since installing several microprocessor-based differential protection relays (MDPRs) with 

extensive communication links at a large-scale wind farms could be quite expensive. 
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Thus, in order to solve the aforementioned wind farm protection issues, a multifold 

approach has been implemented that involves both power system protection and application of 

artificial intelligence and machine learning techniques. The first problem is successfully addressed 

by developing an Overcurrent Relay (OCR) based on IEC60255-151:2009 standard, along with a 

user-friendly graphical interface and coding in Matlab. The relay settings and coordination criteria 

are defined based on conventional nonlinear time-current relay curve optimization method and 

then in order to improve the relay operation time, settings and coordination, a Genetic Algorithm 

(GA)-based new optimization technique by formulating an objective function (OF) is developed. 

In order to address the second problem associated with adverse effect of dynamic behavior of 

DFIG based wind farms on protective relays performance, a new adaptive and optimal overcurrent 

protection for large-scale wind farms using hybrid Grey Wolf Optimizer and rule-based Fuzzy 

Logic Controller (GWO-FLC) protection scheme is proposed. The GWO is implemented to attain 

optimal OCR coordination for the defined quadruple group settings for all relays, and the FLC is 

developed to provide adaptive feature for the relays to cope with the variation in wind speeds. The 

proposed GWO-FLC performance has been found to be robust, reliable, efficient and extremely 

satisfactory. 

In order to address the third and fourth problems, digital differential protection scheme is 

developed and designed for providing adequate protection for the intertie section of wind farms. 

Furthermore, a cost-effective and more reliable differential protection relay is designed for wind 

farms using a field-programmable gate array (FPGA). The performance of the proposed FPGA-

based digital differential protection relay (FPGA-DDPR) is verified in the lab environment using 

DE2-115 FPGA board equipped with Cyclone IV E (EP4CE115F29C7). The experimental results 

show that the proposed FPGA-DDPR can successfully detect fault locations, trips the internal 
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faults and even faults with extremely high resistance, while ignores the external fault. Thus, the 

proposed FPGA-DDPR protection scheme would be a cost-effective alternative to MDPRs. 

Finally, a new Bayesian-based optimized Support Vector Machine (SVM) as a supervised machine 

learning classifier approach is developed to take into account both the dynamic behaviors of wind 

speed and the current measured by the current transformers. The performance of the proposed 

method is compared to several other successful classification-based machine learning techniques. 

It is found the proposed SVM-DDPR had superior performance with an astonishing average 

accuracy of 99.8% in the context of distinguishing the normal operation, internal and external 

faults that helps the protective relays to avoid any false tripping.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1     Background 

Over the last couple of decades, popularity of renewable energy sources is increasing 

rapidly to cope with the proliferation in power demand and thus, decreasing the dependence on 

fossil fuels to reduce the greenhouse gas emission. Among various renewable resources, wind 

energy converted to electric energy has emerged as the leading source due to its easy availability 

and environment-friendly nature [1]. Wind power plants have been widely employed as the means 

of power generation in smart grids and microgrids as a distributed generation (DG) system. 

Undoubtedly, wind power has dominated as the mainstream of renewable energy systems in most 

developed countries as a reliable and financially reasonable source of electricity. The contribution 

of wind energy to power generation has reached a considerable share even on the worldwide level 

[2]. According to world wind energy association (WWEA), the overall capacity of all wind 

turbines installed worldwide by the end of 2018 and 2019 reached, 591 and 650.8 Gigawatt (GW) 

respectively, while this remarkable growth was hindered in 2020 due to COVID-19 pandemic [3]. 

This remarkable trend, updated at the time of writing this thesis, is depicted in Fig. 1.1. 

It is estimated that 6% of the global energy demand can be provided by all wind turbines 

installed by the end of 2019 and this rate is slowly but steadily increasing annually which signifies 

the eminence of wind energy as a reliable source of power. The leading countries in harnessing 

wind energy, in order, by the end of 2019 are: China, US, Germany, India, Spain, UK, France, 
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Brazil, Canada and Italy [4]. In the years to come, there will be more and more wind power plants 

connected to the grid, thus, with the goal of 20% global wind penetration by 2030, the wind farm’s 

operation should be well planned. The power system switchgear and power system protection for 

wind power plants should be carefully designed to be compatible with the operation of 

conventional synchronous generators connected to the same grid. 

 

Fig. 1.1. Total worldwide wind turbine installed capacity. 

 

1.2     Wind Farms 

A wind farm which is interchangeably used as “wind park”, “wind power plant”, depending 

on its size, consists of a few to hundreds of wind turbine generators (WTGs) installed in a wide 

land and each turbine with respect to the geography of the area, is placed with some specific 
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distance away from each other to use the most of the accessible wind energy. The two most 

common types of wind turbines mostly used in wind farms are vertical-axis wind turbine (VAWT) 

and horizontal-axis wind turbine (HAWT). A schematic of these wind turbines is presented in Fig. 

1.2. VAWT technology, as the name suggests, has a vertical axis of rotation which enables the 

wind turbine to capture wind energy from any direction without the need to reposition the rotor 

with respect to change in the direction of wind [5]. This is one of the main advantages of VAWT 

over HAWT, however, these turbines are less predominant in the modern wind farms due to some 

serious disadvantages related to this technology such as lacking self-starting mechanism, having 

significantly less power coefficient (compared to HAWT), strong suspension of rotations due to 

periodic changes in the lift force and unsatisfactory regulation of power. 

 

Fig. 1.2. Schematic of two most common types of wind turbines installed in wind farms [6]. 
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On the other hand, HAWT are by far the most common design and therefore are prevalently 

used in wind farms. They utilize aerodynamic blades known as airfoils, fitted to a rotor, which can 

be positioned either upwind or downwind. HAWTs are typically either two or three-bladed and 

operate at high blade tip speeds. Machines with upwind rotors require a yaw, or tail vane, to help 

them orient into the wind while downwind rotors have blades that are coned allowing the turbine 

to orient on its own [7]. The electric generator and the rotor shaft, are placed on the top of a tall 

tower. The blades of the rotor are forced to rotate due to the air flow. The rotor shaft meshes with 

the generator, and consequently, the rotor shaft rotation leads to electricity generation. This type 

of turbine is usually designed to ensure that the rotor blades are facing the wind, thus it utilizes 

wind sensor and servo motor. High wind speeds could be dangerous and may cause damage to the 

wind turbine; to prevent that, the turbine is fitted with a brake to reduce rotor shaft speed [8]. 

Currently, available HAWT sizes are between 1 MW and 14 MW, where the world’s most 

powerful and efficient offshore wind turbine generator as of now, is HALIADE-X manufactured 

by General Electric (GE) renewable energy company, which has a massive 14 MW power capacity 

and 61% capacity factor (i.e., the factor that compares how much energy was generated against 

the maximum that could have been produced at continuous full power operation during a specific 

period of time) [9]. 

The generated power of a wind farm highly depends on the wind variability, where its 

dispatch capability is based on wind forecasting. Large-scale wind farms are located in high-wind 

resource regions, and these may be far from the load center. Since a wind farm covers a very large 

area, there are usually some power output diversities found, since each WTG is located at different 

electrical distances from the substation (i.e., diversity in line impedance), and also each turbine 

may be driven by different instantaneous wind speeds. Hence, not only the entire wind farm power 
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generation fluctuates during different seasons, days, hour to hour and minute to minute, but also 

each WTG may feed fairly assorted power to the grid, that’s why wind farms are considered as 

highly intermittent DG source, which have attracted many researchers and engineers to carry out 

abundant studies on power management, maximum power point tracking (MPPT), power quality, 

and intelligent protection and control (P&C) of these entities. 

 

1.3     Overview of Wind Farm Protection and Challenges 

The impressive growth in the utilization of wind energy has consequently spawned active 

research activities in a wide variety of technical fields. Progressive amplification of grids by wind 

farms has led to the emergence of some significant electrical issues including security, protection, 

stability, reliability and power quality. Among these issues, protection aspect plays an important 

role that has drawn the attention of researchers. Although protection of wind farms is very critical 

and intricate, wind power plants still implement simple protection schemes which lead to different 

levels of damages to power components in the plant under faulty conditions. Moreover, most of 

the researches conducted on wind farm protection have been dominantly restricted to literature and 

methodologies as opposed to implementation and reducing damages to the power apparatus [10]. 

In [11]–[14], the authors reported different levels of damage, but the drawbacks of the associated 

protection systems have been skipped. Although there are partial analysis of centralized protection 

[15], an overall protection scheme has yet to be developed to overcome the protection crisis in 

wind power plants [16]. 

A schematic diagram of a typical wind farm is shown in Fig. 1.3. The entire wind farm 

must be protected from any over/under voltage, frequency, current disturbances, unexpected 
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insulation failure, lightning and most importantly electrical faults. A common practice in power 

system protection is to define several zones known as “protection zone” for every section of the 

network that is required to be protected. Some protective equipment used in wind farm protections 

such as fuse, protective relay, circuit breaker (CB), reclosers, voltage transformer (VT) also known 

as potential transformer (PT) and, current transformer (CT) is briefly described below. 

 

Fig. 1.3. A single line diagram of a typical wind farm [17]. 

A wind farm has many protection zones where each should be carefully designed to provide 

adequate protection and security for the power apparatus. This concept is shown in Fig. 1.4. Each 

protection zone may have one or more protective relays in conjunction with other elements of 

protection such as fuses and fault current limiters (FCLs) [18]. 
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Fig. 1.4. Protection zones for a small section of a wind farm [18]. 

At the turbine section, the WTG generates at low voltage levels which is typically in the 

standard range of 480 V, 575 V or 690 V. The WTG which typically includes an induction 

generator (type I, II and III wind turbine technologies) or synchronous generator (type IV wind 

turbine technology), power electronics converter, control system, and step-up power transformer 

and are all protected by one protective relay. In early days, due to employment of small power 

transformers at WTG, usually (<1 MW), power fuses used to be installed at the high voltage side 

of the transformer which occasionally resulted in unnecessary miscoordination between 

transformer fuse and WTG relay during high fault current or significant voltage dip and eventual 

disconnection of the entire subfeeder connected to the collector feeder. This protection issue is 
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counterproductive against the modern grid standards such as low voltage ride through (LVRT) and 

fault ride through (FRT), which require the wind turbines to remain connected to the grid for some 

specific time during fault incidence or voltage dip due to grid disturbances [19], [20]. Hence, 

nowadays for modern wind farms, instead of a fuse, a multifunctional relay is implemented to 

provide protection for the entire WTG feeder as shown by orange color in Fig. 1.4.   

The collector system consists of line feeders where each feeder can also include several 

WTGs, connects the high side of the pad-mounted transformer to the substation. Usually, wind 

turbines are divided into groups of turbines connected in a daisy-chain fashion using underground 

cables. These groupings are then connected to the substation by either underground cables or 

overhead lines at 34.5 kV. These protection zones are shown by green and yellow colors in Fig. 

1.4. It is very important that the protection relay and coordination for these zones are set optimally, 

so that during a fault at any feeder, the adjacent feeder protection relays do not operate at the same 

time, otherwise, instead of only one feeder, multiple feeders with WTGs would be disconnected 

by mistake which is an unsatisfactory outcome of non-optimal protection systems. [21]–[24]. 

Finally, the entire wind farm is connected to the power grid through a step-up power 

transformer and transmission line. These zones which are shown by blue and purple color in Fig. 

1.4, are of significant importance since maloperation of protection scheme could result in serious 

damage to the costly high voltage power apparatus and also disconnection of the entire wind farm, 

which would not only cause loss of bulk power to the grid, and consequently loss of revenue, but 

also the reconnection of the wind farm back to the grid, considering voltage and frequency 

synchronization complying with standard grid codes, could be challenging and time consuming. 

Therefore, the role of power system protection in power networks is of significant 

importance, and it is absolutely necessary to design and implement highly reliable and efficient 
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protection schemes for every zone of wind farm, to protect power systems from unexpected faults 

and abnormalities, prevent damage to the power equipment, and meanwhile, minimize the 

disconnection of affected area, to preserve power quality and stability for the rest of the plant. 

However, despite the aforementioned statement, simple and inefficient protection schemes are still 

being implemented for wind farms which have been found unreliable [25]. For example, a recent 

report by North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) has inferred that 28% of 

protective relays maloperation in wind farms are due to improper settings and logic errors. These 

errors prevalently resulted from the existing relay testing procedures that do not provide a proper 

mechanism to easily and effectively evaluate the performance of all settings, logics, and the simple 

protection system as a whole [26]. Thus, the protection schemes for wind farms must be 

significantly improved to provide adequate protection for power apparatus in a wind power plant. 

 

1.4     Literature Review and Research Motivation 

In the following section, a brief literature review on several protection schemes, i.e., 

overcurrent protection and coordination (adaptive and non-adaptive), distance protection and 

differential protection for wind farms including significant challenges associated with each 

technique, pros and cons, and the research motivation of this thesis are presented. 

 

1.4.1     Overcurrent protection and coordination  

Overcurrent protection is one of the most crucial areas of protection in wind power systems. 

One of the conventional protection apparatus is overcurrent relay (OCR) which is responsible for 
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protecting power systems from impending faults. OCRs are mostly used as primary and backup 

protection in many regions of power networks and power plants. To provide comprehensive 

protection, the relays must be adequately coordinated with each other, not only to prevent damage 

to power devices due to current faults but also to limit the disconnected district to the faulty feeders 

[27]. Proper power system protective relaying for doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG)-based 

wind farms and relay coordination is immensely challenging which have not been addressed 

adequately in the literature. The conventional protective relay settings and techniques provided for 

wind farms are not the best possible settings and schemes available, and there are scopes for 

improvement regarding relay operation time and relay coordination. Moreover, due to dynamic 

nature of wind energy and its effect on power generation and current characteristics, protective 

relays should be able to manage these behaviors and avoid false tripping. This topic requires 

solicitous attention and negligence in proper protection would compromise the reliability and 

stability of power systems and severe personnel health injuries [28]. Besides, optimal coordination 

of overcurrent relays is hugely demanding and considered as a highly constrained nonlinear 

programming problem specifically in complex power systems such as (DFIG)-based wind farms 

[29]. 

 

1.4.1.1     Non-adaptive overcurrent protection and coordination  

Among different approaches the most prominent and successful method is the use of 

artificial intelligence to improve the function and coordination of OCRs in power systems [30]. 

Initially, trial-and-error method was implemented to coordinate relays with each other, however, 

in order to achieve a proper relay setting, a large number of iterations should be provided, thus 
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leading to a very slow convergence rate [31]. The best way to do this was to divide the loops at 

certain locations called breakpoints and start the coordination of OCRs at these points. In this 

technique, the most challenging part is to find the breakpoints and accomplish the coordination of 

OCRs [32]. The other approach is called topological analysis which is based on graph theory and 

functional computations. This method was considered to be a better approach than trial-and-error, 

however the lack of optimization was the shortcoming in this method [33]. This means that the 

time settings of relays in this approach are obtained in high values, which is considered non-

optimal and unsatisfactory. The other disadvantage of these two methods is the requirement for a 

high period of time to set the relay settings. 

Recently, several optimization techniques based on artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm 

and the nature inspired algorithm (NIA) have attracted researchers to achieve improved and 

optimized relay settings [34]. The advantage of these intelligent optimization techniques over the 

aforementioned conventional OCR coordination methods is that there is no necessity of 

determining the breakpoint. Unsophisticated techniques such as dual simplex and two-phase 

simplex linear programming (LP) method, nonlinear programming (NLP), mixed integer nonlinear 

programming of the general algebraic modeling system (GAMS), Big M, are some of the 

techniques that have been proposed to address the solution of the optimal coordination for 

distribution power system protection [35]–[38]. These methods have several drawbacks such as 

trapping into local minimum and difficulty to reach at optimal global value [39]–[42].  

In order to provide coordination of both directional OCRs and non-directional OCRs, 

optimal solutions must be provided to protect the wind farms from faults within shortest possible 

time. The most recent trend in implementing modern artificial intelligence (AI) algorithm and the 

nature inspired algorithm (NIA) in solving engineering problems, are implementation of  various 
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AI algorithms such as, fuzzy expert systems, rule-based expert systems, genetic algorithm (GA) 

and evolutionary programming, grey wolf optimizer (GWO), artificial neural network (ANN), 

artificial bees colony (ABC), harmony search algorithm (HSA), honey bee algorithm (HBA), 

particle swarm optimization (PSO) and etc., it is found that GA and GWO provides more reliable 

and optimal solution for highly constrained nonlinear problems [43]–[47]. 

Both GA and GWO are able to address the nonlinear characteristic of overcurrent relays 

and optimize the operation time of relays. Moreover, if these algorithms are appropriately 

developed, the most optimal solution could be achieved. Despite the massive success of these 

techniques in the protection of power system components, they were never extensively used to 

improve the wind farm protection which leaves a considerable gap in electrical power protection 

study. Hence, the GA and GWO based optimization algorithms with the formulation of a proper 

objective function and suitable parameter constraints are proposed in this thesis. The relay settings 

are optimized by minimizing the time and current settings concerning IEC standards to procure 

the best possible operating time and coordination for all the overcurrent relays. To verify the 

efficacy of the developed technique, they are tested under various fault condition at different 

locations of the power network. Furthermore, a comparison between the standard conventional 

protection and coordination method [48], and the developed protection schemes are presented 

which will be discussed later in Chapter 3. 

 

1.4.1.2     Adaptive overcurrent protection and coordination  

Besides the AI or NIA-based optimal protection, another significant aspect of protection 

that should be considered for intermittent power generation plants, e.g., wind farms, is adaptive 
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protection that has been drastically neglected in the previous wind farm overcurrent protection 

studies. The purpose of implementing adaptive protection is primarily to update the relay settings 

according to the changes imposed to a power system [49]. This type of protection scheme has been 

previously applied to microgrids where the fault current during grid connected and islanded mode 

of operation are extensively different and there is an immense necessity to update the relay settings 

accordingly [50]. In wind farms, since the wind speed is intermittent, the power and current 

characteristic are dynamic as well. Moreover, during high and low wind speed, there is a huge 

difference between the generated currents. Furthermore, since the fault current and nominal root 

mean square (RMS) values of current profiles are used for setting OCRs, existence of only one 

group set of settings for the relays would cause drastic miscoordination and false tripping when 

the wind speed is drastically altered. Thus, there should be an intelligent mechanism devised in 

order for OCR settings to be updated according to the dynamic changes of the wind farm operation, 

based on the data collected at site, so that only proper coordination settings are adopted. 

In some studies, a simple non-communication based dual overcurrent and voltage-based 

protection was proposed, which was tested for radial distribution systems with high penetration of 

DG systems [51]. Some other studies, focused heavily on numerical and complex mathematical 

approaches to provide adaptive-like feature for relays, in order to improve their performance and 

maintain their coordination specific for networks that have highly varying generating stations or 

highly varying load demand [52]–[55]. The advantages of such offline adaptive protection systems 

are to avoid using FCL and any communication infrastructures, which would reduce the costs and 

simplify the protection schemes. On the other hand, the main disadvantage of this technique is the 

lack of communication between relays and control center where during event of fault, if a relay 

maloperates, no communication is made between the main and backup relays, and none of the 
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relays are updated with the new optimal settings [56], [57]. Thus, offline adaptive protection would 

not be the best candidate for implementation in large-scale wind farms.  

Online adaptive protection schemes are mainly reliant on IEC 61850 standards where the 

relays communicate with each other through a standard protocol known as generic object-oriented 

substation event (GOOSE) [58]. The recent modern microprocessor-based protective relays 

implemented in smart grids are all equipped with such capability to enhance their performance and 

also improve their reliability by reducing false trips. For example, in a recent study that focused 

on implementation of online adaptive protection based on IEC 61850 and GOOSE protocol, 

directional overcurrent protection relays with peer-to-peer communication capability were 

employed to provide adequate protection for medium voltage (MV) distribution network [59]. 

Similar works have also been carried out by other researchers for different power systems, such as 

microgrids, solar plants, photovoltaic farms, distributed networks with high penetration of DGs 

and etc., where the attained results showed that by introducing an online adaptive protection to the 

network, the performance of relays was improved and relays were able to detect faults in a shorter 

time [60]–[64]. In spite of the promising advantages associated with applying online adaptive 

protection, this type of protection requires modern power networks (smart grids), extensive 

communication infrastructures, and microprocessor-based protective relays, therefore it’s rather 

an expensive protection scheme, yet highly efficient and reliable.  

The current literature on adaptive overcurrent protection in power systems is still limited 

and more research is required to apply such techniques for various power systems, most 

specifically for wind farms. Moreover, many of the reported techniques are extremely 

sophisticated, and may not be applicable to many scenarios since the initial protection scheme was 

constrained with the availability of DG technology, specific power network under study, and the 
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unnecessarily complicated techniques employed. Nevertheless, the most important attributes of 

power system protection and relaying is its simplicity, reliability and applicability of the proposed 

technique for various power systems [65], [66], contrary to recent trend in the literature. Adaptive 

protection should be simple and easy to implement, so the relays are updated in fraction of second 

and avoid unnecessary communication delay between relays and the central control unit.  

Thus, this thesis proposes a new adaptive and optimal overcurrent protection technique for 

large-scale wind farms using hybrid grey wolf optimizer and fuzzy logic controller (GWO-FLC) 

scheme to significantly improve the protection, and reliability of wind farm operation. The hybrid 

GWO-FLC consists of two parts where the GWO is responsible for minimizing the time and 

current settings of the OCRs, hence minimizing the operation time of protective relays. The second 

part of the proposed technique consists of the implementation of FLC, which is responsible for 

adaptive protection. Due to dynamic behavior of wind farms, OCR settings and coordination can 

be an extremely challenging task. The existing single group setting for the entire wind farm is not 

acceptable anymore and can cause severe miscoordination, maloperation, false tripping or even 

delayed tripping during fault incidence. Thus, in order to solve this issue, adaptive protection was 

proposed in this study as an inevitable procedure to provide adaptive feature for the relays so that 

the OCR settings are updated online and group settings for each relay are adopted according to the 

variation of wind speed, which will be discussed in Chapter 4.  

 

1.4.2     Protection of Intertie Zone of Wind Farms 

The intertie section of wind farms, where the entire wind power plant is connected to the 

power grid through a step-up power transformer and a power transmission line, are usually 
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equipped with several layers of protection. Distance protection relay is the most effective method 

implemented for power transmission lines; thus, these protection relays are also being applied to 

wind farm transmission lines. Overcurrent relays are used as backup protection scheme and are 

coordinated with the distance protection relay and also with the next overcurrent relay in either 

upstream or downstream depending on the topology of the wind farm. Transformer protections 

within the intertie system are equipped with differential relay as the primary protection and 

overcurrent relay as a backup protection. 

 

1.4.2.1     Distance Protection 

Distance protection relays are an inevitable part of transmission lines and provide proper 

protection in the presence of faults or grid abnormalities [67]. Distance protective relays as the 

name suggests, rely on the impedance at each relay which is simply measured by the division of 

voltage over current at the relay location [68]. During setting the distance relay, one important 

procedure that should be carried out is to define several zones, usually 3 zones based on the priority 

and significance of that particular section, and also set the settings of protection for each zone by 

considering the “overreaching” characteristic of relay to provide adequate and reliable protection 

which is of substantial importance in power system protective relaying. Although these relays are 

extremely effective for stable power systems, they are not as equally effective and reliable for the 

power systems where the source is unstable and drastically intermittent e.g., wind farm intertie 

systems. This is mainly due to the reason that the distance protection relay performance is 

drastically affected by variations in the output voltage of wind farms, source impedance and 
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variations in the frequency of voltages and currents on occurrence of fault on the transmission line 

[69]. 

In a recent study [70] conducted for DFIG protection system, distance protection relays 

were used as the primary protection unit for intertie and collector system. However, the fault 

analysis inferred that distance protection relay failed to operate properly for faults on intertie 

section connected to DFIG wind turbines. The maloperation of the relays were resulted from 

incorrect impedance measurement due to difference in frequencies of voltage and current which 

stem from the DFIG-based wind farm unique behavior. In another research [71] carried out using 

distance-based protection comprising both distance principle and pilot distance protection for a 

large-scale wind farm, performance of distance protection relay was unsuccessful and did not 

operate due to small power source characteristic of wind farm. At the very beginning of fault 

cycles, the decaying DC offset component has a large current and frequency magnitude, while the 

power frequency component is rather negligible and unstable. This would result in inaccurate 

power frequency component extraction from Fourier algorithm by distance protection, 

consequently, the impedance between the relay and fault location is derived incorrectly, leading to 

maloperation of distance protection relay. Incompetency of distance relays is not only limited to 

DFIG-based wind farms, but also in a research carried out on squirrel cage induction generator 

(SCIG)-based wind farms, the impedance measured by distance relay, failed to represent the fault 

location and caused maloperation of the relay on zone 1 of protection [72]. 

According to the research in [73], [74], distance protection relays poor performance are 

mainly due to poor selectivity, low sensitivity and miscoordination between distance and 

overcurrent relays during fault incidence. Poor selectivity results from weak feed characteristics 

of wind generator, the proportion of positive and negative sequence components is much smaller 
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than the proportion of zero sequence component in the collector system side short-circuit current. 

Thus, the traditional distance protection relay may operate incorrectly. Meanwhile, since the 

lengths of the collector lines differ from one another, it is not easy for the setting values of line 

distance protection to cooperate with each other, which may result in poor selectivity. Low 

sensitivity is due to the reason that since wind farm intertie section are grounded via resistance or 

arc suppression coil, consequently during fault occurrence, the fault resistance will greatly affect 

the operation performance of distance protection and result in lower sensitivity to unsymmetrical 

faults, specifically, single line to ground fault due to its smaller fault current magnitude compared 

to symmetrical three phase faults. Lastly, miscoordination among several distance relays and with 

other overcurrent relays may also occur due to aforementioned problems, which would result in 

wrong tripping and catastrophic maloperation of relays within or outside the intertie system. 

Moreover, distance protection relays may operate at a longer time, and if its operation is delayed 

to an extent that the backup overcurrent protection acts instead of primary distance protection 

relay, it could cause miscoordination, compromised power quality and also unnecessary 

disconnection of extended healthy feeders [75]. Thus, based on the existing problems associated 

with distance protection relays for the intertie section, it is extremely essential to study new 

protection schemes to guarantee the safe operation of wind farm intertie system and power grid. 

 

1.4.2.2     Differential Protection 

Differential protective relays are usually employed to provide protection for a single unit 

commonly employed for power transformers, generators, buses, and recently, power transmission 

lines. However, in wind farms since there is a necessity to provide adequate protection for several 
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zones rather than only a single unit, differential zone protection including required numbers of 

relays and measurement sensors i.e., CTs and VTs, for each specific zone must be implemented. 

Differential protection operation is reliably fast, usually close to 5 ms, which could contribute to 

fast tripping and provide robust security for the wind farm intertie section [76]. 

The performance problems of distance protection relays, explained in the previous section 

could be successfully solved by implementing differential-based protection relay (DBPR) for 

intertie system due to its high sensitivity, swift operation and, immunity to power swings. 

Moreover, the differential based protection acts like a unit protection-based scheme that is 

extremely advantageous compared to distance relays since it is not required to cope with 

“underreach” and “overreach” characteristics, resulting in less false tripping [77]. However, since 

wind farms are intermittent sources of power generation, and hence, the generated power and 

current depends on the behavior of wind profile, it could have a detrimental effect on the 

performance of differential protection relays. Because, these relays are sensitive to difference 

between incoming and outgoing currents measured at two sides of a power apparatus to be 

protected, for example two sides of a power transformer or transmission line, and any drastic 

change in wind velocity, could simply cause this differential current exceeds the threshold value 

and would consequently cause maloperation during normal operation. This problem is more 

prevailing if the slope ratio of differential relay is not properly selected. Thus, a differential 

protection relay must be able to cope with this issue and avoid false tripping during normal 

operation. 

Some researchers have proposed digital signal processing, wavelet-alienation coefficient 

technique, least square curve fitting method to analyze the frequency characteristics during fault 

to help the differential relay detect the fault better, however such techniques were proved to have 
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lack of accuracy, consequently during external faults, false tripping was occurred since the 

proposed protection scheme was not able to discriminate between internal and external faults [78]–

[80]. The failure of differential protection relay is not just limited to the intertie protection zone, 

but also some research has showed that the existing method has an adverse effect on the operation 

of reclosers during auto-reclosing [81]. This problem itself, could significantly compromise the 

stability of large-scale wind farms connected to the grid and is totally unacceptable by grid 

standards. A recent study was conducted on improving the performance of differential relays for 

the intertie section of wind farms by applying a central relaying unit based on principle of operation 

of differential relay [82]. The proposed method was able to provide better protection for the wind 

farm and discriminate between fault at the wind turbine and grid side, however, the resistance of 

the fault was not considered at all. Usually the fault resistance, diminishes the fault current 

drastically, which would cause the relays to ignore the fault or at the best scenario, the backup 

overcurrent relay may be able to detect the fault but operates with a significant delay.  

Most recently, some researchers proposed differential protection with extensive 

communication to improve the protection of wind farms [83]. Although differential protection was 

found to be successful, implementation of this technique could be extremely costly, since installing 

several microprocessor-based differential protection relays at a large-scale wind farms might be 

quite expensive. In other studies, effectiveness of differential protection for offshore wind farms 

were analyzed and several recommendations were made to improve the sensitivity of relay against 

various fault types [84], [85]. Unfortunately, there has been very limited research conducted on 

the implementation of differential protection relays for wind farms, but based on the available 

literature, it is evident that differential protection schemes is a viable and effective protection 

method for wind farms connected to power grid, and is a better candidate compared to distance 
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protection relays for protecting the intertie zone of wind farms [86]. However, such protection 

schemes have its own specific challenges and limitations as was discussed earlier. Moreover, it is 

found that only a very few of the previous proposed methods considered the adverse effect of wind 

farms dynamic behavior, and fault resistance in their differential protection scheme, which would 

result in blinding, maloperation, and lack of discrimination between external and internal faults. 

Another major drawback is the cost of implementing microprocessor-based differential relays 

since for large distribution, transmission or power plants, various different requirements of 

protection are necessary to ensure coordination and reliability are provided, thus, employing large 

number of digital microprocessor-based differential relays would drastically increase the cost. The 

aforementioned problem could be escalated for large-scale wind farms connected to the power 

grid, that their size is gradually increasing and so are the costs of implementing, installing and 

maintenance of modern protective relays. 

Therefore, in order to successfully address the present distance and differential protection 

issues in wind farms, two novel protection schemes are proposed. Firstly, a cost-effective and more 

reliable differential protection relay is designed in a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and is 

proposed as an alternative protection scheme for wind farms. The performance of the proposed 

FPGA-based digital differential protection relay (FPGA-DDPR) is verified in the lab environment 

using DE2-115 FPGA board equipped with Cyclone IV E (EP4CE115F29C7). Secondly, a new 

Bayesian-based optimized Support Vector Machine (SVM) as an intelligent supervised machine 

learning classifier approach is developed to take into account both the dynamic behaviors of wind 

speed and the current measured by the current transformers. The performance of the two proposed 

protection schemes is also compared to other existing protection schemes, which will be discussed 

thoroughly in Chapter 5. 
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1.5     Objectives of the Thesis 

This thesis aims to tackle the existing protection challenges by proposing novel intelligent 

and robust, yet simple, effective and practical protection schemes to improve the reliability and 

security of large-scale wind farms. 

The main objectives of this research are as follows: 

a) To develop and design OCRS, calculation of relay settings and coordination for all 

protective relays by applying load flow and fault analysis, and test the relays 

performance by designing a large-scale wind farm.  

b) To develop and design an optimal overcurrent protection and coordination scheme to 

achieve the following objectives: 

➢  Improvement of the protection of the wind farms by enhancing the coordination 

between relays, by optimizing the relay settings according to IEC 60255-

151:2009 standard through the optimization of time multiplier setting (TMS), 

and subsequently the operation time of each relay. 

➢ Implementation of GA and GWO, as a powerful optimization branch of AI and 

NIA, to obtain improved relay settings based on their coordination criteria. Each 

relay operation time and TMS are optimized by using GA and GWO method, 

which would consequently contribute to the enhanced protection for wind farms. 

c) To develop and design an intelligent adaptive overcurrent protection and coordination 

scheme by proposing a hybrid GWO-FLC scheme, along with optimized quadruple 

group settings for each relay, to operate as an online adaptive mechanism during various 

wind speeds. 
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d) To develop and design a differential-based protection relay (DBPR) as a simple, yet 

practical protection scheme, and an ideal replacement to unreliable distance protection, 

specific for the intertie zone of wind farms. 

e) To develop and design a cost-effective FPGA-based digital differential protection 

scheme (FPGA-DDPR), as a robust zonal protection scheme for wind farms. 

f) To develop and design a support vector machine digital differential protection relay 

(SVM-DDPR) as comprehensive and intelligent differential protection mechanism 

based on machine learning techniques, which is aimed to be represented as a modern 

data-driven protection approach for wind farms. 

g) To develop a prototype protection scheme incorporating FPGA DE2-115 board with 

built-in Cyclone IV E (EP4CE115F29C7), in a laboratory environment to test and 

validate the effectiveness of the proposed differential and overcurrent protection 

techniques for the protection of wind farm against various types of fault at different 

locations and with different fault resistances. 

 

1.6     Organization of the Chapters 

The chapters of this thesis are organized as follows. 

In Chapter 1, an overview of wind farm operation, and associated protection challenges 

with these entities are presented. Furthermore, a brief but comprehensive literature review on 

specific wind farm protection issues is provided with thorough explanation, and the research 

motivation for each specific protection scheme is also presented at the end of each section. Finally, 
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the main objectives of this research with respect to addressing the present problems in wind farm 

protection, are mentioned concisely. 

Chapter 2 is entirely dedicated to design of the wind farm model as a case study for 

protection analysis. Moreover, short-circuit current contribution of various types of wind turbines, 

with emphasis on DFIG type is explained. Finally, with regards to short-circuit current calculation 

for a DFIG, usually powerful and explicit industrial software are used to provide an accurate 

calculation of fault current within a power system, however in this chapter, a sample of hand 

calculation for short-circuit current of a DFIG as a verification for the software analysis is also 

provided. 

Design and development of OCRs, determining the settings for each relay, along with their 

coordination is fully detailed in Chapter 3. Moreover, a few samples of hand calculations for relay 

settings and coordination are provided. Furthermore, the application of two artificial intelligence 

optimization technique e.g., GA and GWO, along with their coding, objective function 

formulation, and their development are explained thoroughly. Additionally, their application on 

optimizing the relay settings with the optimization process is presented. Finally, the operation of 

optimal overcurrent protection and coordination is tested and analyzed to validate the developed 

protection scheme. 

In Chapter 4, the proposed intelligent adaptive protection and coordination for large-scale 

wind farms, and development of hybrid GWO-FLC is presented. Furthermore, the performance of 

this protection scheme under test and validation for various wind speed cases even during drastic 

wind speed variation for examining the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed method is 

also illustrated. Finally, in a laboratory environment the proposed protection scheme is 

implemented in real-time using FPGA DE2-115 board equipped with Cyclone IV-E device 
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(EP4CE115F29C7). The performance of the proposed hybrid GWO-FLC is also tested in both 

simulation and experimental setups to examine the robustness, reliability, efficiency of the 

protection scheme. 

Chapter 5 is an extensive chapter which covers several topics including, design and 

development of several differential protection schemes particularly for intertie zone of wind farms 

including digital differential protection scheme, cost-effective FPGA-DDPR, and Intelligent 

SVM-DDPR. All of these techniques are explained thoroughly and the step-by-step design and 

development of each technique. Additionally, the performance of each novel protection scheme is 

inspected for various types of faults, at different locations and different fault resistances. Besides, 

the experimental hardware-in-the-loop operation of FPGA-based protection using FPGA DE2-115 

board to validate the developed protection scheme and simulation results is also provided. 

Finally, a concise summary and contributions of this research along with the suggestions 

for future works are highlighted in Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 2 

Wind Farm Modelling and Short-circuit Current Analysis 

 

2.1     Background 

There are several types of feeder topologies currently applied in wind farms. Radial, 

bifurcated radial, feeder-subfeeder, and looped topologies are the most common types employed, 

each yielding their own distinct advantages and disadvantages. The selection of wind-farm feeder 

topology depends on several factors such as the wind turbine technology with respect to the 

converters and generators, mode of operation either grid-connected or islanded (where the wind 

farm operates autonomously), wind profiles, available tower placement, costs, etc. The most 

common wind farm topology used in many countries is feeder-subfeeder topology due to its 

protection criteria advantage compared to its counterparts. Feeder-subfeeder topologies are 

typically employed where clusters of towers are distributed over large areas. They are typically 

comprised of a single cable feeding remotely located switchgear with several subfeeder.  

The significant protection advantage of this type of wind farm topology is that, during a 

fault incidence at any feeder, only the faulty feeder will be disconnected from the intertie system 

and the rest of the other feeders and wind turbines will remain connected. However, in other types 

of wind farm topologies such as loop or radial, any fault on the feeder, may result in disconnection 

of the entire wind turbines from the power grid which is a catastrophic situation that would 

compromise power quality, reliability and integrity of the wind farm as a reliable source of DG. 
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 There are four main types of WTGs available in wind farms which are: 

• Type I: fixed-speed turbine with a squirrel-cage induction generator (SCIG). 

• Type II: variable-speed turbine with a wound-rotor induction generator (WRIG) that 

has a variable resistor in series with the rotor winding. 

• Type III: variable-speed turbine with a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG). 

• Type IV: variable-speed turbine with a permanent magnet synchronous generator 

(PMSG) and full-scale AC-DC-AC power electronic converter. 

Nowadays there are many variable-speed wind turbine technologies, where Type III wind 

turbines mostly known as DFIG, is currently the one with the largest growth, both in capacity as 

in units sold, in wind farm application. It is justified due to the low power converters, which have 

a fraction of the rated power of the machine, and its flexibility of operation at variable speed. Thus, 

the DFIG-based wind farm is considered in this thesis for further investigation on protection issues. 

 

2.2     Wind Farm Model 

The typical wind farm modelled and simulated by MATLAB/Simulink as one of the most 

common type of wind farm topology available in many countries is shown in the Fig. 2.1. The 

wind power plant modelled in this research, consists of 40 Type-III wind turbines based on doubly 

fed induction generator (DFIG), in 4 clusters, where each cluster includes 10 wind turbines, where 

each wind turbine is protected by circuit breaker, as modelled in Fig. 2.2. Each individual DFIG 

(wind turbine) generates 1.5 MVA apparent power at 0.85 power factor (PF); hence, the entire 

wind farm provides 60 MVA power to the utility grid. Each DFIG operates at the voltage and 

frequency of 575V and 60 Hz respectively. Transformers corresponding to each wind turbine has 
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voltage ratio of 575V/35KV in star-delta configuration where the star side is earthed. Furthermore, 

the wind farm is connected to the grid through a step-up transformer, boosting voltage from 35 kV 

to 220 kV and also a 50 km transmission line, where the line is designed as a π-circuit model. 

Additionally, a grounding transformer has also been installed next to the intertie line in order to 

manage the unbalanced load on the power system as well as to handle high magnitude of excessive 

current during single line to ground fault. The wind turbine generator model is shown in Appendix 

A.1, and the characteristics of each wind turbine generator with respect to turbine output power 

over turbine speed at generator synchronous speed, in per-unit (pu) value and for wind speed 5 m/s 

- 16.2 m/s is shown in Fig. 2.3. 

 

 

Fig. 2.1. Simplified conceptual model of a large-scale wind farm developed for protection study. 
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Fig. 2.2 Each main feeder consists of 10 wind turbines where each wind turbine generating near 1.25 MW 

power (“A”, “B”, and “C” notations represents primary side, while “a”, “b”, and “c” notations represents 

secondary side). 

 

Fig. 2.3 Wind turbine generator output power characteristics [87]. 
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In wind power plants, since the wind speed is not always stable and essentially fluctuates 

all the time, therefore, the current generated by the wind turbines also varies according to the wind 

velocity. The minimum adequate wind speed for wind turbines to produce electricity is usually in 

the range of 3.5 m/s to 5 m/s, however the maximum wind speed that DFIG-based wind turbines 

can tolerate are typically 25 m/s. If the wind velocity exceeds that specific value, then it will cause 

severe damage to the wind turbine generators and control system. In order to protect the wind 

turbines from high wind speed in this study, an instantaneous protection relay is located to trip the 

wind turbine as soon as the wind speed exceeds 25 m/s to avert any potential damage to the 

generator and converter systems. Wind speed in this research is selected to be varying in the range 

of 5 to 25m/s, in order to study the protection of wind farm during all possible wind characteristics. 

The natural variation of wind speed for a short duration of 25 seconds is simulated and is shown 

in Fig. 2.4 that we considered an extreme case of gust wind where the wind speed was changing 

rapidly. This is considered to show the application of protection schemes to protect the DFIG-

based wind farm in the case when wind velocity is out of the safe operating zone 5m/s-25m/s, 

which will be studied and analyzed in subsequent chapters. 

 

Fig. 2.4. Instantaneous behavior of wind speed over a short duration of time. 
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The positive, negative and zero sequence of the designed wind farm model is shown in Fig. 

2.5. that can be used to determine the short-circuit characteristics at any location required on the 

wind farm. For simplicity, the aggregated reactances are shown, where 𝑋+, 𝑋−, and 𝑋0 are the 

aggregated positive, negative and zero sequences, respectively.  

 

Fig. 2.5. The aggregated model for the wind farm: (a) Positive sequence, (b) Negative sequence, and (c) Zero 

sequence. 
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2.3     Short-circuit Current Phenomena 

Short-circuits is a detrimental phenomenon in power systems that transpires when 

equipment insulation fails due to system overvoltages caused by lightning or switching surges, 

insulation contamination, e.g., salt spray or pollution, or other mechanical causes. The resulting 

short-circuit or so-called “fault” current is determined by the internal voltages of the electric 

machines and by the system impedances between the machine voltages and the fault. Short-circuit 

currents may be several orders of magnitude larger than normal operating currents and, if allowed 

to persist, may cause thermal damage to equipment. Windings and busbars may also suffer 

mechanical damage due to high magnetic forces during faults. Thus, the fault sections of a power 

system need to be isolated as soon as possible. Standard extra high voltage (EHV) protective 

equipment is designed to clear faults within 3 to 4 cycles, i.e., about 50 ms at 60 Hz. Lower voltage 

protective equipment operates more slowly, for instance, 5 to 20 cycles [88]. 

There are several different types of fault that are prevalent in power systems and wind 

farms, where the probability of occurrence for each type of fault, and the severity of the fault 

current differs from each other [89]. For example, three phase faults have the least probability of 

occurrence, however they are the most severe fault type since they impose the highest fault current 

in a power system. Therefore, protective relays must be able to detect such abnormal conditions at 

the shortest possible time and isolate the faulty section accordingly. On the other hand, single line 

to ground fault which are usually known as SLG, or L-G, are the most common type of fault with 

high probability of occurrence, however they are the least severe of all, since the fault current is 

significantly less compared to other types of faults. Nonetheless, protective relays must be 

sensitive enough to detect such faults, since their prolonged duration of these faults might cause 
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damage to the power cables, deformation of transformer windings, and etc. An overview of 

different types of faults with respect to their probability of occurrence is tabulated in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Different types of faults in power systems and the probability of occurrence for each case [66]. 

No. Type of fault Short form Symmetrical or 

unsymmetrical 

Probability of 

occurrence 

1 Three phase line to line 3L-L Symmetrical <1% 

2 Three phase line to ground 3L-G Symmetrical 2-3% 

3 Line to line L-L Unsymmetrical 8-10% 

4 Double line to ground L-L-G Unsymmetrical 10-17% 

5 Single line to ground SLG (L-G) Unsymmetrical 70-80% 

 

2.4     Short-circuit Current Behavior of Wind Turbines 

Conventional power plants including fossil-fueled, nuclear, and hydro plants consist of 

single or several synchronous generating units, wherein for each unit the rotational speed is fixed 

and the magnetic flux is controlled via exciter windings; the magnetic flux and the rotor rotate 

synchronously. The short-circuit current analysis of such power systems are very simple and its 

detailed discussion can be found in [90]. On the other hand, with regard to wind turbines, their 

short-circuit current behavior and calculation is somewhat different from the conventional power 

plants [91], [92]. Usually, a wind farm consists of several wind turbine generators, which are 

dispersed over a wide geographical area, and their fault contribution to the grid, depending on the 

type and technology of the wind turbine, could be drastically high. A brief description of DFIG 

technology and discussion on short-circuit current calculation of DFIG are presented below: 
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2.4.1     Type III Wind Turbine Technology 

The schematic diagram of a typical a DFIG-based WTG is shown in Fig. 2.6.  The DFIG 

topology employs two static converters. While the machine stator circuit is directly connected to 

the grid, the rotor circuit is fed through the two converters, on back-to-back topology, 

interconnected by a DC bus [93]. The rotor side converter (RSC) is connected to the rotor of the 

machine, while the grid side converter (GSC) is connected to the network through a filter and a 

power transformer. During the time that the induction machine speed is below the synchronous 

speed, the back-to-back converter receives active power from the grid. On the contrary, if the 

machine speed increases beyond the synchronous speed, then active power from the rotor would 

be transferred to the grid via the back-to-back converter, which is the ideal performance of DFIG 

during normal operation [94]. The typical connection diagram for a DFIG-based WTG is shown 

in Fig. 2.6. 

The power converter connected to the rotor winding should be able to withstand the 

currents induced by the dc and ac components flowing in the stator winding. However, the 

components of the power converter (IGBT, diode, capacitor, etc.) are designed to handle only 

normal currents and normal dc bus voltage [95]. Therefore, a crowbar system is usually devised 

for protecting the power electronics converter from overvoltage and thermal breakdown during 

short-circuit faults.  The operation of a crowbar is very simple, a crowbar is generally employed 

to allow the addition of resistance into the rotor winding to avert the short circuit current in the 

rotor winding from damaging the susceptible power converters. Additional dynamic braking on 

the DC bus is also used to limit the dc bus voltage [96]. 
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Fig. 2.6. Schematic for Type III WTG technology [97]. 

 

2.4.2     Short-circuit Current behavior of a DFIG 

In order to provide adequate protection for the entire wind farm, the relay settings should 

be calculated based on fault current level. Therefore, it is extremely important to calculate the 

short-circuit current contributed to the grid by each DFIG. Short-circuit current of Type III wind 

turbines consists of two main components such as, the transient and steady-state. In order to set 

the relay settings, the maximum short-circuit current should be calculated by considering stator 

and rotor reactances, transient reactances, stator and rotor coupling factor, leakage factor, and 

damping time constant. 

The equivalent electrical diagram of a DFIG is shown in Fig.2.7. It is very similar to one 

for a regular induction generator except for additional rotor voltage, representing voltage produced 

by a power converter. Under normal operation, this voltage is actually from a current-controlled 
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power converter with the ability to control the real and reactive power output instantaneously and 

independently.  

 

Fig. 2.7. Simplified equivalent circuit of a DFIG for short-circuit current calculation. 

 

Considering the simplified equivalent circuit of a DFIG above, the following parameters 

are defined shown in Table 2.2 below. 

Table 2.2 Definition of parameters of DFIG equivalent circuit for short-circuit current calculation 

Parameters Definition 

Rs, Xs Stator resistance and reactance 

Rr, Xr Wound rotor resistance and reactance 

Xsσ, Xrσ Stator and rotor leakage reactance 

Xm Magnetizing reactance 

Xs
 , Xr

  Stator and rotor transient reactance 

Ks, Kr Stator and rotor coupling factor 

σ (sigma) Leakage factor 

Ts
 , Tr

  Time constant for the damping of the DC component in Stator and rotor 

Vs Stator voltage 

Rext, Xext External resistance and reactance 

Rcb Crowbar resistance 
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The stator and rotor reactance of a DFIG can be represented as: 

Xs = Xsσ + Xm          (2.1) 

Xr = Xrσ + Xm          (2.2) 

Also, the equivalent stator and rotor transient reactance could be derived as shown below: 

𝑋𝑠
  = Xsσ +

Xrσ * Xm

Xrσ + Xm
         (2.3) 

𝑋𝑟
  = Xrσ +

Xsσ * Xm

Xsσ + Xm
          (2.4) 

Furthermore, the stator and rotor coupling factor, could be calculated by: 

Ks =
Xm

Xs
          (2.5) 

Kr =
Xm

Xr
          (2.6) 

By knowing the magnetizing reactance, and stator and rotor reactances, the leakage factor 

of the machine can be determined by: 

σ = 1 −
Xm2

Xs * Xr
          (2.7) 

Another important characteristic that significantly affect the behavior of short-circuit 

current of a DFIG, are the damping time constants of the DC components of both the stator and 

the wound rotor of the generator which can be calculated as follows: 

𝑇𝑠
 =

𝑋𝑠
  + Xext

ωs (Rs + Rext)
          (2.8) 

𝑇𝑟
  =

𝑋𝑟


ωs (Rr + Rcb)
          (2.9) 
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The short-circuit fault can occur anywhere in the wind farm, and also in any fault type. But 

for simplicity, a symmetrical 3L-G is considered in this section. In order to find the short-circuit 

current of a DFIG system, an equivalent diagram of a power system under fault condition, 

representing as a R-L circuit is considered as shown in Fig. 2.8. The location of the fault is 

indicated by a shorting switch at the end of the line.  

 

Fig. 2.8. Equivalent diagram of R-L circuits representing a power system with symmetrical fault at the end of 

the line. 

 

As soon as the fault takes place, a significant level of current is produced by the generator. 

By considering R and L as transmission line resistance and inductance, and also ug as the 

instantaneous voltage on the terminal of the generator, the short-circuit current contribution from 

the generator can be found from: 

ug = L ⅆⅈ

ⅆ𝑡
 + iR        (2.10) 

And solving the above equation to derive the current: 

i =  
Vg

𝑍
 sin(ωt + α – φ) – 𝑒−

𝑅

𝐿
 𝑡[ 

Vg

𝑍
 sin(α – φ)]    (2.11) 
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Where, Vg and α represent peak voltage and voltage phase of the generator, and the 

impedance of the line is shown by Z which consists of R and X, thus, Z = √R2 + X2 . Also, the 

impedance angle at the location of the fault is shown by φ, where φ = atan (
𝑋

𝑅
). Equation (2.11) 

consists of two different signals. The first signal is a continuous sinusoidal waveform, and 

indicates the steady-state behaviour of the fault current contributed by the generator, while the 

second signal, has an exponential element that causes the waveform to decay exponentially with a 

time constant of  R
L
 , which represents the DC component of the current and is the natural response 

of the circuit without the excitation produced by Eg, in Fig. 2.8.  

In order to calculate the steady-state fault current in RMS value, only the first component 

of the above equations is considered. Thus, the magnitude of the short-circuit current would be: 

Isc = 
 𝑉𝑔∕√2

√R2 + X2
        (2.11) 

The short-circuit current of a DFIG system is similar to the equation 2.10, only the crowbar 

and slip should also be considered. The entire derivation of the DFIG short-circuit current are 

documented in [98], and therefore is not repeated here. By referencing to all the parameters shown 

above, the approximate behavior of short-circuit current (3L-G fault) of a single DFIG can be 

obtained by [99]: 

i(t) =  
√2 Vs

√(𝑋𝑠
+Xext)2 + Rcb2

 [𝑒
−

𝑡

𝑇𝑠
  sin(α) – (1 - σ) 𝑒

−
𝑡

𝑇𝑟
  sin (ωt + α)]    (2.12) 

Where α is the voltage phase angle, σ is the leakage factor, and Ts
  and Tr

 are the stator and 

rotor time constants which represents the damping of the DC component in stator and rotor 

windings. 
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Additionally, since the industrial protective relays are set according to the maximum fault 

current contribution of a power generation unit, the above equation can be simplified to a term that 

only presents the maximum fault current, which is shown below:   

Isc,max magnitude = 2 
√2 Vs

𝑋𝑠
        (2.13) 

 

2.4.3     A General Comparison Between Short-circuit Current for Different 

Types of WTG 

The short circuit current contribution from different types of WTGs is not equally the same. 

Additionally, the maximum value of the magnitude of the short circuit current is immensely 

affected by various factors, where the furthermost critical ones are, the transient reactance, the pre-

fault voltage, the effective rotor resistances, and also the instance the fault occurs. Also, the short-

circuit current transient behavior could be affected by the stator time constant and the rotor time 

constant for Type I through Type III WTGs. For example, since Type I, II, and III wind turbines 

are equipped with induction generators, the short circuit current gradually declines as the fault 

progresses and eventually decays to a very small value, usually near zero, due to the depletion of 

the rotor flux.  

 On the other hand, for Type IV WTGs, since this technology implements synchronous 

generator, the short-circuit current is maintained constant, in other words, the Type IV WTG can 

generate constant current during the event of fault. It’s almost similar to synchronous generators 

in conventional power plants, however thanks to employment of power electronics, the level of 
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short-circuit current is extremely small and is usually constrained to less than two orders of 

maximum full-load current.  

With reference to equation (2.12), Table 2.3 is tabulated below to summarize different fault 

impedance, along with transient rotor time constants for different types of WTG technologies. 

Therefore, it is obvious that any change in those parameters could alter the behavior and magnitude 

of short-circuit current for any wind turbine. Table 2.4 shows the maximum and minimum possible 

values of the short-circuit current for different types of WTGs. In summary, with respect to Type 

I and Type II WTGs, the maximum and the minimum short-circuit current depends on timing of 

the fault, the parameters and the operating condition of the induction generator, while for Type III 

WTGs, the magnitude of short-circuit current could be affected by the control and the operation of 

the converter. Finally, with regard to Type IV WTGs, the fault current could be controlled by the 

power converters, and that is why the fault current is usually very small in comparison to other 

types of WTGs. 

Table 2.3 Modified values for short-circuit current calculation for different types of WTGs 

WTG Type I Type II Type III 

𝑍𝑠
  𝑋𝑠

  = ω𝐿𝑠
  

√𝑥′𝑠
2 + 𝑅ⅇ×𝑡

2  √𝑥′𝑠
2 + 𝑅𝐶𝐵

2  

𝑇𝑟
 𝐿𝑟



𝑅𝑟

 
𝐿𝑟


𝑅𝑟 + 𝑅ⅇ𝑥𝑡

 
𝐿𝑟


𝑅𝑟 + 𝑅𝐶𝐵

 

 

Table 2.4 Maximum and minimum possible values of the short-circuit current for different types of WTGs 

WTG Type I Type II Type III Type IV 

Maximum short-

circuit current 
2
√2𝑉𝑠
𝑋′𝑠

 2
√2𝑉𝑠
𝑋′𝑠

 2
√2𝑉𝑠
𝑋′𝑠

 
[1.1 ~ 1.5] * Irated 

Minimum short-

circuit current 
√2𝑉𝑠
𝑋′𝑠

 
√2𝑉𝑠

√𝑥′𝑠
2 + (9𝑅𝑟

 )2
 

1.1 * Irated 0 
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Among all available WTGs, the DFIG-based wind farms are the most difficult and 

challenging to protect, since there are many variables that could alter the fault current, as discussed 

previously, and could cause the protective relays to maloperate or impose miscoordination between 

overcurrent relays. For example, during a fault, if the voltage dips 50% (0.5pu) as wind speed 

increases, active power will also increase, however reactive power will remain the same. In this 

case, the voltage will be changed extremely marginally, however, the short-circuit current is 

increased as wind speed is escalated. However, during fault where the voltage at the fault location 

is dipped to zero (100% voltage drop), as wind speed is increased, the WTG active power will be 

increased, but the fault current will not change much. Therefore, these important aspects must be 

considered during designing protection schemes. This problem will be further discussed in Chapter 

4, where intelligent adaptive protection schemes are proposed. 

 

2.4.4     Short-circuit Current Calculation of a DFIG 

Now by knowing all the parameters, explained in sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, the DFIG 

unknown parameters can be calculated accordingly and thus, the magnitude of short-circuit current 

would be determined for setting protection relays, as shown below: 

• Stator and rotor reactance: 

Xs = Xsσ + Xm = 0.171 + 2.9 = 3.071pu 

Xr = Xrσ + Xm = 0.156 + 2.9 = 3.056pu 

• Stator and rotor transient reactance: 

𝑋𝑠
  = Xsσ +

Xrσ * Xm

Xrσ + Xm
 = 0.171 + 0.156 * 2.9

0.156 + 2.9
 = 0.319pu 
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𝑋𝑟
 = Xrσ +

Xsσ * Xm

Xsσ + Xm
 = 0.156 + 0.171 * 2.9

0.171 + 2.9
 = 0.317pu 

• Stator and rotor coupling factor: 

Ks =
Xm

Xs
 = 2.9

3.071
 = 0.944pu 

Kr =
Xm

Xr
 = 2.9

3.056
 = 0.948pu 

• Leakage factor: 

σ = 1 −
Xm2

Xs * Xr
= 1 −

(2.9)2
3.071 * 3.056

 = 0.103pu 

• Damping time constant: 

𝑇𝑠
 = X/s + Xext

ωs (Rs + Rext)
=

0.319 + 0.285
(2π60) (0.007 + 0.018)

 = 0.064s 

𝑇𝑟
 =

X/r

ωs (Rr + Rcb)
=

0.317
(2π60) (0.005)

 = 0.168s 

• 3 L-G Short-circuit current: 

I(t) =  √2 Vs

√(𝑋𝑠
+Xext)2 + Rcb2

 [𝑒
−

𝑡

𝑇𝑠
  sin(α) – (1 - σ) 𝑒

−
𝑡

𝑇𝑟
  sin (ωt + σ)] 

Isc,max pu magnitude = 2 √2 Vs

𝑋𝑠
  = 8.86 pu 

IFLA = S

√3∗𝑉
 = 1.5 * 10

6

√3 ∗ 575
 = 1506.13 A 

Isc = IFLA * Isc,max pu magnitude = 1506.13 * 8.86 = 13344.31 A (RMS value) 

Isc, peak = ISC * √2 = 13344.31* √2 = 18871.7 A (Peak value) 
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The waveform of the calculated short-circuit current of a the DFIG is presented in Fig. 2.9. 

The short-circuit current is 8.89 pu which is very close to the one that was calculated that was 8.86 

pu. During the fault incidence at 0.2 S, the magnitude of the fault current is extremely high due to 

DC offset, unsymmetrical sub-transient and transient of induction machine, however they decay 

to zero shortly after the fault incidence and only symmetrical steady state component remains. The 

AC symmetrical steady state short-circuit current is significantly smaller compared to the total 

fault current; however, it is large enough to cause drastic damage to power apparatus within a wind 

farm. Therefore, the overcurrent relay must be able to detect any form of faults, even faults with 

high resistance, to ensure maximum protection and security is provided and at the same time, 

minimum disconnection of faulty zone from the plant is made. This important phenomenon is 

studied in the next chapter. 

 

Fig. 2.9. Calculated short-circuit current waveform of a DFIG: (a) behavior of bolted 3 phase fault current (b) 

magnitude of the fault current. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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2.5     Conclusion 

In this Chapter, a brief description of the design of the wind farm model that will be used 

for power system protection studies in the subsequent Chapters was provided. An explanation of 

short-circuit current contribution for various types of wind turbines, with emphasis on DFIG-based 

WTG technology was provided in this Chapter. Furthermore, a sample of hand calculation for 

short-circuit current of a DFIG was done as a verification for the software analysis. In the next 

Chapter, the design, implementation and coordination of overcurrent relays, along with proposed 

optimal settings for each relay using AI, will be discussed. 
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Chapter 3 

Optimal Overcurrent Protection and Coordination Schemes 

for Wind Farms 

 

3.1     Overcurrent Protective Relays 

OCRs have the same basic I/O signal operation as other types of relays. In these relays, if 

the incoming current is higher than the pre-set current value, the relay will send out an output 

signal (either instantaneously or after a calculated delay) to the circuit breaker (CB) to disconnect 

the circuit in order to protect the power components from the result of excess current. There are 

three main types of OCRs used in power systems, which are: definite current relay (also known as 

instantaneous relay), definite time relay, and inverse time relay. The most common type is inverse 

time relay which has an inverse characteristic curve that means the relay operates faster as the 

current increases. These types of relays operate instantaneously when the current reaches a high 

limit magnitude thus eliminating the damage to the power components[100]. Modern protective 

relays are equipped with both the inverse characteristic and instantaneous element, which help the 

relay to have the capability of time-current sensitivity, as well as instantaneous tripping function, 

specific for during the time the fault current is very high and no delay in operation is tolerated. 

Inverse time OCRs based on their sensitivity to the current and time, can again have several 

characteristics depending on the applications. These OCR types, according to IEC 60255-151:2009 

standard is presented in Table 3.1 below [101]. Also, the time current characteristics (TCC) curve 
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of a typical protective relay is shown in Fig. 3.1. These standard curves could be set differently by 

changing the type of OCR according to the previous table, and thus, a proper operation expected 

from the relay could provide protection and security for a specific power apparatus or at a large 

scale for a large protection zone, i.e., feeders, transmission lines, wind turbines (generator and 

transformer together), and etc. 

 

Fig. 3.1. TCC curve of a typical OCR [65]. 
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Table 3.1 Types of OCRs according to IEC 60255-151:2009 standard 

Type of Overcurrent Relay Operation Time 

Normally-Inversed 
𝑇 =

0.14 ∗ TMS

(𝐼/𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝)0.02 − 1
 

Very Inversed 
𝑇 =

13.5 ∗ TMS

(𝐼/𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝)1 − 1
 

Extremely Inversed 
𝑇 =

80 ∗ TMS

(𝐼/𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝)2 − 1
 

Long time-Inversed 
𝑇 =

120 ∗ TMS

(𝐼/𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝)1 − 1
 

 

 

3.2     Coordination of Several OCRs 

In power systems, the entire OCRs must be properly coordinated with each other in order 

to protect the power elements from the fault current. To do so, the critical settings of OCRs such 

as, plug multiplier setting (PMS) and time multiplier setting (TMS), must be properly calculated 

and selected for each relay. PMS is varied in the range of 50% to 200% and in steps of 25%. This 

setting is only used for inverse current relays which detect phase to phase fault [102]. For the relays 

that detect phase to ground fault, the PMS is quite different. It is varied in in the range of 10% to 

40% in steps of 10%, or in the range of 20% to 80% in steps of 20%. The point that should be 

taken into consideration is that the higher the value of PMS for the relay is selected, the higher 

current the relay requires to sense for tripping. TMS ranges from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1. However, 

sometimes it varies in steps of 0.05, for better sensitivity. Thus, the maximum value for TMS could 

be selected is 1 and the minimum is 0.1 or 0.05 (depending on the manufacturer). The higher the 

value of TMS for the relay is selected, the longer it takes for the relay to trip. Thus, the TMS for 
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the first relay that coordination starts from, is usually selected as minimum value, which is 0.05. 

This would help proper coordination with minimum delayed time for the subsequent protection 

relays. In order to coordinate OCRs with each other, there is a time interval between a primary 

relay and a backup relay operation and this is called the coordination time interval (CTI). This time 

interval is usually set in the range of 0.3 and 0.5 seconds for most of the conventional relays, while 

for modern digital relays it is set at 0.2 seconds, which means the backup relay is able to operate 

faster compared to conventional relays. So, in order to coordinate relays with each other, both CTI, 

and the relay operation time which are the constraint of TMS and PMS, must be taken into 

consideration.  

The concept of coordination of OCRs means that the closest relay to the fault location, 

which is referred to as the primary relay, must first trip the CB, and in the case when the primary 

relay does not trip or malfunctions, the adjacent relay closest to the primary relay, which is called 

the backup relay, must trip instead. This coordination is extremely crucial and is conducted in 

order to decrease the expanded power loss and avert power quality compromise. The coordination 

phenomenon is depicted in the Fig. 3.2, which shows a simple radial power system. In this figure, 

by imposing a fault at the end of the line, OCR1 as primary protection must trip to the fault. In case 

of any relay malfunction, or blinding situation, OCR2 as backup protection should trip. 

Furthermore, if OCR2 does not operate, OCR3 as the second backup protection must trip and 

disconnect the feeder. 
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Fig. 3.2. Overcurrent relay coordination concept. 

 

3.3     Design and Development of the proposed OCR 

In order to analyze the OCR setting and coordination, a digital OCR protection scheme has 

been developed in Matlab/Simulink, where its operation is designed based on industrial SEL-751 

protective relays. The proposed relay operates according to IEC 60255-151:2009 standard and can 

be set for various TCC curves where the relay operation time is calculated precisely according to 

IEC standard which was shown in the previous section. The coding used for developing the 

operation of the relay, along with the codes for plotting the TCC curve for each relay mode of 

operation, as well as codes for defining the type of OCR are shown in Appendix A.2 – A.4. 

Furthermore, the simplified version of the relay model created in Matlab is shown in Fig. 3.3, 

while the user-friendly graphical interface of the developed relay for easier relay settings has been 

established and presented in Fig. 3.4. According to the developed relay, in order to set the OCR, 

the CT primary and secondary, along with TCC operation mode, pickup current, maximum fault 

current, plug setting (PS - which determines the pickup current), PMS and TMS can be modified 

and the OCR would react accordingly. Another feature of this scheme is that the TCC curve for 

each OCR can be plotted to ensure that relays have been set properly and are well coordinated with 

each other. In Appendix A.5 and A.6., the overview of the proposed centralized overcurrent 
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protection and coordination scheme, which consists of 47 OCRs, implemented for the protection 

of wind farms are presented. 

 

Fig. 3.3. Simplified version of the relay model created in Matlab. 

 

 

Fig. 3.4. The graphical interface of the developed OCR based on industrial SEL-751 protective relay in 

Matlab/Simulink. 
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3.4     Relay Settings and Coordination Calculation 

In this research, it is possible to design the coordination of the relay settings in two different 

ways. One way of doing it is to consider the relay next to the power grid as the primary relay, and 

start the coordination from that protection zone, to the last relay located at each wind turbine 

generator. This practice is suitable and applicable for numerous power systems, such as 

distribution networks; however, the disadvantage of implementing such coordination for wind 

farms is that, such protection scheme has less selectivity and could create miscoordination between 

the main and backup relays at the end of the protection zone. For example, if a fault occurs near 

one of the wind turbines, due to this specific coordination implemented, the entire wind farm would 

be disconnected from the grid, which is totally unacceptable. Therefore, in order to prevent such 

calamity, in this research, coordination starting from each DFIG to the main grid is proposed, so 

that during any fault incidence at the wind turbines, or even the feeders containing several wind 

turbines, only the faulty section is tripped by the CBs and therefore the minimum disconnection is 

exercised. 

The relay settings and coordination has been calculated for all 47 protective relays 

employed for the wind farm based on the fault behaviour that was discussed in previous Chapter, 

however due to massive number of calculations and large space required to present all the 

calculations, only the samples of two relay setting calculations are presented below: 

 

3.4.1     Relay 1 Settings 

The first relay is responsible for the wind turbine protection zone that includes the DFIG 

and the local power transformer. The relay should be able to detect the fault at the shortest possible 
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time, to avoid the extended disconnection of the entire feeder. In order to set the relay settings, 

relay setting current (RSI), need to be calculated, which is generally 1.25 to 1.5 times of full load 

amperage (IFLA) [103], However, in this work to achieve maximum sensitivity RSI of 1.25 times 

of IFLA is considered. IFLA was calculated in Chapter 2 for a single DFIG, which was 1506.13 A, 

for the LV side of transformer (575V). Therefore, since the OCR is located on the HV side (35kV), 

the IFLA for the HV side should be considered which would be 24.74 A. By running the 

simulation, the IFLA is found to be 28.69 A, which is close to the hand calculation. This small error 

is not significant, since IFLA will be rounded to a standard value for relays as will be shown later. 

Since all the protection relays are developed in MATLAB, the simulation results for IFLA will be 

considered for setting the relays. Therefore, the RSI on the HV side would be: 

RSI = 1.25 * IFLA = 1.25 * 28.69 = 35.86 A 

Afterwards, the PS of the relay by considering a proper CT ratio is calculated. For the 

above RSI, CT ratio of 50:5 is selected, which is determined by the closest CT ratio available for 

1.5 times of the calculated RSI. Usually, the output of CT secondary should be less than 5A [104]. 

Also, in order to avoid saturation, the fault current on the secondary should be limited to maximum 

100A. Considering this condition, then the best selected CT ratio would be 250:5. However, in this 

specific case, since the focus is on the relay coordination, it is assumed that CT is ideal and does 

not get saturated during fault current, and the previous CT ratio of 50:5 is selected. Thus: 

RSI = (𝑃𝑆 ∗ 𝐶𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑖) / 100 => 35.86 = (PS * 50) / 100 => PS = 71.72 % 

As mentioned before, PS is varied in the range of 50% to 200% and in steps of 25%. 

Therefore, PS should be standardized as below: 

PS = 71.72 %  75 % 
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Next, the pickup current both on the primary and secondary side of the CT which will be 

monitored by the relay are calculated as: 

Ipickup-pri = (75 ∗ 50) / 100 = 37.5 A 

Ipickup-sec = (37.5 ∗ 5) / 50 = 3.75 A 

Now by knowing the pickup current (Ipickup), and short circuit current (Isc) calculated in 

previous chapter, the relay operation time can be determined. It should be noted that, for the 

coordination studies, the TMS for the first relay should always be selected as the minimum value, 

so the relay operates as soon as possible, and also reduce the operation time of subsequent backup 

protective relays. Therefore, the least possible value for TMS which is 0.05, is selected for this 

relay. As discussed in Chapter 2, if a fault occurs at the DFIG, then the maximum short-circuit 

current on the LV side 18871.7 A, therefore in the HV side where the relay is located, the fault 

current would be reduced to 310.02 A. In order to protect the WTG, a differential protection relay 

could be placed, which will be discussed in Chapter 5. However, if a fault occurs on the HV side 

of the transformer, since the fault location is close to the OCR, then OCR would be responsible 

for protecting the WTG and its entire feeder. After running the fault simulation on HV side, the 

fault current would be 9051.61A on the primary side of the CT. The fault current at this point is 

significantly high which is due to the contribution of other wind turbines to the fault location. 

Thus, the current on the primary and secondary side of the selected CT would be: 

Isc-pri = 9051.61 A 

Isc-sec = (9051.61 ∗ 5) / 50 = 905.16 A 

So, the operation time of the relay will be: 
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𝑇 =
0.14 ∗ 𝑇𝑀𝑆

(
𝐼𝑠𝑐

𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝
)
0.02

 − 1
 = 0.14 ∗ 0.05

(
905.16

3.75
)
0.02

− 1
 = 0.06 s 

Finally, PMS for the first relay, which is the ratio of short-circuit current over pickup 

current, and is a unitless quantity, is calculated as: 

PMS = 905.16 / 3.75 = 241.37 

 

3.4.2     Relay 2 Settings 

The second relay, is the backup relay for the first relay, as well as the main protection relay 

for the entire feeder protection zone, where 10 wind turbines are connected to this feeder. For a 

fault on the HV side of the WTG, close the Relay 1, then Relay 2 should only operate in case the 

main relay for each wind turbine doesn’t detect the fault, or there is severe fault current on the 

main feeder. The procedure for calculating the pickup current relay setting for the backup relay is 

the same as the first relay. By knowing the IFLA of a single WTG is 28.73A, then the aggregated 

IFLA for the entire feeder consisting of 10 WTG, would be 287.32 A. so we shall have:   

RSI = 1.25 * 287.32 = 359.15 A 

RSI = (𝑃𝑆 ∗ 450) / 100 => PS = 79.81 % 100 % 

Ipickup-pri = (100 ∗ 450) / 100 = 450 A 

Ipickup-sec = (450 ∗ 5) / 450 = 5 A 

The procedure for calculating the operation time of the backup relay is slightly different 

from the primary relay. The reason is that, for the second relay, we do not have the TMS 

information and it should be calculated based on both relay 1 and relay 2 operation times. In order 
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to do that, based on the coordination principles, the operation time of the backup relay should be 

more than the operation of the first relay, therefore, a CTI setting should be defined. In this study, 

the minimum value for CTI which is 0.3 S is selected, thus the operation time of the backup relay 

(second relay) shown by TR2 would be: 

TR2 = CTI + TR1 = 0.3 + 0.06 = 0.36 S 

Now by knowing the approximate operation time of the backup relay, short-circuit current 

of both the primary and secondary relay, and also the pickup current of the backup relay, the TMS 

and PMS setting for the backup relay is calculated. As shown in last section, the short-circuit 

current near Relay 1 is 9051.61 A. The short-circuit current near Relay 2, is 8666.45 A, which is 

somewhat smaller due to impedance of the underground cable. Thus: 

Relay 1: Primary side   Isc,pri = 9051.61 A 

Relay 1: Secondary side  Isc,sec = (9051.61 ∗ 5) / 450 = 100.57 A 

Relay 2: Primary side   Isc,pri = 8666.45 A 

Relay 2: Secondary side  Isc,sec = (8666.45 ∗ 5) / 450 = 96.29 A 

PMS = 96.29 / 5 = 19.25 

𝑇𝑀𝑆 =
T ∗(

Isc

Ipickup
)
0.02

 − 1 

0.14
 = 

0.36 ∗(
100.57

5
)
0.02

 − 1 

0.14
 = 0.159 

As mentioned before, TMS varies in the range of 0.05 to 1 and in steps of 0.05. Thus, TMS 

should be standardized as below: 

TMS = 0.159  0.2 
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Finally, based on the new TMS and PMS values, the backup relay operation time would 

be: 

𝑇 =
0.14 ∗ 𝑇𝑀𝑆

(
𝐼𝑠𝑐

𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝
)
0.02

 − 1
 = 0.14 ∗ 0.2

(
96.29

5
)
0.02

− 1
 = 0.46 s 

The same procedure has been carried out for all protective relays with respect to their 

protection zone, and their responsibility (main or backup), and their coordination settings are 

tabulated in Table 3.2 below. It should be noted that, the settings for all wind turbines relays (R1-

40) are the same, since the parameters for all DFIG are exactly the same. Also, the settings for all 

four feeders (R41-44) are also the same, since each feeder consists of 10 wind turbines with 

identical parameters. R45 is the relay responsible for the main feeder protection zone, while the 

R46 and R47 are responsible for the intertie protection zone where the main power transformer 

and transmission line are located. 

Table 3.2 Calculated relay settings and coordination for all OCRs 

Relay 

Number 

Full 

Load 

Current 

CT Ratio Relay 

Setting 

Current 

Pickup 

Current 

Plug 

Setting 

Plug 

Multiplier 

Setting 

Time 

Multiplier 

Setting 

Relay 

Operation 

Time 

R IFLA CT RSI Ipickup PS PMS TMS T 

1-40 28.69 50/5 37.5 3.75 75% 241.37 0.05 0.06 

41-44 287.32 450/5 450 5 100% 19.25 0.2 0.45 

45 1145.06 2000/5 1500 3.75 75% 4.93 0.2 0.86 

46 181.6 300/5 300 5 100% 3.92 0.55 2.78 

47 178.51 300/5 225 3.75 75% 5.06 0.75 3.18 

 

Based on the calculated relay settings and coordination above, these settings were used to 

successfully set the relay parameters on the developed OCR, where the TCC curve for each relay 
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are shown in Fig. 3.5 – 3.9. Also, later all the relays coordination in one plot will be shown in 

section 3.6, in Fig. 3.22. 

 

Fig. 3.5. TCC curve for OCR1-40. 

 

Fig. 3.6. TCC curve for OCR41-44. 
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Fig. 3.7. TCC curve for OCR45. 

 

Fig. 3.8. TCC curve for OCR46. 
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Fig. 3.9. TCC curve for OCR47. 

 

 

3.5     Optimal Coordination of OCRs 

In the previous sections, the settings for all protective relays for the wind farm was 

calculated and their parameters were tested on the developed OCR, where the TCC curves for each 

relay was also successfully plotted. In this section, with the purpose of optimizing the operation of 

OCRs, two AI optimization techniques such as GA and GWO, are developed and implemented to 

provide a better protection and security for large-scale wind farms.  
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3.5.1     Genetic Algorithm Based Optimization of OCR Coordination for Wind 

Farms 

GA is an advanced and practical method that can be used for variety of applications to 

optimize the solutions including problems where the objective functions (OF) are discontinuous 

stochastic, and non-differentiable or non-linear. GA can also be implemented for problems of 

mixed integer programming where some elements are constrained to be integer valued. 

In the GA module, there are four important terminologies which are population, 

chromosomes, genes, and finally allele where a generalized form of such entity is shown in Fig. 

3.10. Population is the subset of possible solutions, which contains numerous chromosomes. A 

chromosome is actually one possible solution to the given problem, which consists of several 

genes. Meanwhile, each gene is basically one element position of the chromosome that contains a 

value, that is referred to allele. 

 

Fig. 3.10. GA module terminologies. 

GA fulfill three types of rules at each step to produce the next generation from the in-

progress population which are called selection, crossover and mutation. In selection stage, 
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individuals are selected, that are named as parents, to contribute to the population at the next 

generation. Crossover is then used to combine two parents to create children for the next 

generation. At the end mutation is implemented in order to apply random changes to individual 

parents to generate children. The steps are explained in the following subsections and the flowchart 

for GA approach has also been depicted in the Fig. 3.11. 

 

Fig. 3.11. Flowchart for GA based optimization approach. 
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In the following sub-sections, the design and implementation of GA, specifically defined 

for optimizing the relay settings and coordination are presented: 

 

3.5.1.1     Initialization 

At the very beginning stage of GA, a preliminary pool of random chromosomes referred to 

“parents” is generated. Parents are essentially several sets of random relay settings that must satisfy 

the defined constraints. Each set of relay setting is packed into a chromosome hence, each 

chromosome contains TMS for all the relays in the wind farm. The number of TMS sets are 

referred as population size which must be set properly during initialization. The higher population 

size selected, the more TMS sets are generated, as a result better setting for relay may be achieved 

at the end of GA process; however, if an enormous population size is opted, a much longer time 

should be provided for the GA to process all the parents based on the selected constraints and may 

not be suitable for some online applications that high operation speed is required. Thus, a sensible 

population size based on the optimization problem should be designated. The constraints defined 

for chromosomes, is fundamentally the constraints that should be defined for the protective relays. 

In this research, the constraints for overcurrent relay coordination have been defined as: 

𝛥𝑡𝑚𝑏 = 𝑡𝑏 − 𝑡𝑚 − 𝐶𝑇𝐼 ≥ 0         (3.1) 

0.05 ≤ 𝑇𝑀𝑆 ≤ 1          (3.2) 

𝑇𝑀𝑆ⅈ𝑚ⅈ𝑛 ≤ 𝑇𝑀𝑆ⅈ ≤ 𝑇𝑀𝑆ⅈ𝑚𝑎𝑥        (3.3) 

In these equations, 𝛥𝑡𝑚𝑏 represents discrimination time between the backup and main 

overcurrent relay, tb and tm are the operation time for backup and main relay respectively, and CTI 
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is the coordination time interval between the main and backup relay. Furthermore, the range of 

TMS has also been defined which varies from 0.05 to 1 according to the standards. It’s obvious 

that TMS can’t afford to be 0 as the relay will operate instantaneously and causes miscoordination. 

Finally, the relation between TMS of each relay with other relays have also been formulated as a 

constraint in order to avert any malfunction and miscoordination between relays. 

   

3.5.1.2     Evaluation 

The fitness of each chromosome is evaluated by fitness function or objective function (OF) 

so that only the most suitable chromosomes, in other words, the best relay settings are selected and 

processed to the next step. Since the purpose of this research is to minimize the operation time of 

relays and TMS of each relay to improve the performance of overcurrent relays in wind farms, it 

is sensible to formulate our objective as shown below: 

𝑂𝐹 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛∑ (𝑡ⅈ)
2𝑛

ⅈ=1
         (3.4) 

Where, ti is the operation time of overcurrent relays. By applying this OF, we are able to 

minimize the operation time of relays and accordingly obtain TMS values, however the 

coordination constraints are ignored which may cause miscoordination for relays in wind farm, 

specifically for symmetrical fault type. Hence, it is immensely vital to introduce coordination 

constraints to OF as defined below: 

𝑂𝐹 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 [∑ (𝑡ⅈ)
2𝑛

ⅈ=1
+ ∑ (𝛥𝑡𝑚𝑏)

2]
𝑛

𝑚&𝑏=1
        (3.5) 

In this equation, Δtmb denotes discrimination time between the backup and main 

overcurrent relay. In this protection study, another expression, β[Δtmb - |Δtmb|] has been added in 
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order to enhance the coordination between relays and optimize the relay settings. So the entire 

coordination constraint is [Δtmb - β(Δtmb- |Δtmb|)]. For the given equation we can consider these 

two states: 

[𝛥𝑡 𝑚𝑏 −  𝛽(𝛥𝑡𝑚𝑏 − |𝛥𝑡 𝑚𝑏|)] = {
𝛥𝑡 𝑚𝑏 , 𝛥𝑡 𝑚𝑏 > 0

(1 + 2𝛽)(𝛥𝑡 𝑚𝑏), 𝛥𝑡 𝑚𝑏 < 0
       (3.6) 

These constraints defined for OF would help the GA selection process to grant more 

opportunity to the chromosomes containing TMS to survive and reproduce superior TMS values 

as explained in the next sub-section. So, by considering relay operation time, coordination 

constraints for main and backup relay and added expression for coordination improvement, the 

specific OF developed to optimize the is defined as: 

𝑂𝐹 = 𝛼1 ∑ (𝑡ⅈ)
2𝑛

ⅈ=1
+ 𝛼2 ∑ (𝛥𝑡 𝑚𝑏 −  𝛽(𝛥𝑡 𝑚𝑏 − |𝛥𝑡 𝑚𝑏|))

2𝑛

𝑚&𝑏=1
      (3.7) 

𝑡ⅈ =
0.14∗𝑇𝑆𝑀𝑖

(𝐼/𝐼𝑝ⅈ𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝)0.02−1
          (3.8) 

The first term in the OF is the sum of OCRs operation time, second term is the coordination 

constraint and α1, α2 and β are the weighting factors, which are devised to empower and increase 

the concentration of each section. ti represents the operating time of OCRs which is derived from 

equation (3.8) based on IEC 60255-151:2009 and is accordingly replaced in equation (3.7) to 

calculate TMS and obtain optimal values for TMS. Finally, Δtmb is the discrimination time between 

the main and backup protective relays. 

The weighting factors α1, α2 and β can be customized depending on the optimization 

application. In every application these parameters may be changed to obtain the best results and 

optimize the relay performance. In this work after testing several values during GA based 
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simulation in MATLAB by trial-and-error method, the suitable parameters are selected as: α1 = 1, 

α2 = 2, β = 100 so that the OF achieves the minimum TMS values for each overcurrent relay and 

consequently, optimize the operation time of the relays based on IEC standards and the 

coordination constraints defined in GA. 

 

3.5.1.3     Selection 

Based on the values obtained by OF for each generation in the previous step which 

represents “parents”, some “parents” are more divergent than others. With this regard, according 

to a concept known as elitism, those “parents” who have more optimal OF values in the “parents” 

chromosome pool, should be granted more opportunities to survive, hence they are enabled to 

spawn further offsprings. Afterwards, roulette wheel as selection method is used, so that the 

minimum values for OF are picked and processing to the next step. In other words, at this stage, 

the minimum TMS values are selected and processed to the next step.  

 

3.5.1.4     Crossover and mutation 

At this stage, “parents” will be responsible for reproduction of offsprings through genetic 

operation crossover and mutation process. Crossover operation is applied to combine the genetic 

information of 2 “parents” to reproduce a new offspring which represents a new TMS for an 

overcurrent relay. Mutation operator is responsible for imposing new genetic information and 

variation to the heterogeneous population with the purpose of improving genes which would 

contribute to obtaining better TMS for relays. It should be mentioned that mutation may have 
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counterproductive effect on genes in a way that during mutation process, a bad gene may be 

introduced and consequently an inferior TMS is produced. Thus, during setting GA parameters, a 

reasonable mutation value should be selected and a large value should be refrained. After the 

crossover and mutation for all the chromosomes is carried out, the entire generated offspring will 

be examined by constraint criteria and those who failed will be eliminated. The new offsprings are 

the new improved TMSs which will be qualified to go through the next step. This process is 

repeated until the size of the new population is equal to the size of preceding population. 

 

3.5.1.5     Selection of Next Generation from Children and Parents 

At this step, all the “parents” and offsprings (TMSs) that have satisfied the constraints and 

fitness criteria examined through OF, will replace the previous generation. The entire GA process 

is repeated until the termination criteria is satisfied as was previously illustrated in the flowchart 

shown in Fig. 3.14. 

 

3.5.1.6     Termination 

The GA process is terminated by the termination settings defined for GA. For this research, 

the termination criteria have been chosen as “reaching highest ranking solution fitness” and 

“successive iterations no longer produce better results” (optimal convergence), which means OF 

has reached its optimal value and cannot be minimized any further, subsequently, the most 

minimum TMS values for the relays have been attained. 
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3.5.1.7     GA Optimization Process Results 

In this section, the GA optimization process which was developed specifically for 

achieving optimal coordination of OCRs is presented. After running the optimization process, Fig 

3.12 – 3.15, show the proposed GA based optimized results for obtaining optimal TMS values, 

average distance between individuals, best and mean fitness values. The less average distance 

between individuals, the better the results are. Therefore, it can be clearly seen from Fig. 3.14 at 

the beginning of the simulation, the average distance between individuals were so big which means 

the results are not optimal. However, during the process, the average distance starts to diminish 

significantly and reach to the point where the average distance is near zero. The results have 

become stable and cannot become any better, and thus, the optimal values have been successfully 

reached. The same scenario also exists for Fig. 3.12 and 3.13 which represents the best and mean 

value of the objective function. At the beginning of the process the functional value is very large, 

however during the process this value is decreased significantly since the GA has been trying to 

minimize TMS values. At the end of the simulation the OF output has reached a steady point where 

it cannot improve anymore. At this point, the optimal values have been successfully attained by 

GA, by considering CTI of 0.2 s, and the optimal TMS values can be implemented to set the OCR 

operation time as shown in Fig. 3.15. Global optimal results are reached when the results are not 

attained any better. The GA optimization is forced to stop and GA declares that the obtained results 

are the best and optimal values. In this work the stopping criteria has been set as “reaching highest 

ranking solution’ fitness” and “successive iterations no longer produce better results (optimal 

convergence)”.  
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Fig. 3.12. Best and mean fitness values obtained by GA. 

 

Fig. 3.13. Logarithmic representation of best and mean fitness values obtained by GA. 
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Fig. 3.14. Average distance between individuals attained by GA. 

 

Fig. 3.15. Best individuals of TMS obtained by GA. 
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3.5.2     Grey Wolf Optimization-based Optimal Solution for OCR Settings 

GWO is a new advanced optimization method that can be used for a variety of applications 

mainly for the purpose of optimizing different variables of a formulated problem, including non-

convex optimization problems. GWO is inherently a meta-heuristics technique which provides the 

optimal solution by posing these advantages along the way: local optima avoidance, reaching 

global optimum value, derivative-free mechanism, flexibility and simplicity [105], [106]. It is a 

population-based optimization algorithm which is motivated by leadership and hunting behavior 

of Grey wolf as shown in Fig. 3.16. In nature, grey wolf (Canis lupus) is considered to be residing 

at the top in the food chain and at a top level of predators. Gray wolves live in a pack which consists 

of 5-12 members on an average [107]. In the group, strict dominant hierarchy is practiced, the 

leader of the pack in order is, , , δ, and  as shown in Fig. 3.17. 

In the GWO method, the best solution is , while  provides the second-best solution 

followed by the position of δ members. The rest of the solutions are considered as  that includes 

the remaining members of the entire population which are mainly frail and feeble members of the 

group and are the most replaceable among the rest [108]. The flow chart for GWO algorithms is 

shown in Fig. 3.18. 
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Fig. 3.16. Grey wolf hunting mechanism. 

 

Fig. 3.17. Grey wolf social hierarchy. 

α

β

δ
𝛾
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Fig. 3.18. General flow chart for grey wolf optimizer algorithm. 

 

3.5.2.1     The Mathematical Model of GWO 

In the course of hunting, grey wolves have the tendencies to encircle the prey and it’s 

possible to devise the mathematical model for this type of behavior as below: 
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�⃗� =  |𝐶  . 𝑥 𝑃(𝑡) − 𝐴  . 𝑋 (𝑡)|         (3.9) 

𝑋 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥 𝑃(𝑡) − 𝐴  . �⃗⃗�        (3.10) 

In these equations, E is the encircling pattern vector and therefore should have a positive 

value, A and C are coefficient vectors, t is known as current iteration, Xp and X are prey and grey 

wolf position vectors, respectively. The vector D is random, and adaptive, and provides the 

exploration and exploitation for the GWO algorithm. This vector also defines exploration if it has 

a value greater than 1. 

Both A and C coefficient vectors are calculated as the following: 

𝐴 = 2𝑎  . 𝑟 1 . 𝑎         (3.11) 

𝐶 = 2 . 𝑟 2         (3.12) 

The value of ‘a’ decreases linearly from 2 to 0 over the course of iteration while r1 and r2 

are random vectors in [0, 1]. Next, the most 3 optimal solutions are selected and the rest of the 

agents including gamma solutions start updating their positions based on their best previous 

positions. The formulation of this stage can be written as: 

�⃗� 𝛼 = |𝐶 1 . 𝑋 𝛼 − 𝑋 |        (3.13) 

�⃗� 𝛽 = |𝐶 2 . 𝑋 𝛽 − 𝑋 |        (3.14) 

�⃗� 𝜕 = |𝐶 3 . 𝑋 𝜕 − 𝑋 |        (3.15) 

𝑋 1 = 𝑋 𝛼 − 𝐴 1 . (𝑋 𝛼)        (3.16) 

𝑋 2 = 𝑋 𝛽 − 𝐴 2 . (𝑋 𝛽)        (3.17) 
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𝑋 3 = 𝑋 𝜕 − 𝐴 3 . (𝑋 𝜕)        (3.18) 

𝑋 (𝑡 + 1) =  
�⃗� 1 +�⃗� 2 + �⃗� 3

3
       (3.19) 

The procedure in which GWO is implemented for obtaining the optimal solution for OCRs 

are avoided in the section as it is exactly the same as the one that was defined for GA. However, 

the coding which was used to define the GWO in Matlab, is shown in Appendix A. 7. 

 

3.5.2.2     GWO Optimization Process Results 

At the beginning of the optimization process, the fitness value is drastically high which is 

similar to the GA, since no optimal value for the relays were attained. However, as the optimization 

process continues and more iterations are processed, the fitness value of coordination between 

relays starts to diminish to the point that, it no longer gets any smaller. This process is shown in 

Fig. 3.19, and the logarithmic minimized fitness value of the GWO optimization process is also 

shown in Fig. 3.20. At the end of the optimization, after around 100 iterations, no significant 

improvement was observed, however the process was conduced for 250 iterations to ensure the 

GWO has reached the global minimization for the protective relays and absolutely the most 

optimal TMS settings, by considering CTI of 0.2 s, have been achieved for each relay. The optimal 

TMS settings accomplished by GWO is shown in Fig. 3.21. The results clearly show that GWO 

has managed to provide better relay settings compared to GA and the conventional nonlinear time-

current relay characteristic optimization method. This comparison with respect to the relay 

operation will be discussed in the next section. 
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Fig. 3.19. Optimized fitness value attained by GWO. 

 

Fig. 3.20. Logarithmic optimized fitness value attained by GWO. 
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Fig. 3.21. Best individuals of TMS obtained by GWO. 

 

3.6     Relay Improved Operation Comparison Between GWO, GA and 

Conventional Method 

In the previous sections, GA and GWO based AI optimization techniques were developed 

and applied to attain optimal relay settings by minimizing the TMS settings of the relays. In this 

section, a comparison between GA, GWO and the conventional time-current relay characteristic 

methods is presented with respect to the relay operation time improvement which is presented in 

Table 3.3. 

According to this table, although the conventional method was able to coordinate the relay 

settings, however, the relay settings is non-optimal and the operation time of the relays are 

extremely long, specifically for the far end line. However, by applying GA, the TMS settings of 

the relays were significantly improved, and as a result the operation time of the relay were also 

enhanced, where the relays were able to detect the faults much faster. The total reduction of relay 
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operation time was 7.81 s which is much less compared to 11.02 s attained by conventional 

approach. GA managed to improve the overall OCR protection and coordination of the wind farm 

by 29.12%. However, this improvement was even further improved up to 39.38 % after applying 

GWO, which is a astonishing enhancement of relay operation. The total operation time of the 

relays were recorded to be only 6.68 S which stems from the better optimization process of GWO 

compared to GA, which was able to minimize the TMS settings of the relays more efficiently, and 

as a result, better relay operation and protection for wind farms are achieved. Thus, GWO is a 

better approach compared to GA and conventional methods and could be a suitable solution for 

wind farm protection and coordination problems. In order to understand the effectiveness of 

proposed GWO method over the conventional method, a visual comparison based on their 

coordination using TCC curves are shown in Fig. 3.22. 

Table 3.3 Comparison between GWO, GA and conventional methods for relay coordination 

Relay TMS (conv.) TMS 

(GA) 

TMS 

(GWO) 

T (conv.) T (GA) T 

(GWO) 

Operation 

Time 

Improvement 

by GA (%) 

Operation 

Time 

Improvement 

by GWO (%) 

1-40 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0% 0% 

41-44 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.45 0.45 0.34 0% 24% 

45 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.86 0.86 0.64 0% 25% 

46 0.55 0.25 0.2 2.78 1.26 1.01 54% 63% 

47 0.75 0.35 0.3 3.18 1.49 1.27 53% 60% 

- - - - 11.02 7.81 6.68 29.12% 

Improvement 

39.38% 

Improvement 
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Fig. 3.22. Comparison between GWO and conventional approach in terms of coordination of OCRs shown on 

standard TCC curves. 

 

Also, the operation of the relays with the new and old settings are tested for the wind farm 

by imposing a bolted three phase fault as the most severe fault, at the wind turbine feeder, where 

the fault current and voltage of the fault incidence at the wind turbine feeder is shown in Fig. 3.23. 

Due to severity of the fault, the voltage is near 0 V, while the fault current is extremely high, where 

the protective relays should detect the fault as early as possible, with respect to the settings 

associated with each one. The performance of the relay that was developed in this research, and 

also a comparison between the AI techniques and conventional technique embedded to each relay, 

with their exact timing, is shown in Fig. 3.24. According to this figure, the proposed protection 

scheme is able to accurately detect the faults with 100 % accuracy, however, as expected the 

operation time of each relay is completely different. By applying conventional method, the relay 

coordination is extremely long due to its non-optimal relay settings, however, the proposed GA-
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based protection scheme improved the operation of the relay drastically. Finally, GWO-based 

protection scheme surpassed all other proposed protection techniques and is able to detect the fault 

at the shortest possible time with 100 % accuracy. 

 

Fig. 3.23. A bolted three phase fault occurrence at the wind turbine feeder. 

 

Fig. 3.24. Coordinated relay operation time comparison between GWO, GA and conventional method. 
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3.7     Conclusion 

In this Chapter, the design and development of OCRs along with determining the settings 

for each relay, as well as their coordination was discussed in detail. Moreover, a few samples of 

hand calculations for relay settings and coordination were presented. The application of two 

artificial intelligence optimization technique e.g., GA and GWO, along with their coding, objective 

function formulation, and their development in this research were explained thoroughly. 

Additionally, their application on optimizing the relay settings with the optimization process was 

presented. Finally, a comparison between the proposed AI protection scheme and the conventional 

nonlinear time-current relay characteristic optimization method was made, where the operation of 

optimal overcurrent protection and coordination was tested and analyzed to validate the developed 

protection scheme. It was inferred that GWO-based optimal protection and coordination scheme, 

was able to provide the best protection compared to GA and conventional methods. Thus, the 

proposed GWO based optimal protection method can provide better security and reliability of 

large-scale wind farms. Another contribution of the proposed method is that, the AI-based relay 

settings, can replace the tedious conventional hand calculation approach for coordination of 

OCRS, which can significantly simplify the power engineers’ job and also help them to set the 

best and optimal possible protection settings for each relay with maximum accuracy. 
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Chapter 4 

Adaptive Overcurrent Protection and Coordination Schemes 

for Wind Farms 

 

4.1     Background 

In conventional power systems, where the main sources of power generations were 

synchronous generators and the power generated was typically stable, the protection and 

coordination could be simply carried out defining only one group of settings for relays. However, 

nowadays in modern power systems, with the penetration of renewable energy resources, such as 

wind and solar energy, the main source of power generation is not always stable, rather fluctuates 

drastically with weather conditions. This problem is even more evident for large-scale wind farms 

that a noticeable change in wind speed can proportionally affect the power generation on the grid 

side [109]. Moreover, due to unexpected event of unavailability of wind, or wind turbine 

maintenance, one or several feeders may not be in operation. Hence, the generated power and 

current characteristics of wind farms may drastically differ at different months or seasons of the 

year [110].  

The aforementioned scenarios, could create serious issues for power system protective 

relays, coordination and their performance during both fault scenarios and normal operation. For 

example, if there is maintenance taking place on one of the sub-feeders of the wind farm, the feeder 

would be basically offline and will not provide any power to the grid. Thus, the generated current 
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characteristics, as well as fault current contribution on the main feeder of the wind farm would be 

absolutely different from the time that all wind turbines are in service and feeds bulk of power to 

the grid. In such cases if the relays are static, and they do not adapt their settings according to the 

dynamic behavior of the wind farm, it would result in miscoordination, insensitivity, blinding and 

maloperation of protective relays. As a result, some healthy sections of the wind farm may be 

disconnected unnecessarily from the grid, and some other sections of the wind farm have to 

undergo fault without the relays taking any action. This is indeed a catastrophe, as it could seriously 

damage the power apparatus, exacerbate the power quality, stability, security and reliability of 

wind farms. 

Therefore, in this chapter, a novel intelligent protection scheme that relies on both optimal 

and adaptive protection, with quadruple (as the reason will be discussed later) group settings for 

the relays are proposed.  In order to do that, a hybrid GWO-FLC protection scheme is developed, 

where GWO is implemented to attain optimal OCR coordination for all the relays’ group settings 

at various wind speed, while the FLC is developed to provide adaptive feature for the relays so 

that the OCR settings are updated and optimal group settings for each relay are adopted according 

to the dynamic behaviour of the wind farm. Finally, in a laboratory environment, the proposed 

protection scheme is implemented in real-time using FPGA DE2-115 board equipped with 

Cyclone IV-E device (EP4CE115F29C7). It is found from both simulation and experimental 

results that the performance of the proposed hybrid GWO-FLC is robust, reliable, efficient and 

extremely satisfactory. 
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4.2     Adaptive Protection Schemes using Fuzzy Logic Controller 

The fuzzy logic controller (FLC) has been widely utilized in many applications including 

motor drives, air conditioners, washing machines, antiskid braking systems to more complex 

applications such as image processing, multi-objective optimization of power systems, etc. due to 

its ability to adapt with unknown system disturbances [111]. Thus, in this work the FLC is 

employed as an intelligent adaptive protection scheme to enhance the security and reliability of 

power systems for large-scale wind farms. In this approach, after the entire group settings for each 

OCR according to specific wind speed is calculated, and the coordination settings is optimized by 

GWO, then FLC is employed to select proper group settings for each OCR at various wind speeds. 

For the proposed FLC, the measured three phase output currents of wind generator are 

defined as inputs, both PS and TMS which are the relay settings, are defined as the outputs. Wind 

speed and the measured three phase currents near each zone to be protected by OCR, based on its 

magnitude is categorized into 4 groups named as “poor”, “average”, “good” and “excellent” as 

shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Defined inputs for FLC based adaptive protection 

Category Wind speed (m/s) Measured 3-phase current 

Excellent 14-25 Ia, Ib, Ic 

Good 12-13 Ia, Ib, Ic 

Average 10-11 Ia, Ib, Ic 

Poor 6-9 Ia, Ib, Ic 

 

As one of the possible outcomes of FLC, PS settings for a typical OCR is varied in the 

range between 25% to 200 % in steps of 25% (based on IEC standard), while TMS is varied in the 
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range of 0.05 to 1 in a step of 0.05, where the definition of the outputs are shown in the Table 4.2 

and 4.3 below. The overview of the proposed FLC-based adaptive protection scheme for wind 

farm is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. For each OCR, a unique FLC was developed, as an example, the 

membership functions of input-output variables for OCR47, which is the last relay near the power 

grid are shown in Figs. 4.2 - 4.4 The fuzzy rules are designed in a way that as the wind speed 

changes and the generated current measured at each relay also changes, therefore the relay settings 

should also be changed and updated according to the dynamic behavior of wind farm. In other 

words, FLC will adopt the best group settings for each relay when there has been a huge difference 

in wind speed and generated current. The definition and specification of the FLC parameters, and 

the development of FLC-based centralized adaptive overcurrent protection and coordination, based 

on both Mamdani and Sugeno types are presented in Appendix A. 8 – 14.   

Table 4.2 Defined output 1 for FLC based adaptive protection 

Output 1 PS value (%) 

PS1 [0, 25, 50] 

PS2 [25, 50, 75] 

PS3 [50, 75, 100] 

PS4 [75, 100, 125] 

PS5 [100, 125, 150] 

PS6 [125, 150, 175] 

PS7 [150, 175, 200] 

 

Table 4.3 Defined output 2 for FLC based adaptive protection 

Output 2 TMS value 

TMS1 [0, 0.05, 0.1] 

TMS2 [0.05, 0.1, 0.15] 

TMS3 [0.1, 0.15, 0.2] 

TMS4 [0.15, 0.2, 0.25] 

TMS5 [0.2, 0.25, 0.3] 
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TMS6 [0.25, 0.3, 0.35] 

TMS7 [0.3, 0.35, 0.4] 

TMS8 [0.35, 0.4, 0.45] 

TMS9 [0.4, 0.45, 0.5] 

TMS10 [0.45, 0.5, 0.55] 

TMS11 [0.5, 0.55, 0.6] 

TMS12 [0.55, 0.6, 0.65] 

TMS13 [0.6, 0.65, 0.7] 

TMS14 [0.65, 0.7, 0.75] 

TMS15 [0.7, 0.75, 0.8] 

TMS16 [0.75, 0.8, 0.85] 

TMS17 [0.8, 0.85, 0.9] 

TMS18 [0.85, 0.9, 0.95] 

TMS19 [0.9, 0.95, 1] 

 

 

Fig. 4.1. Overview of the FLC-based adaptive protection for wind farms. 
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Fig. 4.2. FLC membership functions of input (current classification based on wind speed behavior). 

 

Fig. 4.3. FLC membership functions of output (PS settings). 

 

Fig. 4.4. FLC membership functions of output (TMS settings). 
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4.3     Proposing Quadruple Group Settings and Coordination for Relays 

As was pointed out in the beginning of this chapter, due to dynamic behavior of wind farms, 

OCR settings and coordination become an extremely challenging task. Thus, the existing single 

group setting for the entire wind farm is not acceptable and also can cause severe miscoordination, 

maloperation, false tripping or even delayed tripping during fault incidence. In this work, a 

quadruple group setting of OCRs are calculated according to wind profile. As discussed before, 

wind speed is categorized into 4 groups, A, B, C and D, where each relay settings are calculated 

accordingly as depicted in Tables 4.4 – 4.7. At each table, the current measured at each Current 

Transformer (CT), the CT ratio, Relay Settings Current (RSI), pickup current (Ipickup), PS, PMS, 

TMS and operation time of the relay (T) are presented for each relay at different wind speed 

category. Since the OCR1-40 are located at each wind turbine, and the rating of each turbine is 

identical, the setting for each relay is the same. Also, the collector lines for each relay have the 

same rating which are protected by OCR41-44 and they have the same relay settings.  

The behavior of the wind farm during wind speed variation, and its effect on the generated 

power generation and current profile, for a duration of 90 s is presented in Fig. 4.5. As the wind 

speed decreases, the wind farm generated current at different sections of the plant also decreases 

accordingly. The Ipickup, RSI, PS and PMS also changes accordingly resulting in adjustments of 

TMS and operation time of each relay. Therefore, only one group setting of relays is not suitable 

for proper protection wind farms and various group settings should be calculated.  
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Table 4.4 Group settings A for wind farm OCR coordination during wind speed at 14 – 25 m/s 

Relay I CT RSI Ipickup PS PMS TMS T 

1-40 28.69 50/5 37.5 3.75 75% 241.37 0.05 0.06 

41-44 287.32 450/5 450 5 100% 19.25 0.2 0.45 

45 1145.06 2000/5 1500 3.75 75% 4.93 0.2 0.86 

46 181.6 300/5 300 5 100% 3.92 0.55 2.78 

47 178.51 300/5 225 3.75 75% 5.06 0.75 3.18 

 

Table 4.5 Group settings B for wind farm OCR coordination during wind speed at 12 – 13 m/s 

Relay I CT RSI Ipickup PS PMS TMS T 
1-40 25.99 50/5 37.5 3.75 75% 241.37 0.05 0.06 
41-44 260.19 450/5 337.5 3.75 75% 25.67 0.2 0.42 
45 1036.47 2000/5 1500 3.75 75% 4.93 0.2 0.86 
46 164.32 300/5 225 3.75 75% 5.23 0.6 2.5 
47 161.03 300/5 225 3.75 75% 5.06 0.7 2.97 

 

Table 4.6 Group settings C for wind farm OCR coordination during wind speed at 10 – 11 m/s 

Relay I CT RSI Ipickup PS PMS TMS T 
1-40 15.83 50/5 25 2.5 50% 362.06 0.05 0.05 
41-44 158.58 450/5 225 2.5 50% 38.51 0.2 0.38 
45 630.06 2000/5 1000 2.5 50% 7.4 0.25 0.86 
46 99.65 300/5 150 2.5 50% 7.85 0.7 2.33 
47 97.65 300/5 150 2.5 50% 7.59 0.8 2.71 

 

Table 4.7 Group settings D for wind farm OCR coordination during wind speed at 6 – 9 m/s 

Relay I CT RSI Ipickup PS PMS TMS T 
1-40 8.59 50/5 12.5 1.25 25% 724.12 0.05 0.05 
41-44 86.14 450/5 112.5 1.25 25% 77.03 0.25 0.38 
45 340.33 2000/5 500 1.25 25% 14.8 0.3 0.76 
46 53.56 300/5 75 1.25 25% 15.7 0.75 1.85 
47 52.48 300/5 75 1.25 25% 15.18 0.9 2.25 
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Fig. 4.5. Detrimental effect of dynamic behavior of wind farms on current settings of OCRs: (a) Wind speed, 

(b) pu value of generated power, (c) 3-phase current characteristic of a single DFIG, (d) Magnitude of the 

current profile.  

 

4.4     Optimizing the Quadruple Group Settings for Adaptive Protection 

Implementing GWO Technique 

In the last section, a quadruple group setting according to the dynamic behavior of the wind 

farms was proposed and calculated for each relay. In other words, the best relay settings with 

respect to current settings, PS and PMS was calculated. However, the TMS and operation time of 

these relay settings are not optimal, and we could still improve each relay group settings and 

coordination by implementing AI techniques as was successfully carried out in chapter 3. In order 

to do that, GWO is applied to optimize the relay settings by minimizing the TMS and operation 

time of all the protective relays in the wind farm. Since GWO was already explained thoroughly 

before, only the optimized results are shown here, where the optimal group settings for each relay, 
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and its improvement compared to the non-optimal relay group settings are tabulated and presented 

in Table 4.8 below. The CTI of 0.2 s have been selected for the purpose of coordination. 

Table 4.8 The comparison between the optimal and non-optimal relay group settings. 

Wind 
speed 
(m/s) 

Relay TMS 
(conventional) 

TMS 
(GWO) T (conventional) T (GWO) 

Operation Time 
Improvement 
(%) 

14-25 

1-40 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0% 

41-44 0.2 0.15 0.45 0.34 24% 

45 0.2 0.15 0.86 0.64 25% 

46 0.55 0.2 2.78 1.01 63% 

47 0.75 0.3 3.18 1.27 60% 

12-13 

1-40 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0% 

41-44 0.2 0.15 0.42 0.31 26% 

45 0.2 0.2 0.86 0.86 0% 

46 0.6 0.3 2.5 1.24 50% 

47 0.7 0.35 2.97 1.48 51% 

10-11 

1-40 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0% 

41-44 0.2 0.2 0.38 0.38 0% 

45 0.25 0.2 0.86 0.68 21% 

46 0.7 0.3 2.33 0.99 57% 

47 0.8 0.4 2.71 1.35 51% 

6-9 

1-40 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0% 

41-44 0.25 0.25 0.38 0.38 0% 

45 0.3 0.25 0.76 0.63 17% 

46 0.75 0.4 1.85 0.98 47% 

47 0.9 0.5 2.25 1.25 44% 
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4.5     Wind Farm Adaptive Protection Scheme Results 

The FLC based adaptive protection scheme to adjust the PS and TMS settings for all relays 

are carried out. A large number of results can be derived from the proposed method, however, only 

a few samples of results are shown below. An extreme wind speed variation model is utilized to 

test the effectiveness of the proposed adaptive protection under harsh circumstances. As shown in 

Figs. 4.6 and 4.7, proper PS and TMS are being selected and consequently updating the relays as 

the wind speed changes. The results for hybrid GWO-FLC technique, where FLC intelligently 

select the proper optimized TMS relay settings previously obtained by GWO, is shown in Fig. 4.8. 

The proposed GWO-FLC technique utilizes the same inputs and outputs as the previous case where 

only FLC was used, however, the fuzzification and rules are different to ensure properly optimized 

TMS values are selected. Again, during the coordination calculation, the TMS for the first relay 

should always be selected as the minimum which is 0.05 in this work, that is why in in Fig. 4.8, 

the TMS values for the OCRs 1-40 (responsible for protection of wind turbines), are selected to be 

a discrete value of 0.05 and is illustrated as a flat line. It should also be mentioned that during any 

type of fault, when the wind speed is falling or rising, the most recent updated TMS and PS settings 

before the occurrence of fault would be selected for the relays. After the fault is cleared, the 

adaptive protection scheme will still keep updating the relay settings to ensure best settings are 

provided for each relay. 

The proposed method was also tested for some more sensitive protection zone of the wind 

farm, where the operation of the relays was more susceptible to the wind farm dynamic behaviour. 

For example, the sample results for DFIG group settings relay containing both PS and TMS, and 

also the wind farm collector line protective relay group settings are shown in Fig. 4.9 and 4.10. 

These two protection zones are extremely important and the relays must be able to react fast 
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according to the changes occurring in the wind farm characteristics. The results clearly shows that 

the proposed GWO-FLC was able to react, and hence protective relays are updated with new relay 

group settings, even during harsh wind speed discrepancy. 

The results obtained from both FLC and hybrid GWO-FLC clearly show that the adaptive 

protection can be successfully implemented for large-scale wind farms and OCRs settings can be 

properly selected and updated according to the wind farm dynamic behavior. Thus, the proposed 

GWO-FLC provides more reliable, secure and optimized performance for OCRs operation in wind 

farm. 

 

Fig. 4.6. FLC adaptive protection for selecting proper PS settings for OCRs during extreme wind speed 

variation: (a) wind speed profile, (b) PS settings for OCRs 1-40, (c) PS settings for OCRs 41-44, (d) PS settings 

for OCR 45, (e) PS settings for OCR 46, (f) PS settings for OCR 47. 
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Fig. 4.7. FLC adaptive protection for selecting proper TMS settings for OCRs during extreme wind speed 

variation: (a) wind speed profile, (b) TMS settings for OCRs 1-40, (c) TMS settings for OCRs 41-44, (d) TMS 

settings for OCR 45, (e) TMS settings for OCR 46, (f) TMS settings for OCR 47. 

 

Fig. 4.8. Hybrid GWO-FLC optimal and adaptive protection for selecting proper TMS settings for OCRs 

during extreme wind speed variation: (a) wind speed profile, (b) TMS settings for OCRs 1-40, (c) TMS settings 

for OCRs 41-44, (d) TMS settings for OCR 45, (e) TMS settings for OCR 46, (f) TMS settings for OCR 47. 
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Fig. 4.9. Adaptive protection for the DFIG relay during extremely harsh wind behavior. (a) wind speed profile, 

(b) dynamic current characteristic behaviour, (c) adaptive TMS settings the DFIG relay, (d) adaptive PS 

settings for DFIG relay. 

 

Fig. 4.10. Adaptive protection for the wind farm collector line relay during extremely harsh wind behavior: (a) 

wind speed profile, (b) dynamic current characteristic behaviour, (c) adaptive TMS settings the collector line 

relay, (d) adaptive PS settings for collector line relay. 
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4.6     Experimental Results: Real-time Implementation of FPGA-in-the-loop 

Operation of Protective Relays 

In this section, the performance of the proposed protection scheme for the wind farms are 

experimentally validated in the laboratory environment, using FPGA DE2-115 board equipped 

with Cyclone IV-E device (EP4CE115F29C7). An overview of the real-time implementation is 

presented in Fig. 4.11. At first, an FPGA-based central protection scheme is developed that include 

all the 47 protection relays in the wind farm, and coded using Verilog hardware description 

language (HDL) on Modelsim. Thereafter, the entire protection algorithm is built on the FPGA 

using Quartus Prime, where the FPGA board itself is connected to a host computer through JTAG 

and Ethernet cables, and is run in real-time with the developed wind farm model which was earlier 

developed and analyzed in Matlab. In this way, the proposed protection scheme actually operates 

in FPGA-in-the-loop (FIL) as a central protection unit that eliminates the necessity to install 

numerous protection relays in the wind farm, which consequently reduce the costs significantly. 

During testing the performance of relays, various types of faults, at different locations, at different 

wind speed was considered to ensure the proposed protection scheme is robust enough during 

various conditions. 

A sample of the validated operation of the protection relays with the updated settings of 

the proposed hybrid GWO-FLC is shown in Fig. 4.12. As an example, a bolted three-phase fault 

near one of the wind turbines was considered. During the fault incidence, due to the severe fault 

current magnitude, the active power on the faulted wind turbine has dipped near zero. As expected, 

the responsible relays for this protection zone, were able to detect the fault at the shortest possible 

time, in a well-coordinated manner, without causing any miscoordination or maloperation. In 

another analysis, a case of two faults occurring at the wind farm, next to two different wind turbines 
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was considered, where the operation of the relays is presented in Fig. 4.13. For this case, since 

there are two faults incidence at two different wind turbines, the protection relays for these two 

wind turbines operate exactly at the same time to ensure the fault at two different locations are 

cleared effectively. In case of the relay’s failure, the backup relays would operate with some delay, 

as was shown in the figure. 

Furthermore, in order to ensure the sensitivity of each relay, several different types of faults 

at different locations, near each protective relay is considered and the operation of each pair 

primary and backup relays are analyzed. Samples of single line to ground fault, and double line to 

ground fault, and line to line faults and the operation of the corresponding relays are also presented 

in Figs 4.14 – 4.16. It was observed from all these fault events, the backup relays were able to 

detect the fault and hence, operated in a well-coordinated matter with respect to the primary relay, 

assuming the primary relay is blinded.   

Thus, the performance of the proposed adaptive and optimal overcurrent protection and 

coordination based on hybrid GWO-FLC, has been successfully validated and could be a robust 

and efficient protection scheme for modern large-scale wind farms. 
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Fig. 4.11. Overview of the real-time implementation of the central FPGA based protection through FIL 

operation. 
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Fig. 4.12. A sample of successful operation of 5 protection relays and their coordination in the wind farm for a 

fault near one of the wind turbines: (a) 3-phase fault current characteristic, (b) Magnitude of the fault current, 

(c) Active power characteristic, (d) Operation and coordination of protective relays. 

 

Fig. 4.13. Successful operation of several protection relays and their coordination in the wind farm for the case 

of two faults near two different wind turbines: (a) OCR1 (primary relay) operation located near the first wind 

turbine, (b) OCR2 (primary relay) operation located near the second wind turbine, (c) OCR41-44 (backup 

relay) operation located near each sub-feeder, (d) OCR45 (backup relay) operation located near the entire wind 

farm, (e) OCR46 (backup relay) operation near the power transformer, f OCR47 (backup relay) operation 

near the transmission line. 
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Fig. 4.14. Performance of pair primary and backup relays for a L-G fault near a wind turbine: (a) single line 

to ground fault current characteristic, (b) single line to ground fault voltage characteristic, (c) Primary relay 

operation, (d) Backup relay operation. 

 

Fig. 4.15. Performance of pair primary and backup relays for a LL-G fault near a wind turbine: (a) double line 

to ground fault current characteristic, (b) double line to ground fault voltage characteristic, (c) Primary relay 

operation, (d) Backup relay operation. 
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Fig. 4.16. Performance of pair primary and backup relays for a L-L fault near a wind turbine: (a) line-to-line 

fault current characteristic, (b) line-to-line fault voltage characteristic, (c) Primary relay operation, (d) Backup 

relay operation. 

 

4.7     Conclusion 

A novel hybrid GWO-FLC based adaptive and optimal overcurrent protection of large-

scale wind farm was presented in this chapter. A quadruple group setting for OCRs was proposed 

and calculated according to wind farm dynamic behavior and wind profile at various speed to 

ensure flexibility. The current settings-optimized group settings of relays were further enhanced 

by optimizing the TMS and operation time of the relays by implementing GWO. The performance 

of the proposed GWO was also compared to the non-optimal relay group settings to ensure the 

effectiveness of the applied method, where the proposed GWO demonstrated a substantial 

improvement in the operation time of OCRs for the designed wind farm.  

Furthermore, FLC was developed explicitly for online adaptation of the previously 

optimized (by GWO) OCRs settings and coordination according to the dynamic behavior of wind 
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farm, particularly, wind speed. Thus, the proposed GWO-FLC based protection avoids any 

miscoordination, maloperation, false tripping or even delayed tripping during fault incidence. The 

performance of the protective relays with the hybrid GWO-FLC settings were also tested and 

validated experimentally through FIL real-time implementation. Therefore, the proposed GWO-

FLC performance was found to be robust, efficient and satisfactory and could be a potential 

protection technique for large-scale wind farm. 
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Chapter 5 

Intelligent and Cost-effective Digital Differential Protection 

Schemes for Wind Farms 

 

5.1     Introduction 

The intertie section of wind farms where the bulk of power generation is fed to the grid 

through a main power transformer and transmission line, is usually protected by distance 

protection relays. However, as was discussed in chapter 1, the implementation of distance relays 

in wind farms has been found to be extremely unreliable. Therefore, in this thesis, several novel 

differential protection schemes based on the principle of differential relays, are proposed and 

suggested as a replacement for unreliable distance protective relays, in order to provide reliability 

and robust protection for wind farms, particularly for the intertie protection zone. 

 

5.2     Differential Protection Relay 

Differential protective relays are usually employed to provide protection for a single unit 

commonly employed for power transformers, generators, buses, and most recently, power 

transmission lines. However, in wind farms since there is a necessity to provide adequate 

protection for several zones rather than only a single unit, differential zone protection including 

ideal numbers of relays and measurement sensors i.e., CTs and VTs, for each specific zone must 
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be implemented [112]. Differential protection operation is reliably fast, usually close to 5ms, 

which could contribute to fast tripping and provide robust security for the wind farm intertie 

section. 

The protection technique implemented for power transformers relies on the power rating 

of the transformer. Usually, protective fuses are employed for small size power transformer with 

the apparent power rating is less than 10 MVA, whereas, differential relays are usually used for 

transformers with apparent power rating above 10 MVA. A conventional differential protection 

for a 2-winding power transformer is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. N1 and N2 are the winding turns of 

primary and secondary side, respectively; I1 is the incoming current that enters the primary side of 

the winding while I2 is the outgoing current from the secondary side of the transformer. I1′  and I2′  

are the currents measured by the respective CTs, indicated as CT1 and CT2, respectively. Relay 

restraining coil and relay operating coil are indicated as R and O, respectively, which are the 

fundamental structure of the balance beam differential relay as shown in Fig. 5.2. By symbolizing 

the CT turn ratios of the primary and secondary as 1/n1 and 1/n2 (CT with 1 primary turn and n 

secondary turn), respectively, the CT secondary currents and the current passing through the relay 

operating coil would be: 

𝐼1
′ =

𝐼1

𝑛1
          (5.1) 

𝐼2
′ =

𝐼2

𝑛2
          (5.2) 

𝐼′ = 𝐼1
′ − 𝐼2

′ =
𝐼1

𝑛1
−

𝐼2

𝑛2
         (5.3) 

 Differential relays are simply designed in a way that for the internal faults where I′ = I1
′ −

I2
′ ≠ 0 , the relay should trip and send a signal to the corresponding circuit breaker to disconnect 
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the faulty section. However, for external faults where I′ = I1
′ − I2

′ = 0  the relay should not 

operate. 

According to Fig. 5.2, the electromagnetic force on the right and left side are proportional 

to [𝑁0(𝐼1
′ − 𝐼2

′)]2 and [𝑁𝑟(𝐼1
′ + 𝐼2

′)/2]2, respectively. Thus, the differential relay operation 

condition can be verified as below [113]:  

[𝑁0(𝐼1
′ − 𝐼2

′)]2 > [𝑁𝑟(𝐼1
′ + 𝐼2

′)/2]2        (5.4) 

By defining 𝐾 =
𝑁𝑟

𝑁0
 as slope ratio, the above equation is simplified as follows: 

|𝐼1
′ − 𝐼2

′ | > 𝐾|(𝐼1
′ + 𝐼2

′) ∕ 2|         (5.5) 

This equation represents the tripping condition of differential relay and the relay will only 

trip if an internal fault occurs within the protection zone. The schematic of such relay behavior 

with respect to the fault location, either external or internal fault, for a typical power transformer 

are shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. 

 

Fig. 5.1. Differential protection for a 2-winding power transformer. 
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Fig. 5.2. Balance beam differential protection relay structure [113]. 

 

Fig. 5.3. Schematic of differential relay for a typical transformer during external L-G fault (phase “c”) [66].  
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Fig. 5.4. Schematic of differential relay for a typical transformer during internal L-G fault [66]. 

 

Nowadays, microprocessor-based digital protection relays (MDPR) are mainly used for 

wind farm protection. The fundamental principal of digital differential relays is the same as the 

electromechanical relays, however, their method of measuring and processing the input signal is 

completely different. This would provide massive advantages compared to electromechanical and 

static relays which include: swift operation usually less than ½ cycle or less, flexibility, reliability, 

sensitivity, compact size, multi-function, multi-group settings, and adaptive protection 

capabilities. Moreover, the feasibility of digital communication with the substation, main control 
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unit or other protective relays is among other advantages of MDPR. A simple block diagram of 

MDPR is shown in Fig. 5.5. In these relays, the input analog current signals measured by the two 

CTs are converted to proportional voltage using current to voltage converters. Thereafter, AC 

voltage is converted to DC voltage signals through the precision rectifier and is subsequently 

passed to a multiplexer (MUX). Then, the analog signals are converted to digital signals using 

analog to digital converter (ADC) and sent to a microprocessor unit. Finally, the microprocessor 

unit will process and evaluate the data based on the formula derived in (5.5) and would send a trip 

signal to the corresponding circuit breakers when the statement in (5.5) is true. 

Although, microprocessor-based protective relays are highly reliable and are blessed with 

numerous advantages, the major drawback is the limitations it imposes on the size of data, 

sequentially processing data, overheating, and most importantly their high costs, specifically, if 

they require large numbers of microprocessors. Unfortunately, that is always the case for large-

scale wind farms connected to the power grid, that their size is gradually increasing and so are the 

costs of implementing, installing and maintenance of modern protective relays. 
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Fig. 5.5. Block diagram of the digital differential protection relay. 
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5.3     Proposed Digital Differential Protection Scheme for Wind Farms 

In this research, three novel intelligent digital differential protection relays (DDPR) are 

proposed as a replacement to distance protection relays, which are sequentially named as 

differential-based protection scheme (DBPS), Field-programmable gate array-based digital 

differential protection scheme (FPGA-DDPS), and finally, support vector machine-based digital 

differential protection scheme (SVM-DDPS). The development and explanation of each proposed 

protection scheme are discussed in the following sub sections. 

 

5.3.1     Differential-based Protection Scheme 

In order to realize the effectiveness of differential relay, a differential-based protection 

scheme (DBPS) is developed in MATLAB/Simulink by considering the differential relay theory 

presented in previous section. An overview of the model, along with the developed user-friendly 

graphical interface of this relay are shown in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7 respectively. The extended version 

of the developed DBPS for the intertie section of the wind farm is shown in Appendix A. 15 and 

A. 16. 

In order to set the DBPS in Fig. 5.7, the CT primary and secondary settings of both 

incoming and outgoing currents to the protected power apparatus, along with slope ratio, pickup 

current and operation time settings must be determined accurately. In this method, the CT primary 

of both incoming and outgoing current should be calculated, and then the ratio of the CT is set 

according to IEC or IEEE standards, which are defined based on the 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑜𝑎ⅆ and I SCC. 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑙𝑜𝑎ⅆ 

is the maximum current flowing through the relay during normal operation mode of wind farm, 

where I SCC is maximum fault current to be seen by the respective CT. The secondary current of 
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CTs is usually selected as either 1 or 5 A. Slope ratio (K), has also been added to the developed 

relay to increase or decrease the sensitivity of the relay performance against fault current. 

Differential relay slope ratio usually varies in range of 0.1 to 0.4 based on the protection setting 

needed. Furthermore, the pickup current is a part of the relay setting in which the relay should 

operate for the current above the pre-set threshold value. Pickup current is usually set as 1.25 to 

1.5 times of maximum load current. Finally, in order to provide coordination between differential 

relay and overcurrent relay as backup protection, an operation time setting has been devised, so 

that the relay would operate after a delayed time or even instantaneously based on the defined 

settings. 

The developed relay logic function operates according to (5.5), however, the pickup current 

(𝐼𝑃ⅈ𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝) and CT ratio (𝐶𝑇𝑟) need to be introduced to the formula to generalize the developed 

differential-based protection scheme for various power systems including power transformer and 

transmission line within the intertie section of wind farms. Additionally, the incoming and 

outgoing current to a power apparatus (I1 & I2) are used instead of incoming and outgoing current 

of CT (I1′  & I2′ ). Thus, the relay logic operation formula is modified as: 

|
𝐼1−𝐼2

𝐶𝑇𝑟
| ≥ 𝐾 |

𝐼1+𝐼2

2𝐶𝑇𝑟
| + 

𝐼𝑃𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑢𝑝

𝐶𝑇𝑟
         (5.6) 

According to (5.6), if the statement is true, meaning an internal fault has occurred, then the 

relay would send a trip signal, otherwise, the relay will not operate as either there is no fault 

incidence or an external fault has occurred and the relay should ignore that. This relay operation 

conditions, along with the revised relay operation based on the defined slop ratio K, are illustrated 

in Figs. 5.8 – 5.10. 
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Fig. 5.6. Simulink model of developed digital DBPS for intertie zone protection of wind farm. 

Fig. 5.7. Developed graphical interface of digital DBPS for intertie zone protection of wind farm. 

 

 

Fig. 5.8. DBPS during normal operation. 
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Fig. 5.9. Tripping condition of DBPS during internal and external faults. 

 

Fig. 5.10. Consideration of slope ratio K in the developed DBPS operating condition. 
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5.3.2     FPGA-based Digital Differential Protection Scheme 

The second differential protection scheme proposed in this thesis, is FPGA-DDPS, which 

is developed in FPGA and its operation is based on the protection scheme that was proposed in the 

previous section. Field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit (IC) that can be 

programmed and customized by the designer according to the needs of a specific task. The 

significant advantage of FPGA compared to microprocessor-based units and digital signal 

processing (DSP) units is that it is cost-effective, and also have a fast performance with minimum 

operation delay, which are ideal for protective relays [114]. The prominent advantages of using 

FPGAs as a proposed protective relay are: 

• Cost-effective 

• Flexible and reprogrammable 

• Simultaneous parallel processing 

• Swift performance with low operation delay 

• Reliable and efficient 

• Versatile applications 

• Simple design 

Therefore, in this research a differential protection relay is designed and developed in a 

FPGA using Modelsim software and Verilog hardware description language (HDL). Then, its 

effectiveness and performance are verified through FPGA-in-the-loop operation using DE2-115 

FPGA board where the layout of this board is shown in Fig. 5.11 below. 
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Fig. 5.11. Layout of Cyclone IV FPGA board. 

 

In this research, in order to develop an FPGA-based digital differential relay, the following steps 

are taken: 

 

5.3.2.1     Definition of Inputs and Outputs 

Since, the differential relay is sensitive to the difference between the measured currents 

from the CTs at two points, the inputs are defined as I1 and I2, which are the outgoing currents 

from the CTs at the beginning and ending of a protection zone, and can be customized according 
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to the exact location that needs to be protected. Other inputs are, pickup current (Ipickup) and slope 

ratio (K), where, K is designed in a way that can be altered in the range of 10% - 40% to provide 

accurate operation of differential relay. Finally, the tripping status of the relay is defined as the 

output represented in digital quantity and can be either “1” (trip signal) or “0” (no trip signal). 

 

5.3.2.2     FPGA Design and Coding for the Protection Relay Logic 

The most important and challenging step is the design and coding of the relay. At this stage, 

the relay logic is programmed using Verilog HDL in Modelsim software and then, it is 

programmed at the FPGA using Quartus prime software. The relay logic defined at the relay is 

based on the relay characteristic operation that was earlier presented in DBPS section. The relay 

must be able to distinguish between internal and external faults, where during internal faults within 

the defined zone of protection, the relay should operate and trip i.e., the relay logic is “1”, while 

during external faults, meaning faults that has occurred outside the defined protection zone, the 

relay should not react, therefore its logic should be “0”. Based on the above statement, the relay 

logic designed and coded in FPGA is defined as in the equation below. 

Relay logic = {
1,        | I1 – I2 |≥ K |(I1 + I2)

2
 | + Ipickup

0,        | I1 – I2 |< K |(I1 +I2)

2
 | + Ipickup

      (5.7) 

 

5.3.2.3     DE2-115 FPGA Board 

The FPGA board implemented in this research is Altera DE2-115 board that is equipped 

with Cyclone IV E (EP4CE115F29C7), where the relay algorithm is programmed, as presented in 
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Appendix A. 17. The flowchart of the developed digital differential relay algorithm and the specific 

FPGA board implemented in this work are shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13, respectively. 32-bit 

fixpoint format, 16 bits for integer and 16 bits for fraction has been chosen to provide the accurate 

measurement from CTs. 

 

Fig. 5.12. Flowchart of the developed FPGA-DDPS. 
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Fig. 5.13. Altera DE2-115 FPGA board implemented in this research. 

 

5.3.2.4     FPGA-in-the-loop Operation 

In order to test the effectiveness of the proposed FPGA-based digital differential protection 

scheme, MATLAB software is used to run the FPGA-in-the-loop (FIL) operation. The overview 

of the real-time FIL operation of the developed protection scheme is shown in Fig. 5.14. Also, a 

large-scale grid-connected wind farm model is also designed in MATLAB/Simulink, with exact 

rating and parameters as was shown in previous chapters, to test the proposed protection scheme 
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which is shown in Fig. 5.15. Since, the relay is designed in the FPGA, then by conducting FIL, or 

in other words, relay-in-the-loop (RIL) operation is actually taking place.  
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Fig. 5.14. FIL operation for FPGA-based digital protection relay. 
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Fig. 5.15. Overview of the large-scale wind farm model under protection study for FPGA-DDPS. 
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5.3.2.5     Experimental Results 

The performance of the proposed FPGA-DDPS is tested in real-time to verify the 

effectiveness and reliability of the protection scheme for a large-scale wind farm at different 

operating conditions. Various faults such as symmetrical three-phase fault, and unsymmetrical 

faults including double line to ground (LL-G), line to line (L-L), and single line to ground (L-G) 

are imposed at the system. Furthermore, three different values of fault resistances such as, zero 

resistance (bolted fault), 10 Ω and 70 Ω was selected arbitrarily and the details are presented below. 

At first, the real-time operation of the relay is tested through FIL for the designed wind 

farm during normal operation where no fault is occurred. As expected, the relay does not detect 

any abnormality in the network and the FPGA-based relay logic remains zero during entire 

simulation, as shown in the figure below. 

 

Fig. 5.16. Wind farm behavior and performance of the relay during no fault incidence: (a) Wind farm 

current, (b) trip signal from FPGA-DDPR. 
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In another test, internal faults with zero resistance (bolted fault) at the main step-up power 

transformer, near the grid is analyzed. As shown in Fig. 5.17, during three-phase fault incidence 

at time 0.4s until 0.5s, the relay successfully detects the fault, and hence, generates the trip signal 

accordingly. The same scenario is repeated for LL-G and L-G faults, and the proposed FPGA-

DDPS reacts flawlessly, which are shown in Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 respectively. It should be 

mentioned that, the L-L fault exhibits almost the same behavior as LL-G, the results are not 

presented for L-L fault. 

 

Fig. 5.17. Wind farm behavior and performance of the relay during bolted three phase fault: (a) Wind farm 

current, (b) trip signal from FPGA-DDPS. 
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Fig. 5.18. Wind farm behavior and performance of the relay during line-line-ground fault: (a) Wind farm 

current, (b) trip signal from FPGA-DDPS. 

 

Fig. 5.19. Wind farm behavior and performance of the relay during single line to ground fault: (a) Wind farm 

current, (b) trip signal from FPGA-DDPS. 
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In general, since protective relays are sensitive to the variation of currents, during fault 

events with high resistance, the relay may not be able to detect the fault correctly as the current 

magnitude is not high enough, even if the fault is an internal fault and takes place within the zone 

of protection. However, in this research, during designing of FPGA-DDPS two other inputs, 

pickup current (Ipickup) and slope ratio (K) were introduced, where by adjusting these parameters 

and selecting the correct value for each zone of protection, the relay would be able to successfully 

detect the high impedance fault and trip accordingly in order to isolate the faulty section. 

Meanwhile, the effectiveness of the relay is also tested during high impedance faults and as a 

sample, two cases are presented in Figs. 5.20 and 5.21. As shown in these figures, since the fault 

resistance is high, the fault current has diminished significantly compared to the bolted faults 

where the fault had no resistance. In both of the cases, where fault resistance is 10 Ω and 70 Ω, the 

relay still properly detects the faults and generates the trip signal for the circuit breaker to isolate 

the faulty section. The pickup current and slope ratio was selected as 3.3 and 0.4 respectively, and 

the wind speed in the following results have been varied. 

 

Fig. 5.20. Wind farm behavior and performance of the relay during 10 Ω LL-G fault at the power transformer: 

(a) Wind farm current, (b) trip signal from FPGA-DDPS. 
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Fig. 5.21. Wind farm behavior and performance of the relay during 70 Ω LL-G fault at the power transformer: 

(a) Wind farm current, (b) trip signal from FPGA-DDPS. 

 

Finally, performance of the proposed FPGA-DDPS is also tested for external fault (outside 

of the protection zone) and the corresponding result is shown in Fig. 5.22. As an example, a three-

phase fault event on the aggregated wind farm collector is considered, where the performance of 

relay at the main power transformer, next to the grid is analyzed. During an external fault at the 

wind farm collector line, the excessive current causes the both measured current at the power 

transformer to increase proportionally, thus, the difference would be marginal. Slope ratio and 

pickup current for each differential relay should be carefully selected so the relay is able to detect 

the fault correctly. This selection depends mainly on the fault current, fault resistance and also the 

location of the fault. For example, in the relay mentioned above, a higher threshold for pickup 

current and also 10% sensitivity for the slope ratio K was chosen to cope with the transformer 
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transient operation during inrush current and energization procedure to prevent relay maloperation. 

As a result, the relay successfully ignores the external fault and did not trip at all, which is evident 

in this figure. Thus, the proposed FPGA-DDPS operation through real-time FIL is analyzed, and 

found to be reliable, fast, efficient.  It is found from experimental results that the proposed FPGA-

based relay is able to detect internal faults quickly and generates trip signals accordingly, while it 

ignores external faults. Thus, the proposed FPGA-DDPR relay could be a cost-effective substitute 

to the costly microprocessor-based differential relay scheme to provide fast and reliable protection 

for wind farms. 

The application of the proposed differential protection scheme is not restricted to the 

intertie protection zone of wind farms, but it can also be applicable as a robust and cost-effective 

protection scheme in any power system that, a fast and reliable operation from protective relays is 

expected.  

 

Fig. 5.22. Relay successfully ignores a 3-phase external fault on the wind farm collector line: a) wind farm 

collector line current, b) incoming current to the relay, c) outgoing current to the relay, d) relay tripping status. 
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5.3.3     Machine Learning Classifier Based Digital Differential Protection  

The third novel protection scheme proposed in this thesis is SVM-DDPS, which is based 

on the machine learning (ML) algorithms and the DDPS that was proposed initially. This type of 

protection has been proposed particularly for the intertie section of the wind farm to provide a 

robust and effective security for such protection zone, where the present distance relays have 

appallingly failed to provide. The specific intelligent machine learning algorithm that was used is 

SVM, and its operation is designed based on the operation of differential protection schemes. 

 

5.3.3.1     Support Vector Machine 

Support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised machine learning technique used for classification 

and regression purposes. The SVM model aims to provide prediction to determine if a particular 

set of data belongs to a specific class or group by defining a separating hyperplane. To construct 

the separating hyperplane for a set of labeled training patterns in a feature space, the data should 

be transformed into N dimensional feature vector where it can be carried out by using Kernel 

function, also known as Kernel trick [115]. Kernel functions can be used in many applications as 

they provide a simple bridge from linearity to non-linearity for algorithms which can be expressed 

in terms of dot products, which will be more explained later in this Chapter. Therefore, SVM has 

two main objectives which are: 

• Finding a hyperplane in a N-dimensional space with the purpose of classifying two groups 

from each other using Kernel method, which is shown in Fig. 5.23. 

• Finding the optimal hyperplane through maximum margin between classes to improve the 

classification accuracy rate as shown in Fig. 5.24. 
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Fig. 5.23. Various possible hyperplanes for the purpose of classification between two specific groups 

[116]. 

 

Fig. 5.24. Optimal hyperplane for the purpose of accurate classification between two specific groups 

[116]. 

 

In SVM, by specifying the number of features as N, and considering the value of each 

feature as the value of a specific coordinates, each data item could be plotted as a point in N-

dimensional space. The coordinates of these individual observations are called support vectors 
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which can be seen in both Fig. 5.23 and 5.24, and the ultimate goal of SVM is to find the best line 

(hyperplane) that could segregates these data from each other as accurately as possible. Thus, this 

research is motivated to apply SVM based machine learning algorithm to develop an efficient and 

reliable protection scheme for wind farm that would differentiate between various types of 

operations and fault systems on the intertie section of wind farms, coping with system uncertainties 

such as various wind speeds and loading conditions. 

 

5.3.3.2     Development of SVM-DDPS 

For the proposed SVM-DDPS scheme first, a DDPR scheme is designed based on a newly 

developed generalized formula for relay logic function in order to help the relay to correctly send 

a tripping signal during the event of a fault. Next, an SVM classifier algorithm is modelled to 

improve the performance of the proposed differential protection scheme by distinguishing between 

internal and external faults. Furthermore, the effect of drastic change in wind speed and the 

corresponding variation in the generated current has also been thoroughly taken into account and 

properly formulated in the process of SVM machine learning model to maximize the performance 

of DDPR. Finally, the decision-making algorithm for the proposed hybrid SVM-DDPS scheme is 

significantly improved by optimizing the SVM model through the utilization of a Bayesian-based 

optimization technique. Therefore, SVM-DDPS is designed to operate as a decision-making 

method to distinguish between internal fault, external fault and normal operation for the intertie 

section of wind farms. Avert maloperation and false tripping during external faults and normal 

operation and also provide correct tripping during internal fault [117]. 
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In this study, SVM is implemented as a classifier algorithm in order to predict and decide 

if a differential protection relay should trip the corresponding circuit breaker and disconnect the 

intertie zone or not for a given condition. Therefore, the developed SVM should be properly trained 

for various wind speed and generated current conditions during normal operation and fault events. 

This hypothesis can be successfully realized by introducing four variable inputs such as, wind 

speed, incoming current and outgoing current from respective CTs, and the difference between the 

measured currents as a part of DDPR operation. Finally, the output is defined as the proper relay 

tripping status as formulated below which is identical to the output relay that was earlier proposed 

for the FPGA-DDPS: 

Relay logic = {
1,        | I1 – I2 |≥ K |(I1 + I2)

2
 | + Ipickup

0,        | I1 – I2 |< K |(I1 +I2)

2
 | + Ipickup

    (5.8) 

Thus, the proposed SVM algorithm efficiently learns how a wind farm behaves during 

various condition with respect to change in wind speed and the generated current profile as shown 

in Fig. 5.25. Moreover, the training data during internal and external faults is also introduced to 

the algorithm to be capable of distinguishing between normal operation, internal faults and external 

faults. At the end, six possible output states are defined for the proposed hybrid SVM-DDPS, 

classified as: “Trip – Transformer”, “No Trip – Transformer”, “Warning – Transformer”, “Trip – 

Line”, “No Trip – Line”, “Warning – Line” as illustrated in Table 5.1 shown below. According to 

the table, the wind farm intertie transformer and transmission line protection relays are trained in 

a way that they only operate and send a trip signal if an internal fault has occurred within the 

defined zone, and will not operate during normal operations, even though the wind speed and 

current behavior has drastically changed. Moreover, during an external fault, neither the 

transformer relay, nor the transmission line relay operates and they would only send a warning 
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signal to indicate that there is an abnormality in the wind farm. A simplified overview of the 

proposed hybrid SVM-DDPS is shown in Fig. 5. 26. 
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Fig. 5.25. Preparing input data for SVM classification. 

 

Table 5.1: Output classification for training of the proposed SVM 

# Classified Relay Status Explanation 

1 Trip – Transformer Transformer relay operates during internal fault occurred 
at the transformer 

2 No Trip – Transformer Normal operation, no fault 

3 Warning – Transformer External fault 

4 Trip – Line Transmission line relay operates during internal fault 
occurred at the transmission line 

5 No Trip – Line Normal operation, no fault 

6 Warning – Line External fault 
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Fig. 5.26. An overview of relay decision making process by the proposed SVM-DDPS protection scheme. 

 

For the sake of understanding the proposed SVM-DDPS a simplified mathematical 

expression is presented below. Assume, there are binary data (+ and -), and the goal of our 

protection scheme is to separate these data into two groups (fault, or no-fault) by defining a 
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hyperplane. So, in the event that SVM classifies the data as “fault”, the logic output would be “1”, 

therefore the relay would trip the circuit breaker. On the contrary, in the event that the data are 

classified as “no-fault”, then the logic output would be “0”, and the relay would not trip. Thus, by 

considering “w” as a perpendicular line to the median, and considering “u” as the data we would 

like to classify, therefore it is obvious that the dot product of (w . u) would represent scalar 

projection of u onto w. And for the cases that (w . u) is greater than a constant “c”, then it actually 

crosses the median line, therefore it is mathematically sensible to write [118]: 

w . u ≥ c          (5.9) 

 w . u + b ≥ 0        (5.10) 

Where u is +, and by considering a constant “b”, c = -b. 

Now by introducing a positive sample as x+ and also a negative sample as x-, we can 

introduce more constraints on the classification between “fault” and “no-fault” in the protection 

zone and hence we shall have: 

w . x+ + b ≥ 1        (5.11) 

w . x- + b ≥ -1        (5.12) 

Now in order to simplify the mathematical model for the above classification scenario for 

protective relays, a new variable as yi is introduced and its value behaves as shown below: 

yi = {
+1,        for + data
-1,        for - data

       (5.13) 

As a result, the equations 5.11 and 5.12 are simplified for any xi as: 

yi (xi . w + b) ≥ 1        (5.14) 
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 yi (xi . w + b) - 1 ≥ 0        (5.15) 

So far, the margin between “fault” and “no-fault” incidents are well classified, however, 

the ultimate goal for power system protection engineers is to make sure the relay always detects 

the fault, no matter what! Thus, the protection scheme should be able to discriminate between 

“fault” and “no-fault” incidents with the highest accuracy. In order to do that, the width between 

these two types of data which are gathered from wind farms CTs and fed to the SVM, should be 

as maximum as possible to avoid any relay maloperation and false tripping. So, by defining a 

width between these two positive and negative margins, we shall have: 

Width = (x+ - x-) . 𝑤

‖𝑤‖
          (5.16) 

Where, ‖𝑤‖ is the magnitude of the vector “w”, and the term 𝑤

‖𝑤‖
  is added to the equation 

to turn the w term in to unit vector. The assumption here is that one data point will exactly satisfy 

the upper constraint and one will satisfy exactly the negative constraint with equality. By referring 

to equation 5.15, and considering it in 5.16, the above equation is revised as shown below: 

Width =  (1−𝑏)+(1+𝑏)

‖𝑤‖
         (5.17) 

Or in other words: 

Width = 2

‖𝑤‖
        (5.18) 

Therefore, the goal would be to maximize the 2

‖𝑤‖
 , which means minimizing the magnitude 

of w, ‖𝑤‖. And to make it mathematically convenient, minimization of  ‖w‖2

2
 should be considered. 

There are several possible methods in order to perform the minimization of this term, such as 

employing quadratic programming (QP), verification by using the Karush-Kuhn -Tucker (KKT) 
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conditions, or using modified Lagrange multipliers (MLP) method. However, in this work, the 

MLP approach is implemented for the purpose of minimization of the width. Thus, by 

implementing the MLM a new term is defined as: 

L = 1
2
 ‖𝑤‖2 - ∑ 𝛼ⅈ  [ 𝑦ⅈ (𝑥ⅈ . 𝑤 +  𝑏) –  1]

ⅈ
      (5.19) 

In this equation the second term is added with the purpose of adding constraints in a way 

that the constraints in brackets would be restricted to zero. Now by differentiating the expression 

of ‘L’ with respect to ‘w’ and ‘b’ and equating those to zero the following expressions can be 

found: 

ⅆ

ⅆ𝑤
𝐿 = 𝑤 − ∑𝛼ⅈ  𝑦ⅈ 𝑥ⅈ = 0       (5.20) 

𝑤 = ∑𝛼ⅈ 𝑦ⅈ  𝑥ⅈ        (5.21) 

ⅆ

ⅆ𝑏
𝐿 = ∑𝛼ⅈ 𝑦ⅈ  = 0        (5.22) 

∑𝛼ⅈ 𝑦ⅈ = 0          (5.23) 

Now by placing the above equations back in equation 5.19, the minimization problem 

would be abridged as follows: 

L = 1
2
 [∑𝛼ⅈ 𝑦ⅈ  𝑥ⅈ] . [∑𝛼𝑗  𝑦𝑗  𝑥𝑗] – [∑𝛼ⅈ  𝑦ⅈ 𝑥ⅈ] . [∑𝛼𝑗  𝑦𝑗  𝑥𝑗] - ∑𝛼ⅈ 𝑦ⅈ  𝑏 - ∑𝛼ⅈ    (5.24) 

L = - ∑𝛼ⅈ - 
1

2
∑ ∑ 𝑎ⅈ  𝛼𝑗  𝑦ⅈ 𝑦𝑗(𝑥ⅈ ⋅ 𝑥𝑗)

𝑗
ⅈ

      (5.25) 

Finally, for any unknown data to be classified, for example u, the decision rule for any u 

that is + would be: 
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∑ 𝛼ⅈ   𝑦ⅈ (𝑥ⅈ . 𝑢)  +  𝑏 ≥ 0
ⅈ

       (5.26) 

The above expression still has the x term, or to be more accurate, 𝜑(𝑥) which is the 

mapping the point on a complex feature space x. Equation (5.26) can be easily solved by 

Kernelization method or in other words utilizing Kernel trick. This method avoids the explicit 

mapping that is required to enable the machine learning algorithm to learn a nonlinear function or 

decision boundary. In Kernel trick, the mapping occurs as a dot product in both training as well as 

testing. Every kernel function can be expressed as a dot product in a possibly infinite dimensional 

feature space, which is based on Mercer’s theorem [119]. So for all the x and y in the input space 

𝜑, certain function k (x , y) can be expressed as an inner product in another space, for example ψ. 

where since k (x , y) is equivalent to the dot product of the mapping, we can avoid explicit mapping 

to the higher dimension. Thus, it can be simply shown as: 

𝑤:  𝜑 → ψ         (5.27) 

𝑘 (𝑥 , 𝑦) = (𝑤(𝑥) , 𝑤(𝑦)) ψ        (5.28) 

Now according to the definition of the Kernel, by considering xi and xj, and substituting 

these values: 

𝜑𝑇(𝑥ⅈ ) 𝜑(𝑥𝑗) = 𝑘 (𝑥ⅈ , 𝑥𝑗)       (5.29) 

By substituting (5.29) back into (5.25), and considering the defined Kernel approach to 

SVM, the new equation would be: 

L = - ∑𝛼ⅈ - 
1

2
∑ ∑ 𝑎ⅈ  𝛼𝑗  𝑦ⅈ 𝑦𝑗  𝜑

𝑇(𝑥ⅈ ) 𝜑(𝑥𝑗) 
𝑗

ⅈ

     (5.30) 
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→ L = - ∑𝛼ⅈ - 
1

2
∑ ∑ 𝑎ⅈ 𝛼𝑗  𝑦ⅈ 𝑦𝑗  𝑘 (𝑥ⅈ , 𝑥𝑗) 

𝑗
ⅈ

     (5.31) 

And again, as for similar case as explained earlier in equation (5.26), for any unknown data 

to be classified, for example u, by using Kernel approach for SVM: 

𝑤𝑇𝜑(𝑥) = [∑ 𝑎ⅈ 𝑦ⅈ 𝜑(𝑥ⅈ)ⅈ
] 𝑇 𝜑(𝑥) → ∑ 𝑎ⅈ 𝑦ⅈ  𝜑ⅈ  𝑇(𝑥ⅈ)𝜑(𝑥) → ∑ 𝑎ⅈ 𝑦ⅈⅈ 𝑘(𝑥ⅈ , 𝑢)    (5.32) 

Thus, the SVM-DDPS would be able to classify any given data either as “fault”, “no-fault” 

or “warning”, and for the data that is classified as fault, the output of the intelligent controller 

would be “1” and quite opposite, for the data that is classified as no fault, the output of the 

protection scheme would be “0”. Also, for the data that is classified as “warning”, still the output 

of the protection scheme would be”0”, however the warning signal is still sent to indicate the there 

is still an external fault or abnormality in the system, but the specific differential relay is not 

responsible to take any action as the fault is outside its protection zone. Therefore, in this case, the 

closest relay to the fault location would trip, and only the limited faulty section is disconnected 

from the power grid, not the entire wind farm. Finally, these digital logic data would be sent to the 

respective circuit breakers located on the intersection of wind farm, and based on the decision 

made by SVM-DDPS, it would accordingly trip or not. 

 

5.3.3.3     Further Improvement of SVM Classification Accuracy 

In this section, two different approaches are conducted in order to improve the 

classification accuracy of the SVM. First, several different types of Kernel function are defined 

and implemented for SVM classification process, the second approach is to use an optimization 

technique to find the optimal hyperplane. 
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There are various types of Kernel functions available, however in this work with the focus 

on SVM classification for differential relay, and fast operation required for SVM processing 

implemented for the relays, 5 different types of nonlinear Kernel function named as coarse 

Gaussian, fine Gaussian, medium Gaussian, quadratic and cubic functions are selected and defined 

in Table 5.2 [120]. These functions are then used in the SVM training process as was defined in 

the previous section, to test the classification accuracy for various fault location conditions. The 

results of the training performance and their analysis are presented in section 5.3.3.5. 

Table 5.2: Defined functions for each type of Kernel approach for SVM [120] 

Type of SVM Kernel function Function 

Coarse Gaussian 
k (x , y) = exp (− 

||𝑥−𝑦||
2

2𝜎2 ) = exp ( − ϒ ||𝑥 − 𝑦||
2
) 

σ or ϒ are adjustable parameter which defines coarse, fine and 
medium Gaussian types. For coarse Gaussian, ϒ = 4√n is considered. 
Also, n is the number of features or the dimension size of x. 

Fine Gaussian 
k (x , y) = exp (− 

||𝑥−𝑦||
2

2𝜎2 ) = exp ( − ϒ ||𝑥 − 𝑦||
2
) 

For fine Gaussian, ϒ = √
n

4
  

Medium Gaussian 
k (x , y) = exp (− 

||𝑥−𝑦||
2

2𝜎2 ) = exp ( − ϒ ||𝑥 − 𝑦||
2
) 

For medium Gaussian, ϒ = √n  
Rational Quadratic  

k (x , y) = 1 − 
||𝑥 − 𝑦||

2

||𝑥 − 𝑦||
2
+  𝑐

 

c: constant, where c  ≥ 0 
Cubic (General form for degree “d” Polynomial) k (x , y) =  (𝛼𝑥𝑇 𝑦 + 𝑐 )d 

α: Slope, adjustable parameter 
d: Polynomial degree 
c: constant, where c  ≥ 0   

 

The classifier algorithm of the proposed SVM scheme is further optimized to find the 

optimal separating hyperplane by way of maximizing the margins between data and hence, 

minimizing the error in order to properly classifies the training data. In other words, the relay 
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operates more reliably with respect to various wind farm conditions. There are several optimization 

models available for achieving optimal hyperparameter where the most common methods are: grid 

search, random search, gradient-based and evolutionary optimization models. However, these 

optimization methods have a tendency to roam the full space of available parameter values by 

ignoring the attained past results. Consequently, it would be extremely time consuming to 

optimally tune the parameters, most specifically for large-scale wind farms that requires enormous 

parameters spaces. In this work, Bayesian-based optimization model is utilized as it inherently 

diminishes the time spent to obtain the best possible set of parameters by taking into account 

information on the hyperparameter combinations it has seen. Therefore, this method is faster, more 

efficient and is able to achieve smaller validation set errors compared to previous optimization 

methods. 

Hyperparameter tuning is an optimization problem where the objective function of 

optimization is unknown or a black-box function. Traditional optimization techniques like Newton 

method or gradient descent cannot be applied. However, Bayesian optimization is a very effective 

optimization algorithm in solving this kind of optimization problem [121]. Bayesian-based 

optimization only considers the previously obtained results to create a probabilistic model mapping 

hyperparameters that provides a score on the objective function: P (score | hyperparameters). This 

model is known as surrogate. The hyperparameter optimization can be formulated as explained 

below: 

If f(x) is defined as an acquisition function, which determines the sampling points in the 

search space, the goal would be maximizing the acquisition function in order to find the next 

sampling point. For a given inputs x, y, the samples would be [122]: 

D1: t – 1 = {(x1, y1), …, (x t - 1, y t - 1)}      (5.33) 
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Therefore, the hyperparameter optimization function is defined as: 

xt = arg maxx u (x | D1: t - 1)       (5.34) 

Bayesian optimization operation is based on the Bayes’ theorem, meaning that for a given 

evidence data E, the posterior probability P (M | E) of a model M is proportional to the likelihood 

P (E | M) of overserving E given model M multiplied by the prior probability of P (M). The above 

statement is the core idea of Bayesian optimization, which can can be expressed as: 

P (M | E) ~ P (E | M) P (M)        (5.35) 

The principle of Bayesian optimization is to combine the prior distribution of the function 

f(x) with the sample information or in other words, evidence, to obtain the posterior of the function. 

Thereafter, the posterior information is used to find where the function f(x) is maximized according 

to a criterion. The criterion is represented by a utility function u which is also called acquisition 

function. The function u is used to determine the next sample point in order to maximize the 

expected utility. When searching the sampling area, it is necessary to take into account both 

explorations, meaning sampling from the areas of high uncertainty, and also exploitation, meaning 

sampling from that with high values [123]. That will help to reduce the number of sampling. 

Furthermore, the performance might be improved even when the function has multiple local 

maxima. In addition to the sample information, Bayesian optimization depends on the prior 

distribution of the function f, which is an indispensable element in the statistical inference of the 

posterior distribution of the function f. A priori distribution does not have to be an objective basis, 

either partially or entirely based on subjective beliefs. It is generally assumed that Gaussian process 

is well suited to the prior distribution of Bayesian optimization. Gaussian process is highly flexible 
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and easy to handle, so Bayesian optimization applies Gaussian process to fit data and update the 

posterior distribution. 

The process of Bayesian-based optimization for SVM is commenced repeatedly, where the 

overview of the process is conducted in the following stages: 

1. For t = 1, 2, 3 … 

2. Maximize the acquisition function over Gaussian Process (GP) in order to find the next 

sampling point xt, where xt = arg maxx u (x | D1: t - 1). 

3. Sample the objective function yt = f (xt), in other words, create a “noisy” sample yt = f (xt) 

+ et from f(xt). 

4. Add the obtained sample with the previous samples, where, D1: t = {D1: t – 1, (x t, y t)} and 

GP is updated accordingly (updates the posterior of function f). 

5. End 

The GP mentioned above, is a generalization of the Gaussian probability distribution, 

whereas a probability distribution describes random variables which are scalars or vectors (for 

multivariate distributions), a stochastic process governs the properties of functions [124]. GP 

assumes that similar input produces similar output, and thus assumes a statistical model of the 

function. The same as Gaussian distribution defined by mean and covariance, GP is similarly 

defined by its mean function m, and its covariance function k. Therefore, the GP process is denoted 

as: 

f (x) ~ GP (m (x) , k (x , y))        (5.36) 

For convenience, it is assumed that the GP mean function m (x) = 0. For the covariance 

function k, the exponential square function is a popular choice, thus: 
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f (x) ~ GP (m (x) , k (x , y))        (5.37) 

k (𝑥ⅈ , 𝑥𝑗) =  𝑒𝑥𝑝 ( − 1/2 ||𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗||
2

)       (5.38) 

Where the same as we had earlier, 𝑥ⅈ and 𝑥𝑗 are the ith and jth samples. As 𝑥ⅈ and 𝑥𝑗 get 

closer to each other, the value of k, approaches 1, and quite on the contrary, as 𝑥ⅈ and 𝑥𝑗 get farther 

away from each other, the value of k, gets closer to 0. When two sampling points are close to each 

other, they have a strong correlation and a mutual influence; when they get further apart, the mutual 

influence is weak. 

In order to determine the posterior distribution of f (x), at first, sample t observations as the 

training set D1: t = {𝑥𝑛 , 𝑓𝑛}, where 𝑓𝑛 = f (𝑥𝑛) are considered. It is assumed that the function values 

f are drawn according to the multivariate normal distributions f ~ (0 , K), where K is the matrix of 

all different 𝑥ⅈand 𝑥𝑗, and each element k in this matrix is simply computed according to equation 

(5.38) as was defined earlier. The function k measures the degree of approximation between two 

samples. Obviously, the diagonal element k (𝑥ⅈ , 𝑥𝑗) = 1 without considering the effect of noise. 

Finally, based on the function f, the function value 𝑓𝑡 + 1= f (𝑥𝑡+1) at the new sample point 𝑥𝑡+1 is 

computed. According to the assumption of Gaussian process, 𝑓1 ∶ 𝑡 in the training set plus the 

function value 𝑓𝑡 + 1 follows the t + 1 dimensional normal distribution as shown below: 

|
𝑓1∶ 𝑡

𝑓𝑡 + 1
| ~ N (0 , |

𝐾 𝑘
𝑘𝑇 𝑘(𝑥𝑡+1 , 𝑥𝑡+1)

|)      (5.39) 

Where, 𝑓1∶ 𝑡 = [𝑓1 , 𝑓2, … , 𝑓𝑡]
𝑇 and k = [𝑘(𝑥𝑡+1 , 𝑥1, 𝑘(𝑥𝑡+1 , 𝑥2, … , 𝑘(𝑥𝑡+1 , 𝑥𝑡]. Moreover, 𝑓𝑡 + 1 

simply follows the normal distribution, meaning  𝑓𝑡 + 1 ~ N (𝜇𝑡 + 1 , 𝜎𝑡 + 1
2 ). By referring to the properties of 

the join Gaussian, normal distribution: 

𝜇𝑡 + 1 (𝑥𝑡 + 1) = 𝑘𝑇 𝐾−1 𝑓1∶ 𝑡        (5.40) 
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𝜎𝑡 + 1
2 (𝑥𝑡 + 1) = − 𝑘𝑇 𝐾−1 𝑘 + 𝑘(𝑥𝑡+1 , 𝑥𝑡+1)     (5.41) 

It is obvious from the above equations that GP does not return a scalar value for  , 𝑓𝑡+1, 

instead it returns the probability distribution over all possible values of 𝑓𝑡+1. If the training set is 

large enough, GP is able to obtain a decent estimate of the function f (x) distribution. 

After finding the posterior distribution of the objective function, Bayesian optimization 

utilizes the acquisition function u to derive the maximum of the function f. Usually, it is assumed 

that the high value of the acquisition function corresponds to the large value of the objective 

function f. As a result, maximizing the acquisition function is the same as to maximizing the 

function f. Meaning that x+ = arg maxx u (x | D) which is very similar to what was earlier defined 

in equation (5.34).  

There are three major functions used for acquisition function (f): Upper Confidence Bound 

(UCB), Maximum Probability of Improvement (MPI) and Expected Improvement (EI), where the 

latter is more efficient and is used in this work. Therefore, EI is expressed as below: 

EI (x) = E (max (f (x) – f (x+), 0))      (5.42) 

where, the values for the best samples are defined as f (x+) and the location of the sample 

is x+. The evaluation of EI is then represented as: 

EI (x) = (𝜇(𝑥) − 𝑓 (𝑥+) −  𝜀) 𝛼(𝑧) + 𝜎(𝑥) 𝛽(𝑧)      (5.43) 

Where in the following formula, Z is defined as: 

Z = 𝜇(𝑥)−𝑓 (𝑥+)− 𝜀

𝜎(𝑥)
        (5.44) 
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In the above equations, 𝜇(𝑥) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜎(𝑥) are the mean and standard deviation, respectively, 

while 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the cumulative distribution function (CDF) and probability density function 

(PDF) of the standard distribution. Finally, 𝜀 is a small constant parameter that is chosen as 0.01.  

The process continues until maximum iterations or, the error has been minimized where no 

more improvement can be achieved. At this point, the SVM hyperparameter is successfully trained 

and optimized by Bayesian-based optimization method, and can contribute to significant 

improvement of DBPR performance with respect to the wind farm various operation modes as will 

be shown in section 5.3.3.5. 

 

5.3.3.4     Wind Farm Model under SVM-DDPS Evaluation Study 

For simplicity of the design and also for faster and smoother simulation analysis, an 

aggregated model of the wind farm that was studied earlier for both overcurrent and differential 

protection is considered where all the 40 DFIG wind turbines are modelled as only one wind 

turbine, which is a common practice among researchers for conducting fault analysis and 

protection study. The simplified version of designed wind farm model for intuitive comprehension 

is illustrated in Fig. 5.27. Circuit Breakers are indicated as CB1 to CB5 where CB3 and CB4 are 

the intertie breakers that are exclusively responsible for disconnecting the power transformer and 

transmission line, respectively, by receiving tripping signal from the developed digital DBPR 

scheme during internal fault incidence as shown in the figure. Moreover, a grounding transformer 

is also installed next to the intertie line in order to manage the unbalanced load on the power system 

as well as to handle high magnitude of excessive current during ground faults by providing a 
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grounding path. The designed ML protection scheme for the wind farm under study is shown in 

Appendix A.18. 

 

Fig. 5.27. Large-scale centralized DFIG-based aggregated wind farm model. 

 

5.3.3.5     Training Performance of the Proposed SVM-DDPS 

In order for training of the proposed SVM based DDPS several types of Kernel functions 

such as, coarse Gaussian, fine Gaussian, medium Gaussian, quadratic and cubic functions are 

chosen. The performance of these Kernel functions is compared to see their effectiveness for fault 

classification and training efficiency for various wind farm operation modes such as, normal 

operation, external and internal fault conditions. The corresponding results are shown in Figs 5.28 

– 5.34. 
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It is seen from Fig. 5.28 below that the coarse Gaussian SVM is only successful in detecting 

external faults, meanwhile it failed to detect internal faults for transmission line and had a 

disappointing 17% success rate for the transformer. On average, it can achieve only 60% accuracy 

rate which is not acceptable for a high-performance DDPR. 

 

Fig. 5.28. Performance validation for Coarse Gaussian SVM. 

 

Again, the fine Gaussian SVM successfully detects all internal faults for both the 

transformer and transmission line which can be seen from the Fig. 5.29 below. However, the 

success rate for detecting the external faults is only 40% and hence, not reliable for protection of 

wind farm intertie section. 
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Fig. 5.29. Performance validation for Fine Gaussian SVM. 

 

Satisfactory results as shown in Figs. 5.30 – 5.32 were attained by using three different 

SVMs including medium Gaussian, quadratic and cubic SVM where the accuracy rate 

accomplished for these methods were 90%, 92.5% and 95%, respectively. They were all 100% 

successful for tripping during internal faults, however, only medium Gaussian and cubic SVM 

managed to detect the external properly, while the quadratic SVM failed to identify 17% of 

external faults for the power transformer. However, these SVM techniques failed to provide a 

satisfactory result when the wind speed was drastically changing, which is still considered as 

normal operation for wind generators. 
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Fig. 5.30. Performance validation for Medium Gaussian SVM. 

 

Fig. 5.31. Performance validation for Quadratic Gaussian SVM. 
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Fig. 5.32. Performance validation for Cubic Gaussian SVM. 

 

Therefore, in this work a Bayesian-based optimization technique is used to find the best 

hyperparameter for SVM that result in improving the training process by minimizing both the 

observed and predicted errors. The maximum number of iterations is set to be 30 and minimum 

classification errors and best hyperplane for SVM are achieved only after 16 iterations, which is 

shown in Fig. 5.31. It is found from Fig. 5.32 that the performance of Bayesian-based optimization 

method is significantly better than any previous methods. It successfully trips the transformer and 

transmission line relays during the corresponding internal faults and sends a warning signal during 

external faults. It is also tested for a drastic change in wind speed and the proposed Bayesian-based 

optimization method for SVM achieves a success rate of 100% and 91% for power transmission 

line and power transformer DBPRs operations, respectively. The average accuracy rate of the 
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proposed Bayesian-based optimized SVM-DDPS is found to be 97.5%. Although this performance 

is greatly acceptable, it should be noted that the accuracy of protection schemes should be 

extremely high and cannot afford to misclassify any normal condition in the grid as a fault 

condition and vice versa. Therefore, the accuracy of any protection scheme should be as close to 

100% as possible. Although, it may not be practically feasible to reach to this ultimate level of 

accuracy, it may be possible to reach near this high accuracy by improving the training data which 

are fed to the machine learning algorithm. In order to do that, in this work the principal component 

algorithm (PCA) method was implemented to improve the training process, hence increasing the 

accuracy of the SVM. PCA is essentially a common method in machine learning that aims to 

reduce the dimensionality of large set data sets by transforming a large set of variables and features 

into a smaller one that could still maintain the essential information. In other words, its an effective 

method that attempts to simplify the data by getting rid of repetitive and redundant data, hence, it 

would enhance the ML training process. The PCA mathematical approach is out of scope of this 

research, and the application of such technique is used in this research. All the mathematical 

derivation are fully documented in [125], therefore it is not mentioned here again. 

In this work, after implementing PCA, the previously mentioned Bayesian-based optimized 

SVM was analyzed again and as expected, improved operation by the SVM-based protection 

scheme was resulted which are presented in Fig. 5.35 and 5.36. The improved optimization process 

of the proposed Bayesian-based SVM after implementing PCA is shown in Fig. 5.35, and 

compared to the previous SVM method without applying PCA (Fig. 5.33), it is evident that training 

process and optimization of SVM has been improved in terms of finding the best point 

hyperparameter. Furthermore, the actual performance validation for the SVM-based protection 

scheme after implementation of PCA is shown in Fig. 5.36, where compared to the one without 
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PCA (Fig. 5.34), it can be clearly seen that accuracy of the proposed protection scheme has been 

improved and almost no misclassification is observed. The accuracy attained is 99.8% which is a 

relatively good performance, where compared to the one without PCA (accuracy 97.5%), a 2.3% 

improved accuracy was achieved. This improvement in accuracy is very important since the relays 

shall never have a false tripping and the misclassification should be avoided as much as possible. 

Thus, the proposed protection scheme has achieved the salient objective of this research. 

The comparison summary among different classifier techniques conducted in this research 

is shown in Table 5.3. Also, the performance of the proposed SVM was also compared with other 

common ML techniques such as: Decision trees, K-nearest neighbour, Naïve Bayes, boosted trees 

and random forest, which are tabulated in Table 5.4. Thus, the proposed scheme can be utilized as 

an intelligent and adaptive machine learning-based protection scheme for providing improved 

security and reliability for intertie section of wind farms. 

 

Fig. 5.33. Optimization process of Bayesian-based SVM. 
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Fig. 5.34. Performance validation for Bayesian-based optimized SVM. 

 

Fig. 5.35. Improved optimization process of Bayesian-based SVM after implementation of PCA. 
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Fig. 5.36. Performance improvement of Bayesian-based optimized SVM after implementation of PCA. 

 

Table 5.3 Comparison among various classifier-based training of SVM 

# SVM Classification Method Accuracy Rate (%) Ranking 

1 Coarse Gaussian SVM 60% Worst 

2 Fine Gaussian SVM 65% - 

3 Medium Gaussian SVM 90% - 

4 Quadratic SVM 92.5% - 

5 Cubic SVM 95% - 

6 Bayesian-Based Optimized SVM 97.5% 
 

7 Bayesian-Based Optimized SVM with PCA 99.8% Best 
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Table 5.4 A comparison between the proposed SVM-DDPS and other popular ML classification techniques 

# ML-based 

Classification 

Techniques 

Prediction Speed Training Speed Memory Usage Accuracy 

Rate (%) 

1 Decision Trees Fast Fast Small 45% 

2 K-Nearest Neighbour Medium Slow Medium 65% 

3 Naïve Bayes Fast Fast Medium 88% 

4 Boosted Trees Medium Slow Large 93% 

5 Random Forest Medium Medium Medium 95% 

6 Bayesian-Based 

Optimized SVM 

Fast Very Slow Medium 99.8% 

 

5.4     A Comparison between the Real-time Performance of the Proposed 

Protection Schemes for Wind Farms 

In this section, the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed protection schemes are 

tested for various fault types, fault location, and even faults with high resistance that present 

distance protection relays in wind farms usually fail to detect correctly. Also, a comparison 

between all the three proposed differential protections schemes, which were DBPS, FPGA-DDPS, 

and SVM-DDPS, in terms of functionality, accuracy and operation speed are investigated 

thoroughly. 

At first, the performance of protection relays is tested for during normal operation where 

no fault, or grid disturbance is present. This analysis is shown in Fig. 5.37, where the current 

waveform on the transformer, and transmission line, within the intertie section of the wind farm 

shows no abnormalities. On (a) and (b), the incoming and outgoing current to the transformer is 

shown, where by considering the transformer ratio, the current on both ends would be almost the 

same. Therefore, the protective relay has not detected any abnormalities, thus a constant “0” logic 
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data is provided to the circuit breaker as shown in (c). The same scenario can be seen for the 

transmission line, as illustrated on (d) and (e). The incoming and outgoing current at the both end 

of the line is almost the same (on the far end side, the outgoing current might be slightly smaller 

than the incoming current due to some minor power loss and the impedance of the line, however 

this slight difference is negligible), therefore the relay does not trip, depicted in (f). 

 

Fig. 5.37. Relay performance during normal operation (steady state): (a) Transformer incoming current, (b) 

Transformer outgoing current, (c) Transformer relay operation, (d) Line incoming current, (e) Line outgoing 

current, (f) Line relay operation. 

 

Next, the performance of protective relays is tested for an external fault on the collector 

line, which this incidence is common in wind farms. This fault event is shown in Fig. 5.38. Since 

the fault has occurred outside the protection zone of the intertie section, therefore, the developed 

protection scheme must be able to detect the fault, but consider it as an external fault, therefore the 

relays should not trip at all. It is evident from this figure that relays on the transformer and the 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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transmission line has not operated, since the incoming and outgoing current is exactly the same, 

thus the relay has successfully considered them as external fault and avoided maloperation.  

 

Fig. 5.38. Relay performance external fault at the wind farm collector line (abnormal condition): (a) 

Transformer incoming current, (b) Transformer outgoing current, (c) Transformer relay operation, (d) Line 

incoming current, (e) Line outgoing current, (f) Line relay operation. 

 

The protection relays must be able to quickly detect internal faults defined in the protection 

zone, and trip the circuit breaker as soon as possible. Failure to do so, may cause serious damage 

to power equipment and diminish the power quality. The performance of all proposed protection 

schemes for such internal faults is evaluated in real-time which are shown in Fig. 5.39 – 5.43.  

First, the worst-case scenario, which is a bolted three phase fault on the power transformer 

is analyzed as shown in Fig. 5.39. During this fault, the fault current is significantly high, and also 

there is significant difference between the incoming and outgoing current sensed by the protection 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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relay in the transformer protection zone. Therefore, as shows in “c”, all the proposed protection 

schemes have successfully detected the internal faults and tripped accordingly. However, since 

this fault has occurred in the power transformer, it would be an external fault on the transmission 

line, therefore the line protection relay has successfully ignored this fault as shown in “f” and has 

not falsely tripped, which shows the intelligence, effectiveness and accuracy of the proposed 

protection scheme. Moreover, in this analysis, the operation speed of the protection relays has also 

been compared as shown in “c”. The first relay which is actually the proposed DBPS, has operated 

almost instantly, since it is developed based on the theory of differential relays and is considered 

as an ideal relay, or reference point for the other developed relays. On the other hand, the developed 

FPGA-DDPS, has also tripped extremely fast, within only 4 ms, and finally the SVM-DDPS has 

also successfully operated and detected the fault correctly, but with a bit longer time, 32 ms.  

The reverse scenario has been analyzed for a bolted three phase fault on the transmission 

line as shown in Fig. 5.40, where again all the proposed protection relays were able to detect the 

fault on the line successfully, while the relay on the transformer ignored the fault, since it detects 

it as external fault. In terms of tripping speed, the DBPS (ideal relay, reference relay) tripped 

almost instantly, while FPGA-DDPS tripped in 4 ms, and SVM-DDPS tripped after 29 ms. 
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Fig. 5.39. Relays performance during 3-phase bolted internal fault at the transformer: (a) Transformer 

incoming current, (b) Transformer outgoing current, (c) Transformer relay operation, (d) Line incoming 

current, (e) Line outgoing current, (f) Line relay operation. 

 

Fig. 5.40. Relay performance 3-phase bolted internal fault at the transmission line: (a) Transformer incoming 

current, (b) Transformer outgoing current, (c) Transformer relay operation, (d) Line incoming current, (e) 

Line outgoing current, (f) Line relay operation. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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(b) 
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(f) 
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In order to ensure the protection relays are robust and sensitive enough, several different 

types of faults, such as double line to ground, line-to-line and single line to ground faults, and the 

response from the relays were analyzed as shown in Figs. 5.41 and 5.42. 

First a double line to ground fault on the power transformer was imposed, where all the 

protection relays detected the fault an internal fault correctly within a very short time, where for 

DBPR, FPGA-DDPS, and SVM-DDPS, the operation time the relays were recorded to be, 

instantaneously, 4ms and 31 ms respectively. This analysis is shown in Fig. 5.41. The relay on the 

transmission line did not operate since the protection mechanism detected the fault as an external 

fault correctly.  

 

Fig. 5.41. Relays performance during L-L-G internal fault at the transformer fault at the transformer: (a) 

Transformer incoming current, (b) Transformer outgoing current, (c) Transformer relay operation, (d) Line 

incoming current, (e) Line outgoing current, (f) Line relay operation. 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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In another test, a single line to ground fault on the transmission line was considered as 

depicted in Fig. 5.42, where as expected the protective relays on the power transformer 

successfully ignores the fault by considering it as external fault. However, the developed protection 

relays on the transmission line, were able to accurately detect the internal fault and trip as the 

shortest possible time. 

 

Fig. 5.42. Relays performance during single line to ground internal fault at the transformer: (a) Transformer 

incoming current, (b) Transformer outgoing current, (c) Transformer relay operation, (d) Line incoming 

current, (e) Line outgoing current, (f) Line relay operation. 

 

Finally, a very extreme case, where a very high resistance line-to-line fault (70 Ώ) on the 

power transmission line was analyzed. Normally, such faults with extreme fault resistance are 

drastically difficult for relays to detect due to reduced fault current magnitude, and normally 

distance protection relays which are the most common types of protection mechanism for 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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transmission line in wind farms, fails to detect the fault correctly. However, all the proposed 

differential protection schemes in this research, were effectively able to not only detect the fault 

accurately, but also trip in a very short time as shown in Fig. 5.43. Additionally, the relay on the 

power transformer were also able to successfully ignores the fault since it has considered it as an 

external fault. 

Thus, in this work, the effectiveness and accuracy of all the developed proposed protection 

scheme for the intertie section of wind farms have been tested, validated, and therefore could be 

considered as a robust protection mechanism as a substitution for distance protection relays. 

 

Fig. 5.43. Relays performance during 70 Ώ L-L internal fault at the transmission line (high resistance fault): 

(a) Transformer incoming current, (b) Transformer outgoing current, (c) Transformer relay operation, (d) 

Line incoming current, (e) Line outgoing current, (f) Line relay operation. 
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5.5     Conclusion 

This Chapter extensively focused on proposing various differential protections schemes as 

an alternative to unreliable distance protections that are presently implemented in wind farms. In 

the first part of this chapter a DBPS was developed utilizing the principle of conventional 

differential protection. This type of protection was proposed as an ideal protection scheme for 

wind farms and was designed to be implemented as a reference point for the two other intelligent 

and cost-effective protection schemes that was proposed which are: FPGA-DDPS and SVM-

DDPS. 

In the second part of this research, an FPGA-based digital differential protection relay was 

proposed as a cost-effective and robust protection scheme to provide a secure and reliable 

protection of a wind farm. An algorithm for the proposed differential relay was created in an FPGA 

using Modelsim software and Verilog HDL codes. The experimental testing was carried out in the 

laboratory environment through real-time FPGA-in-the-loop, where the FPGA acts like a 

differential protection relay. The DE2-115 FPGA board equipped with Cyclone IV E 

(EP4CE115F29C7) was utilized in this work. Several types of faults as well as faults with different 

fault resistances at different locations were imposed to verify the effectiveness of the proposed 

FPGA-DDPR. It was found from experimental results that the proposed FPGA-based relay was 

able to detect internal faults quickly and generates trip signals accordingly, while it ignored 

external faults. Thus, the proposed FPGA-DDPR relay could be a cost-effective substitute to the 

costly microprocessor-based differential relay scheme to provide fast and reliable protection for 

wind farms. 
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Finally, in the third part of this chapter, a novel hybrid machine learning based digital 

DBPR protection scheme was developed to provide a reliable protection for intertie zone of wind 

farm that overcomes the limitations of conventional DBPR and distance relays. A machine 

learning based support vector machine was used as a decision-making algorithm for the proposed 

DBPR by classifying various possible relay states with respect to wind farm operation modes. 

Based on the performance and accuracy comparison among various classifier methods, a Bayesian-

based optimization algorithm was utilized for optimizing the hyperparameter of SVM to maximize 

the effectiveness of the SVM-DBPR scheme. The proposed protection technique was found 

successful (average accuracy of 99.8%) in both simulation and real-time to isolate the faulty 

section during internal fault while ignores any external fault or a drastic change in wind speed 

which is still considered as a normal operating condition. Thus, the proposed SVM-DBPR 

protection scheme could be utilized for intertie zone protection of real-life wind farms. With the 

proper standardization and communication structures, machine learning based digital protection 

scheme could be a cost-effective alternative for expensive analog differential relays in the near 

future which would revolutionize the effectiveness of power system protection. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

 

6.1     Summary 

A comprehensive study on various novel power system protection schemes for large-scale 

wind farms have been outlined in this thesis. An overview of power system protection and its 

challenges were provided, while a thorough and concise analytical review on existing protection 

methods proposed for wind farms was also presented. Wind farm modelling, mathematical fault 

calculation, and overcurrent relay settings and coordination calculation were studied for a typical 

wind farm model. Development and design of OCRs, optimal coordination of protective relays 

and development of GA and GWO-based artificial intelligence techniques, in conjunction with 

adaptive and intelligent quadruple group settings-based overcurrent protection and coordination of 

relays, proposed as GWO-FLC protection scheme were illustrated in detail. Also, development of 

several novel differential protection relays, including DBPS, FPGA-DDPS and SVM-DDPS for 

intertie protection zone of wind farms, was studied in depth. Finally, a comprehensive fault 

analysis for testing the effectiveness of all the proposed protection schemes were also carried out. 

First, an overview of wind farm operation, and associated protection challenges with these 

entities was presented. Furthermore, a brief but comprehensive literature review on specific wind 

farm protection issues was provided with thorough explanation, and the research motivation for 

each specific protection scheme was also presented at the end of each section. Finally, the main 
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objectives of this research with respect to addressing the present problems in wind farm protection, 

was also mentioned concisely. 

Next, Chapter 2 was focused on design of the wind farm model as a case study for 

protection analysis. Moreover, short-circuit current contribution of various types of wind turbines, 

with emphasis on DFIG type was explained. Finally, with regards to short-circuit current 

calculation for a DFIG, a sample of hand calculation for short-circuit current of a DFIG as a 

verification for the software analysis was also provided. 

In Chapter 3, the design and development of OCRs, determining the settings for each relay, 

along with their coordination was fully detailed. Moreover, a few samples of hand calculations for 

relay settings and coordination were provided. Furthermore, the application of two artificial 

intelligence optimization technique e.g., GA and GWO, along with their coding, objective function 

formulation, and their development were explained thoroughly. Additionally, their application on 

optimizing the relay settings with the optimization process was presented. Finally, the operation 

of optimal overcurrent protection and coordination was tested and analyzed to validate the 

developed protection scheme. 

In Chapter 4, the proposed intelligent adaptive protection and coordination for large-scale 

wind farms, and development of hybrid GWO-FLC was presented. Furthermore, the performance 

of this protection scheme under test and validation for various wind speed cases even during drastic 

wind speed variation for examining the robustness and effectiveness of the proposed method was 

also illustrated. 

Finally, Chapter 5 covered several topics including, design and development of differential 

protection specific for intertie zone of wind farms, digital differential protection scheme, cost-
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effective FPGA-DDPS, and Intelligent SVM-DDPS. All of these techniques were explained 

thoroughly and the step-by-step design and development of each technique were also illustrated. 

Additionally, the performance of each novel protection scheme was inspected for various types of 

fault, at different locations and different fault resistance. Besides, the experimental hardware-in-

the-loop operation of FPGA-based protection using FPGA DE2-115 board to validate the 

developed protection scheme and simulation results, were also provided. 

 

6.2     Major Contributions of the Thesis 

The major contributions of this thesis are pointed out below: 

• An optimal overcurrent protection and coordination based on GA and GWO as AI and 

NIA-based techniques were designed and developed. The proposed optimal OCRs were 

managed to improve the operation of overcurrent protection in terms of speed and accuracy, 

by optimizing the TMS and current settings of all protective relays in a wind farm. The 

performance of the proposed relays was compared to the conventional non-linear time-

current curves settings approach for OCRs, and it was evident that the proposed protection 

schemes provided significantly improved performance. 

• A novel adaptive and intelligent overcurrent protection and coordination based on GWO-

FLC was proposed as a smart controlling mechanism to continuously update the relay 

settings with the best possible optimal parameters for various wind speed in wind farms at 

different dynamic conditions, such as loading, connection or disconnection of wind turbine 

from the plant, and etc. Moreover, a quadruple group setting for all the 47 relays in the 

wind farm was calculated and proposed, where the optimized settings were provided to the 
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FLC, that was designed specifically for the adaptive protection purpose. It was inferred that 

by implementing such protections scheme, the relay settings are constantly adapted to the 

dynamic behavior of wind farms, therefore, false tripping would be avoided. 

• Several cost-effective and novel intelligent differential protection schemes such as DBPS, 

FPGA-DDPS, and SVM-DDPS were proposed as an effective protection mechanism for 

the intertie section of wind farms. All the differential protection schemes developed in this 

research were rigorously tested and examined for various conditions such as normal 

condition, external faults, internal faults, different types of severe and less severe faults, 

faults with high or low resistance, and faults at different locations. All of the protective 

relays were able to successfully detect the faults with high accuracy within a very short 

time. Thus, the proposed protection schemes can be successfully implemented in the 

intertie section of wind farms that would overcome the limitations of conventional distance 

relays. 

• In general, all the protection schemes developed and designed in this thesis was intended 

to be a simple but effective controlling mechanism to improve the protection, security, 

reliability and stability of wind farms compared to their counterparts. 

 

6.3     Future Scope of Work 

This thesis developed several different types of protection techniques to be applicable for 

different protection zones. However, as a future scope of work, the following studies could be 

carried out: 
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• All of the developed protection schemes in this thesis have only been applied for wind 

farms. However, with proper modification and standardization these protections schemes 

can also be applied for various modern power systems, such as smart grids, microgrids, and 

in various sectors of power networks including: generation, transmission and distribution.  

• The grid standards for LVRT and FRT of wind turbines are constantly evolving and 

improving every year, therefore, the wind farm integrated standards for power system 

protection must also evolve accordingly to provide a more reliable and stable power 

system. Thus, in future, more research needs to be carried out to incorporate the latest 

standards of LVRT and FRT in the developed protection schemes for wind farms. 

• Nowadays, with ever increasingly dependency of power system on communications in 

smart grids, the number of malicious cyber-attacks have also been significantly amplified. 

This problem is even more serious and vital for digital relay-based power system protection 

as the online manipulation of any parameter in the relay settings, could cause catastrophic 

consequences in the power networks. For example, a cyber-attack was reported at Ukraine 

power grid in 2015, where Russian hackers compromised information systems of three 

energy distribution companies, and temporarily disrupted the electricity supply to 

consumers. During this attack, 30 substations at the high and medium voltage level (110kv 

and 35kv) were switched off, and also about 230,000 customers were without electricity 

for a period from 1 to 6 hours. Imagine what such cyber-attack could impose to a large-

scale power network that is interconnected between several regions, or countries, where 

the disruption of such power system is not tolerated even for a few seconds. Thus, in the 

future research, more focus will be devoted on developing more robust and anti-cyber-

attack protection relays for smart grids. 
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6.4     Concluding Remarks 

In this thesis, various novel protection schemes applicable for present and future large-

scale wind farms were developed and tested in both simulation and real-time laboratory 

environment. Starting from overcurrent protection to more advanced protection techniques such 

as AI-based intelligent relays, GA and GWO-based optimized coordination between numerous 

overcurrent protective relays for a large-scale wind farm, fuzzy logic and NIA-based adaptive 

protection schemes, several cost-effective and smart differential protection schemes including 

DBPS, FPGA-DDPS, and SVM-DDPS were considered in this work. Through the successful 

application of the developed protection techniques various protection and security-related 

challenges in existing wind farms have been successfully solved. Thus, the proposed protection 

schemes would significantly benefit the reliability, security, protection, stability and cost of wind 

farms if the models are implemented in the real-life power systems. 
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Appendix 

 

 

A. 1. Wind turbine generator model. 
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function [NimaTime, NimaTrip] = fcn(CTpri, CTsec, Irms, PS, TMS, TDS, k, n, 

clk) 
 persistent OCRState OCRTrip OCRTime OCRPickupTime 
  
if isempty(OCRState) 
    OCRState = 0; 
    OCRTrip = inf; 
    OCRTime = inf; 
    OCRPickupTime = 0; 
end 
  
CT = max(Irms/(CTpri/CTsec)); 
Pickup = (PS*0.25)*CTsec; 
  
if (OCRState == 0)&&(CT > Pickup) 
    OCRPickupTime = clk; 
    OCRState = 1; 
end 
  
if (OCRState == 1)&&(clk>(OCRPickupTime+0.02)) 
    if k == 0 
        OCRTime = TDS; 
    else 
        PMS = CT/Pickup;                           
        OCRTime = ((k/((PMS^n)-1))*(TMS*0.05)); 
    end 
    OCRTrip = OCRPickupTime + OCRTime; 
    OCRState = 2; 
end 
 NimaTrip = OCRTrip; 
NimaTime = OCRTime; 

 
A. 2. Matlab codes for defining the operation of OCR. 
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TMS = str2num(get_param(gcb,'TMS')); 

k = str2num(get_param(gcb,'k')); 

n = str2num(get_param(gcb,'n')); 

I = 1:20; 

td = ((k./((I.^n)-1)))*TMS; 

loglog(td); 

set(gcf, 'Position', [200 150 300 500]); 

switch(get_param(gcb,'TCC')) 

    case 'IEC Standard Inverse' 

        title('IEC Standard Inverse'); 

        set(gca, 'YTick', (1:10)); 

        ylim([0.1 10]); 

    case 'IEC Very Inverse' 

        title('IEC Very Inverse'); 

        set(gca, 'YTick', (1:2:15)); 

        ylim([0.01 15]); 

    case 'IEC Long Time Inverse' 

        title('IEC Long Time Inverse'); 

        set(gca, 'YTick', (0:20:120)); 

        ylim([0.1 120]); 

    case 'IEC Extremely Inverse' 

        title('IEC Extremely Inverse'); 

        set(gca, 'YTick', (0:5:30)); 

        ylim([0.01 30]); 

end 

         

set(gca, 'XTick', [1:10 20]); 

xlim([1 30]); 

xlabel('Current (Multiples of Plug Setting)'); 

ylabel('Operating Time (sec)'); 

grid on; 

 

A. 3 Matlab codes for plotting the TCC curves for OCR. 

 

switch(get_param(gcb,'TCC')) 
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    case 'IEC Standard Inverse' 

        set_param(gcb,'k','0.14'); 

        set_param(gcb,'n','0.02'); 

         

    case 'IEC Very Inverse' 

        set_param(gcb,'k','13.5'); 

        set_param(gcb,'n','1'); 

         

    case 'IEC Long Time Inverse' 

        set_param(gcb,'k','120'); 

        set_param(gcb,'n','1'); 

         

    case 'IEC Extremely Inverse' 

        set_param(gcb,'k','80'); 

        set_param(gcb,'n','2');   

               

        otherwise 

        set_param(gcb,'k','0'); 

        end 

 

A. 4. Matlab codes for defining various OCR types based on IEC 60255-151:2009 standard. 
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A. 5. Centralized overcurrent protection scheme.
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A6. Overcurrent protection relays for the wind farm. 

 

SearchAgents_no=300; 

ub=[0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05]; 

lb=[1 1 1 1 1]; 

Max_iter=250; 

dim=5; 

for i=1:dim 

        ub_i=ub(i); 

        lb_i=lb(i); 

        Positions(:,i)=rand(SearchAgents_no,1).*(ub_i-lb_i)+lb_i; 

end 

Alpha_pos=zeros(1,dim); 

Alpha_score=inf;  

  

Beta_pos=zeros(1,dim); 

Beta_score=inf;  

  

Delta_pos=zeros(1,dim); 

Delta_score=inf;  
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Convergence_curve=zeros(1,Max_iter); 

  

l=0;%  

  

while l<Max_iter 

    for i=1:size(Positions,1)   

         

        

        Flag4ub=Positions(i,:)>ub; 

        Flag4lb=Positions(i,:)<lb; 

        

Positions(i,:)=(Positions(i,:).*(~(Flag4ub+Flag4lb)))+ub.*Flag4ub+lb.*Flag4lb

;                

a = 1; 

b = 2; 

c = 100; 

cti = 0.3; 

k = 0.14; 

n = 0.02; 

PSM(5) = 241.37; 

PSM(4) = 19.25; 

PSM(3) = 4.93; 

PSM(2) = 3.92; 

PSM(1) = 5.06; 

t(i,5) = (Positions(i,5) * k) /((PSM(5).^n) - 1); 

t(i,4) = (Positions(i,4) * k) /((PSM(4).^n) - 1); 

t(i,3) = (Positions(i,3) * k) /((PSM(3).^n) - 1); 

t(i,2) = (Positions(i,2) * k) /((PSM(2).^n) - 1); 

t(i,1) = (Positions(i,1) * k) /((PSM(1).^n) - 1); 

T(i) = t(1).^2 + t(2).^2 + t(3).^2 + t(4).^2 + t(5).^2; 

TT = ((t(4) - t(5) - cti) - c*((t(4) - t(5) - cti) - abs(t(4) - t(5) - 

cti))).^2 + ((t(3) - t(4) - cti) - c*((t(3) - t(4) - cti) - abs(t(3) - t(4) - 

cti))).^2 + ((t(2) - t(3) - cti) - c*((t(2) - t(3) - cti) - abs(t(2) - t(3) - 

cti)))^2 + ((t(1) - t(2) - cti) - c*((t(1) - t(2) - cti) - abs(t(1) - t(2) - 

cti)))^2; 

         

        fitness=a * (T) + b * (TT); 
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        if fitness(i)<Alpha_score  

            Alpha_score=fitness(i);  

            Alpha_pos=Positions(i,:); 

        end 

         

        if fitness(i)>Alpha_score && fitness(i)<Beta_score  

            Beta_score=fitness(i);  

            Beta_pos=Positions(i,:); 

        end 

         

        if fitness(i)>Alpha_score && fitness(i)>Beta_score && 

fitness(i)<Delta_score  

            Delta_score=fitness(i);  

            Delta_pos=Positions(i,:); 

        end 

    end 

      

    a=2-l*((2)/Max_iter);  

    for i=1:size(Positions,1) 

        for j=1:size(Positions,2)      

                        

            r1=rand();  

            r2=rand();  

             

            A1=2*a*r1-a;  

            C1=2*r2;) 

             

            D_alpha=abs(C1*Alpha_pos(j)-Positions(i,j));  

            X1=Alpha_pos(j)-A1*D_alpha;  

                        

            r1=rand(); 

            r2=rand(); 

             

            A2=2*a*r1-a;  

            C2=2*r2;  
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            D_beta=abs(C2*Beta_pos(j)-Positions(i,j)); %  

            X2=Beta_pos(j)-A2*D_beta;  

             

            r1=rand(); 

            r2=rand();  

             

            A3=2*a*r1-a;  

            C3=2*r2;  

             

            D_delta=abs(C3*Delta_pos(j)-Positions(i,j)); 

            X3=Delta_pos(j)-A3*D_delta;  

             

            Positions(i,j)=(X1+X2+X3)/3; 

          w= Positions;  

        end 

    end 

    l=l+1; 

    Convergence_curve(l)=Alpha_score; 

end 

 

A.7. GWO Matlab codes for optimizing the coordination of OCRs for wind farms. 

[System] 

Name='NimaFuzzylogicR140' 

Type='mamdani' 

Version=2.0 

NumInputs=3 

NumOutputs=2 

NumRules=4 

AndMethod='min' 

OrMethod='max' 

ImpMethod='min' 

AggMethod='max' 

DefuzzMethod='centroid' 
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[Input1] 

Name='Ia' 

Range=[0 35] 

NumMFs=4 

MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 2.17 8.59 10.1] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[9.9 11.84 15.83 17.1] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[16.9 20.65 25.99 27.1] 

MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[26.9 28 30 35] 

  

[Input2] 

Name='Ib' 

Range=[0 35] 

NumMFs=4 

MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 2.17 8.59 10.1] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[9.9 11.84 15.83 17.1] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[16.9 20.65 25.99 27.1] 

MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[26.9 28 30 35] 

  

[Input3] 

Name='Ic' 

Range=[0 35] 

NumMFs=4 

MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 2.17 8.59 10.1] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[9.9 11.84 15.83 17.1] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[16.9 20.65 25.99 27.1] 

MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[26.9 28 30 35] 

  

[Output1] 

Name='PS' 

Range=[0 200] 
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NumMFs=7 

MF1='PS1':'trimf',[0 25 50] 

MF2='PS2':'trimf',[25 50 75] 

MF3='PS3':'trimf',[50 75 100] 

MF4='PS4':'trimf',[75 100 125] 

MF5='PS5':'trimf',[100 125 150] 

MF6='PS6':'trimf',[125 150 175] 

MF7='PS7':'trimf',[150 175 200] 

  

[Output2] 

Name='TMS' 

Range=[0 1] 

NumMFs=19 

MF1='TMS1':'trimf',[0 0.05 0.1] 

MF2='TMS2':'trimf',[0.05 0.1 0.15] 

MF3='TMS3':'trimf',[0.1 0.15 0.2] 

MF4='TMS4':'trimf',[0.15 0.2 0.25] 

MF5='TMS5':'trimf',[0.2 0.25 0.3] 

MF6='TMS6':'trimf',[0.25 0.3 0.35] 

MF7='TMS7':'trimf',[0.3 0.35 0.4] 

MF8='TMS8':'trimf',[0.35 0.4 0.45] 

MF9='TMS9':'trimf',[0.4 0.45 0.5] 

MF10='TMS10':'trimf',[0.45 0.5 0.55] 

MF11='TMS11':'trimf',[0.5 0.55 0.6] 

MF12='TMS12':'trimf',[0.55 0.6 0.65] 

MF13='TMS13':'trimf',[0.6 0.65 0.7] 

MF14='TMS14':'trimf',[0.65 0.7 0.75] 

MF15='TMS15':'trimf',[0.7 0.75 0.8] 

MF16='TMS16':'trimf',[0.75 0.8 0.85] 

MF17='TMS17':'trimf',[0.8 0.85 0.9] 
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MF18='TMS18':'trimf',[0.85 0.9 0.95] 

MF19='TMS19':'trimf',[0.9 0.95 1] 

  

[Rules] 

4 4 4, 3 1 (1) : 2 

3 3 3, 3 1 (1) : 2 

2 2 2, 2 1 (1) : 2 

1 1 1, 1 1 (1) : 2 

A. 8. Fuzzy logic parameters and definition for OCRs 1-40. 

 

[System] 

Name='NimaFuzzylogicR4144' 

Type='mamdani' 

Version=2.0 

NumInputs=3 

NumOutputs=2 

NumRules=4 

AndMethod='min' 

OrMethod='max' 

ImpMethod='min' 

AggMethod='max' 

DefuzzMethod='centroid' 

  

[Input1] 

Name='Ia' 

Range=[0 350] 

NumMFs=4 

MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 21.7 86.14 101] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[99 118.68 158.58 171] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[169 206.81 260.19 271] 
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MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[269 280 300 350] 

  

[Input2] 

Name='Ib' 

Range=[0 350] 

NumMFs=4 

MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 21.7 86.14 101] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[99 118.7 158.6 171] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[169 206.8 260.2 271] 

MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[269 280 300 350] 

  

[Input3] 

Name='Ic' 

Range=[0 350] 

NumMFs=4 

MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 21.7 86.14 101] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[99 118.7 158.6 171] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[169 206.8 260.2 271] 

MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[269 280 300 350] 

  

[Output1] 

Name='PS' 

Range=[0 200] 

NumMFs=7 

MF1='PS1':'trimf',[0 25 50] 

MF2='PS2':'trimf',[25 50 75] 

MF3='PS3':'trimf',[50 75 100] 

MF4='PS4':'trimf',[75 100 125] 

MF5='PS5':'trimf',[100 125 150] 

MF6='PS6':'trimf',[125 150 175] 
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MF7='PS7':'trimf',[150 175 200] 

  

[Output2] 

Name='TMS' 

Range=[0 1] 

NumMFs=19 

MF1='TMS1':'trimf',[0 0.05 0.1] 

MF2='TMS2':'trimf',[0.05 0.1 0.15] 

MF3='TMS3':'trimf',[0.1 0.15 0.2] 

MF4='TMS4':'trimf',[0.15 0.2 0.25] 

MF5='TMS5':'trimf',[0.2 0.25 0.3] 

MF6='TMS6':'trimf',[0.25 0.3 0.35] 

MF7='TMS7':'trimf',[0.3 0.35 0.4] 

MF8='TMS8':'trimf',[0.35 0.4 0.45] 

MF9='TMS9':'trimf',[0.4 0.45 0.5] 

MF10='TMS10':'trimf',[0.45 0.5 0.55] 

MF11='TMS11':'trimf',[0.5 0.55 0.6] 

MF12='TMS12':'trimf',[0.55 0.6 0.65] 

MF13='TMS13':'trimf',[0.6 0.65 0.7] 

MF14='TMS14':'trimf',[0.65 0.7 0.75] 

MF15='TMS15':'trimf',[0.7 0.75 0.8] 

MF16='TMS16':'trimf',[0.75 0.8 0.85] 

MF17='TMS17':'trimf',[0.8 0.85 0.9] 

MF18='TMS18':'trimf',[0.85 0.9 0.95] 

MF19='TMS19':'trimf',[0.9 0.95 1] 

  

[Rules] 

4 4 4, 4 4 (1) : 2 

3 3 3, 3 4 (1) : 2 

2 2 2, 2 4 (1) : 2 
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1 1 1, 1 5 (1) : 2 

A. 9. Fuzzy logic parameters and definition for OCRs 41-44. 

 
[System] 

Name='NimaFuzzylogicR45' 

Type='mamdani' 

Version=2.0 

NumInputs=3 

NumOutputs=2 

NumRules=4 

AndMethod='min' 

OrMethod='max' 

ImpMethod='min' 

AggMethod='max' 

DefuzzMethod='centroid' 

  

[Input1] 

Name='Ia' 

Range=[0 1500] 

NumMFs=4 

MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 84.35 340.3 450] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[440 470.5 630.06 750] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[740 823 1036 1100] 

MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[1090 1200 1350 1500] 

  

[Input2] 

Name='Ib' 

Range=[0 1500] 

NumMFs=4 
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MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 84.35 340.3 450] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[440 470.5 630.1 750] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[740 823 1036 1100] 

MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[1090 1200 1350 1500] 

  

[Input3] 

Name='Ic' 

Range=[0 1500] 

NumMFs=4 

MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 84.35 340.3 450] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[440 470.5 630.1 750] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[740 823 1036 1100] 

MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[1090 1200 1350 1500] 

  

[Output1] 

Name='PS' 

Range=[0 200] 

NumMFs=7 

MF1='PS1':'trimf',[0 25 50] 

MF2='PS2':'trimf',[25 50 75] 

MF3='PS3':'trimf',[50 75 100] 

MF4='PS4':'trimf',[75 100 125] 

MF5='PS5':'trimf',[100 125 150] 

MF6='PS6':'trimf',[125 150 175] 

MF7='PS7':'trimf',[150 175 200] 

  

[Output2] 

Name='TMS' 

Range=[0 1] 

NumMFs=19 
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MF1='TMS1':'trimf',[0 0.05 0.1] 

MF2='TMS2':'trimf',[0.05 0.1 0.15] 

MF3='TMS3':'trimf',[0.1 0.15 0.2] 

MF4='TMS4':'trimf',[0.15 0.2 0.25] 

MF5='TMS5':'trimf',[0.2 0.25 0.3] 

MF6='TMS6':'trimf',[0.25 0.3 0.35] 

MF7='TMS7':'trimf',[0.3 0.35 0.4] 

MF8='TMS8':'trimf',[0.35 0.4 0.45] 

MF9='TMS9':'trimf',[0.4 0.45 0.5] 

MF10='TMS10':'trimf',[0.45 0.5 0.55] 

MF11='TMS11':'trimf',[0.5 0.55 0.6] 

MF12='TMS12':'trimf',[0.55 0.6 0.65] 

MF13='TMS13':'trimf',[0.6 0.65 0.7] 

MF14='TMS14':'trimf',[0.65 0.7 0.75] 

MF15='TMS15':'trimf',[0.7 0.75 0.8] 

MF16='TMS16':'trimf',[0.75 0.8 0.85] 

MF17='TMS17':'trimf',[0.8 0.85 0.9] 

MF18='TMS18':'trimf',[0.85 0.9 0.95] 

MF19='TMS19':'trimf',[0.9 0.95 1] 

  

[Rules] 

4 4 4, 3 4 (1) : 2 

3 3 3, 3 4 (1) : 2 

2 2 2, 2 5 (1) : 2 

1 1 1, 1 6 (1) : 2 

A. 10. Fuzzy logic parameters and definition for OCRs 45. 

 
[System] 

Name='NimaFuzzylogicR46' 
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Type='mamdani' 

Version=2.0 

NumInputs=3 

NumOutputs=2 

NumRules=4 

AndMethod='min' 

OrMethod='max' 

ImpMethod='min' 

AggMethod='max' 

DefuzzMethod='centroid' 

  

[Input1] 

Name='Ia' 

Range=[0 250] 

NumMFs=4 

MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 12.91 53.56 70] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[69 74.27 99.65 120] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[119 130.3 164.3 170] 

MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[169 180 225 250] 

  

[Input2] 

Name='Ib' 

Range=[0 250] 

NumMFs=4 

MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 12.91 53.56 70] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[69 74.27 99.65 120] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[119 130.3 164.3 170] 

MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[169 180 225 250] 

  

[Input3] 
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Name='Ic' 

Range=[0 250] 

NumMFs=4 

MF1='Low':'trapmf',[0 12.91 53.56 70] 

MF2='Medium':'trapmf',[69 74.27 99.65 120] 

MF3='High':'trapmf',[119 130.3 164.3 170] 

MF4='Ultra':'trapmf',[169 180 225 250] 

  

[Output1] 

Name='PS' 

Range=[0 200] 

NumMFs=7 

MF1='PS1':'trimf',[0 25 50] 

MF2='PS2':'trimf',[25 50 75] 

MF3='PS3':'trimf',[50 75 100] 

MF4='PS4':'trimf',[75 100 125] 

MF5='PS5':'trimf',[100 125 150] 

MF6='PS6':'trimf',[125 150 175] 

MF7='PS7':'trimf',[150 175 200] 

  

[Output2] 

Name='TMS' 

Range=[0 1] 

NumMFs=19 

MF1='TMS1':'trimf',[0 0.05 0.1] 

MF2='TMS2':'trimf',[0.05 0.1 0.15] 

MF3='TMS3':'trimf',[0.1 0.15 0.2] 

MF4='TMS4':'trimf',[0.15 0.2 0.25] 

MF5='TMS5':'trimf',[0.2 0.25 0.3] 

MF6='TMS6':'trimf',[0.25 0.3 0.35] 
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MF7='TMS7':'trimf',[0.3 0.35 0.4] 

MF8='TMS8':'trimf',[0.35 0.4 0.45] 

MF9='TMS9':'trimf',[0.4 0.45 0.5] 

MF10='TMS10':'trimf',[0.45 0.5 0.55] 

MF11='TMS11':'trimf',[0.5 0.55 0.6] 

MF12='TMS12':'trimf',[0.55 0.6 0.65] 

MF13='TMS13':'trimf',[0.6 0.65 0.7] 

MF14='TMS14':'trimf',[0.65 0.7 0.75] 

MF15='TMS15':'trimf',[0.7 0.75 0.8] 

MF16='TMS16':'trimf',[0.75 0.8 0.85] 

MF17='TMS17':'trimf',[0.8 0.85 0.9] 

MF18='TMS18':'trimf',[0.85 0.9 0.95] 

MF19='TMS19':'trimf',[0.9 0.95 1] 

  

[Rules] 

4 4 4, 4 11 (1) : 2 

3 3 3, 3 12 (1) : 2 

2 2 2, 2 14 (1) : 2 

1 1 1, 1 15 (1) : 2 

A. 11. Fuzzy logic parameters and definition for OCRs 46 and 47.  
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A. 12. Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Protection Scheme (Mamdani). 

 

A. 13. Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Protection Scheme (Sugeno). 
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A. 14. Intelligent and adaptive centralized overcurrent protection and coordination scheme. 
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A. 15. Centralized differential protection scheme. 
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A. 16. Differential protection scheme for the intertie section of the wind farm. 

 

module Nima_protection_relay (r, w, a, b); 

 

parameter p = 32'b00000000_00000011_01010100_01111010; 

parameter k = 32'b00000000_00000000_00011001_10011001; 

 

input signed [31:0] a, b; 

output r, w; 
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reg r; 

reg w; 

reg signed [31:0] lefthandside, currentaddition, divisionofcurrentaddition, 

formattedsloperatiomultiplication, righthandside; 

reg signed [63:0] sloperatiomultiplication; 

 

always @ (a, b) 

begin 

 

 lefthandside = a - b; 

 currentaddition = a + b; 

 divisionofcurrentaddition = {1'b0, currentaddition[31:1]}; 

 sloperatiomultiplication = k * divisionofcurrentaddition; 

   formattedsloperatiomultiplication = sloperatiomultiplication[47:16]; 

            righthandside = formattedsloperatiomultiplication + p; 

 

   if ( lefthandside > righthandside ) 

 begin 

  r = 1'b1; 

  w = 1'b0; 

 end 

 else 

 begin 
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  r = 1'b0; 

  w = 1'b1; 

 end 

   

end 

 

endmodule 

A. 17. Simplified FPGA Verilog codes for the proposed FPGA-DDPS. 
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A. 18. Operation of machine learning-based protection schemes. 
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